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Letter From The Editors
As we write this, we’re sitting on the third floor where our editing team has taken over. A power
strip sits in between two folding tables and it is powering 6 laptops, 1 desktop and an external monitor.
We are scattered all over the children’s floor, writing, editing, translating and curating the pictures that
you find in this book. It is hard work, but we are glad to have an opportunity to tell the story of what God
has done with our church over the past thirty years.
For the past few months, we have debated over everything you could think of regarding this book. From
the cover photo to the organization of the book and the various translations. We wanted to write this letter
to let you know some of the reasons behind our decisions and invite you into celebrating with us.

There are two big decisions we made for this year’s book and we want to share them with you.
The first was to organize the book by the functions of the church, not by the different ministries. We
wanted to emphasize that we are one church, with many different parts. For this reason also, we decided
to provide translation for every major article and testimony inside. You will find these in your appendix. 
Our church is growing and evolving together as we enter into our 31st year. We struggle at times,
and we’re far from perfect. All the same, we strive with all of our hearts towards God’s vision for QTEC.
We believe this book reflects that, and we invite you to enjoy it with an open heart of praise for what God
has done, and excitement for what God will do. 


The idea Behind the Church Logo
Torrance Pai – Designer
A logo - it's a personal and sentimental symbol of the kind
of people you will find in a church. Since QTEC didn't personally
have one, I wanted to try to make one in order to have a more
recognizable ministry in the midst of the "Bible-street" of
Northern Boulevard. After going through several different ideas
and looking to other church logos for inspiration, I finally settled
on a heart... I know, it's very cliché and overused. I was actually 
abstract but when I thought of what
hoping to create ssomething
omet
om
ethhing beautifully abs
of love and care for it's
God's church should be,
be I thought of a beacon
bea
neighbors, both Christians and non-Christians alike. Yes, it is a community
within a heart (notice the white streets and avenues) with a cross to show
where the church is (which isn't an actual map of our area), but beyond that, it
is a community that forms a heart because Christ is at the center of it. For an
English Ministry redefining its values and vision, caring and outreaching for
our Flushing community was a crucial detail for our identity—we not only
want to build each other here inside of our church, we also want to go beyond
these walls and into our community as well.
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źҁψĝŻࡥҼʮݻदWɸƌ
źҁψĝŻɸҼʮԶ࣓ݡ۸Ϲ۸ԲөźմǩҁŕψĝŻɸѣƄմ
ǩҁŕψĝɸѣɷɴźࡱĞۉψĝŻƂΙƣϛźࣀۉψĝɸՁ
֤ƃɸߤųʪźࡱĞۉψĝŻܱ۸ըŤڲc˝ׅ̍ܐɸĞŲٶˀ
΄ʘ࣓ظ۸ϹƀٯөݱմǩβДɸۉψ£एƄԳߔɸɥǵկٳҧ
ˣմɸۉψÏșі˸ő֫ڋƄԳ˕կϼ΄ʘψׄϖ࣐ۀҼߣźͭӎ
˱բŻɸࠗަƄ܃ΗݽμѼºҧɸմǩߔߒߗئәÏų^ɸ۩ڳ
֥גҧƬɥɸ²ӳUɵΤڳۉȀߢ׃Øɸźߗ֫ŲҁŕŲ֦ࢅŲ
ݰӰŻɑ۸źܐ˝ߗŻࣛܧų
ࢋWࡱĞۉψĝɸcɵ̍ࠗޕقɴࣙŲǄٶŲߔɠࢺ͆ؑşųؑ
şҁŕψĝ࣓۸ϹʬҀөߒߗئߔݱәÏWؑۉψĔyѣƄʬɓɠô
ԯࢲݳմǩޱˡډѻࢶࢯƄ۸ϹٯөմǩγכÇؑθߒࢋߗοψĝƄ
ˮҼšź΄ʘψؑşҁψĝŻųࠄɑ߃ɴʬƀƀ։өš߉ƄÌψĝ
ܴ̑ǃַࢲٯųࡱĞۉψĝ࣓۸Ϲٯ۸өӲؑşҁψĝ̑ࢰرźߔ
֦ؑºݤŻƄȿԯܞϫɸcɵկɠʤĒصցؑşҁψĝÌɸψĝ
ߔ˙ׅų
ΌΉҁψĝɸࢰyަ˸۱ҸәÏϼ֦ؑߔºݤ۸ϹٯҀөɸƩĤ
֫ƄؑݱࢋڋşɸǣŲߔŲӡ̅ʀĒࢲҁψĝļμʬַҀөɸәĝ˙
ׅƄ߃ɴ۸Ϲǃ։өۼҸҧš߉ų
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A Brief History of Origin about Evangelical Holiness Church 
How Queens Taiwanese Evangelical Church Came to Be
Where did the name “Queens Taiwanese Evangelical Church” come from?
The name “Evangelical Holiness Church” originated in 1917 from the Japanese denomination
of the Holiness Church, which was established with the assistance of Far East Evangelical Church,
started by One Mission Society, formerly known as Oriental Missionary Society, International (OMS).
Far East Evangelical Church was founded by a group of passionate Christians, led by Pastor Charles
Cowman (Whose wife is the author of the famous devotional “Streams in the Desert”) and Pastor
Nakada Juji. Their faith was strongly influenced by their American contemporary A. B. Simpson and
his teaching of The Four-Fold Gospel: Jesus our Savior, Sanctifier, Healer, and Coming King.”
The missionary outreach efforts of Far East Evangelical Church later expanded to South Korea,
Brazil, China, and Taiwan. “Taiwan Holiness Church” was founded in 1926, forced to closed down
during WWII in 1945, and was later rebuilt and renamed to “Taiwan Christian Holiness Church”.
Together Taiwan Christian Holiness Church and Far East Evangelical Church founded Central Taiwan
Theological Seminary in 1951 to train preachers for God’s kingdom. 
Our dear Pastor Benjamin Kao was a graduate of Central Taiwan Theological Seminary in 1956,
and served in various branches of the Evangelical Holiness Church throughout Taiwan for 26 years. He
then immigrated to the United States in March 22, 1983 and moved to Flushing, Queens to share the
Gospel. In August of the same year, Pastor Kao started a bible study group, and as it grew, he began a
church in 1984. This church grew to become Queens Taiwanese Evangelical Church as we know it.
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։ɓ݊ΌΉҁψĝ
ǈѡࠛәÏ
˸۱ҸәÏ٩ʤөɸ̀ܵƄࡱ֦ؑߔݱº߬ݤĜɸĔԯ٩^μȞ͈ێ ڦݱȡƄݱ
ЁĝߔƢݕų٩^ÇҧҷɸӢ҄رܴ̑ܐ͈ߗɸڃäƄ࣓٩^βȯźә҄Ӣ҄ŻƄ
£˸әÏŲȐɹũәÏŲһ݁әÏ͆٩ǩկų٩^ʑԯϫȡƄμȞɴ̅ψĝۢȡ
UɵƄӜҀַөɥࢋԯɸׅѫƄȃҦƬîԶӜʠзĩɸẸ̆Ƅpڲ۹ӵӳ²ŢǪNų
ܠɷөƄ˸әÏ۰ۼҸҧƄ؞tWӱǣ̈٩ڷųӜĔ٩ɴҧܴ͇ܛƪƌ
ކƈź٩ژ۰ψĝƁŻƬĔϼǞߣۉψɸֿҽۼҸҧɸų
өؤڊ٩ՠҧҌࡪĔƄ؞tՠΌΉǊ݊˸әÏųӜĔ܂μݱʶшֲѣѫ۸
ࢲψĝƄRՊûԅźΌΉҁψĝŻƄŃژɴީɸ½ƣѫߔڲɸܛƪƁ
өؤڊƄ٩Ԑӽoՠ࠲ߚߚɠݏrƄݰɓ݊ݷΌΉ˸әÏƄϗĒմRˊߢڙʩų
ӜĔψĝկĒǪ܃Ձ̉ʤƄȰƣͽŔȯࢭɸŀˉƄީš^ĸ˴ڃʩƁ
өݨƄΌΉҁψĝӴڷƢ˴ؖʩʍǊƄ٩ɥǵؑşҁψĝБĝՠߢȷųܠɷ٩
ܮźϚŦӱŻš࣪ҲɠΤųЛɴψĝ̉ࡨȅŲ߽̉®ѫƁ˴ʩʍǊ߂ࢋ˸әÏ͆Ó٣
̍رWޠ٩ݘތƄ˸әÏǵׂݰÓөÄ۰ڿؼƄɑש׀ࢰ^Пԣލпձәަɸ
࣪ų٩ࡸܠɷƬĔ˸әÏءɀɸ։]Ġίƈҁψĝɀ֤Ųؑݱş߬ɠº܃Ηݱҧ
֦߬ºų
Þՠ։ɓ݊ΌΉҁψĝƄ٩֥Չʀ˴גɴ˸әÏÇҁψĝɸŚ͓˴ՓƈÞÇ࣓
ψĝɸҼʮƄ¥ȷӲؑşҁψĝǝܴࡦнƉ܃ΗÇпձәÏɀ֤Ġίɸ۰ų
տϛΌΉҁψĝΙÄé߳ψ։ַࡧөƄ٩ژԶҁǝѠɸݘƈźšÞࣧ۸߃ؤɴտϛƄ
Ө^܊͈ڲرʀӳّ˝ܐų٩֥ڳӜݱӨ^~ۋڲѫ֔̍ɸƄǭȯգࡥ̍Ƅ߃ɴ۲ʰ
΄ʘɸմࠃųŻƂ࣎ƈMƃ
࣫֘ʃ࠳˝ΌΉҁψĝƄܰݱәÏŲ̅٣܃̍رΗգएĝܵߔ߂˒ׅڲرҁ̍մ۬ӳ
ّŲɠɠĦ۱ߢҼƁ۴࣫ʩߢ࠳˝ǝ˸אәÏ֤एνМŲգΤڃĩҫ˝Ɓ

˴ʩ ࢀљ
ź˴֦ڭɣѹ٩ईɴѫӹݥҁψŻ٩
ܿࢹяִůईɴӹݥҁψзַ۸ө
ѫƄ̄ާݱȻҘƺɸɠΤدј٩ֹЪʗ
˴גɴ֘ʃܿ٩ҪݱرųܰԳɯܴۧڤ
֖شƄܴхӣ߂ֹƄҁѸϼݱʄڼϔҩ
Ҫ߂Ϋࣖڷݭ٬תɸ˒ڏƄ٬תɸǒߤƄ
٬תɸƺࣖʄڼϔҩҪՋտ۸Τկų˴
֦ڭƄ٩ߖޠɴΤѫƁ˴࠳֦ڭ٩Τد
٦ӾƄ˴ܽ˪ˎ֦ڭǦƄ˴࠳֦ڭ٬ڒ
ʩʆƄ۰˴߃ڭɴݢܫƁƴҪƁ
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ΌΉҁψĝyѣ։ַөɠܠׅ۰
ΌΉҁψĝyѣ։ַөɠܠׅ۰
   ˸۱ҸәÏòߣ˝ֿܐҽۼҸҧƄ

ࡵĆΌΉ͕ͯ ʶшֲʑϾų
   =& ݱEE9AQ?H8 !?GE<=A;˸әÏࠄ

׀ࢰޓʂ۸ɓߢմʍǊ
   ޱڛˡɹܠš,G99AE/Q=IQA9E9 

 HQA;9?=7Q?<GD7<Ƅߔ٧Ҽšź΄ʘψΌΉ

ҁψĝŻ
    )BDF<9DA?H8 ؑşĝࣽࠗЁĝ§ų
 
̍رذĝβДޙȲų
   ʂ۸ɓӲҧψĝ!?GE<=A;!=DEF 

+D9E6KF9D=QA<GD7<!+ ֗Ծϗݙܮĝʍؖ

Ёĝ
   ܱؑşĝࣽࡴ ߍۼQD7?QKH9

!+ Ёĝų
  ӴڷԲࡧө˴ʩʍǊų
   Ӳ!+͈ࢰޣVٞĝĝߩų
   !+ߢձәÏ࣊҅Ƅ͈Vƿ˽αų
   ȯѣۉψٞĝų
  Ӵࡧַڷө˴ʩʍǊΗܐĩUɵĝƄɀǎ

ψĝѣַࡧө؞Иų
   ȯѣοؖٞĝų
  ࠪډ٣࣓ F<.F !?GE<=A;ɸڱĝؖų
  ʂ۸ɓڱݱĝߢؖմȼǊų
   ڱĝؖƢ˴ؖʩʍǊų
   ࢰ~ػ׀ΤڤدβЁĝų

̍رĝȯѣԣәڤβų
  Բ٣ʄࢥڼҩՁِӡΥߚΥźӗĬÈڛ

ψĝŻѢĝų
   Ӵࡧַڷөग˸әÏәĝࡧַө

˴ʩʍǊƄ˸әÏްׁګձߢձәÏƄ

RגԣšǩĝĦ߫әÏų
   ̖ȁһcɵࢰ׀ǐ҅ɸՏ֛өׅ̍ų
   ʂ۸ऱۉψөĝƄšؑşࡼə˝

ܐUɵ£ࢹ̍ر٧܈әÏų
  ʂ۸ऱգψĝڊѻŨƄʀनݱ


'=969AL9?? )%ƄѳࣞһәÏų
  Ӵ࡞źǩ֏ͥɸϳǊ߰ҧ؞ĝŻܱźܴ

ՓܐؤĩׄϖŻy࡞կࢹ̽܈әÏ
   ࢰߢݼ׀մؖݵȼǊų
  ܰࢻ֫әÏࢰࠤࠞ׀әࣹգψĝų
   գψĝڊѻŨƄʀनˮݱ2QDI=7> )4Ƅ

˸۱ҸәÏų
  ܰࢻ֫әÏϼձߢձәÏƄރܣȆ̖ȁһ

cɵƼѣәÏų
  ۉψөĝƄšؑ˝֦º˪|ࢭݤݤі

әÏų
   ʂ۸ɓܕΤࢭЁĝų

7.

   ҧźࣀۉψĝŻڿؼɸҌؑۉψ

ÏٔѥәÏ˕µƄΗԇःؑşɸٔĩѡ

әÏ˕µW݊ɵų
   գψĝڊѻŨƄʀनݱ2QDI=7> )4Ƅ

ƴרȁћ֦ºאَݤծψ בәÏ ÏӒų
  ۉψөĝƄš՛կۉψıħź՛

cҋŻࢹϴࠇәÏų
   ӴڷɍΝUɵĝƄʽºɶʄڼų
  Ӵ࡞ڱӵۀؼ̍رĝƄʀनݱ


'=969AL9?? )%ų
   գψĝڊѻŨƄʀनݱ2QDI=7> )4Ƅ

ҠɠڡәÏų
  ࢰ׀Ҧݨ۸ɓźڤβܞׅ̍ϫĝŻų
  ۉψөĝƄš՛կۉψԏܞźީ̣

ĝŻԼࠍचәÏų
   Ӵڷʬַࡧө˴ʩʍǊΗɍΝUɵ

ĝƄɀǎψĝѣʬַࡧө؞Иų
   գψĝڊѻŨƄʀनݱ2QDI=7> )4Ƅ

š՛կۉψıħźࣀࢶòĝŻɸ

ՖߌνәÏų
  धÃkࢥҩߥ۬˿ݕĝų
  ߔ֦ؑºݤάձψÏϚs٧ۉψÏ˕µW

݊ɵų
   Ӵ࡞ǩψĝź˝ܐȑĝŻ
   ǩψĝʂ۸ऱźࣀ։ܐ˝ݝǥࡨ]կ

UɵܞϫŻ
  Ύі̹әÏɠΌΉ ͈҃Uɵɠ

ĝƄ࣓Чĩӝ̐ Ӵڷų
   գψĝڊѻŨƄʀनݱ2QDI=7> )4Ƅ

Ԯѳࣥרψĝ|ࡖәÏų
  ߔظڳUɵĝ̍رՖՑԦࢥҩߢࣦ

źկࣀØѤӲࢶYߗοŻ࠙ų
   ࢰʶшֲϪύź˝ڲߔܐŻߢմЁ

ĝƄʀनڷؤތݱҎÏ࡞̐ų
  ؑşȕ֒ܫʄڼŲंठ·ࢥҩ˕µߢࣦU

ɵĝų
   źࢻ̣・ܾڤŻUɵĝƄܱؑşźޕȹ

ܐĩŻ£ࢼƅӕࡼяÏŲ|तΊŲۆ

·ࢥҩߥ۬˿ݕų
   ˸տ֑ʂ۸ɓՁِɶĞӲźķߛڦ

 ׅ̍Żɸۉψų
  ˸ѝіࢥҩߢࣦź͆ԧֿަƅտ͇ϓ

łطڢŻ࠙ų
   ʂ۸ऱźoسΧԯҁμŨŻų
  ࢰڷػ׀źӗĬÈڛƅޮգɸ֫ڱҽ

οݷŻ։өܛƪƅȯկߢմºڅѮމ

Ȳų
  ࢥޕוҩߢմźʬ͚ҁĩˊߥ۬ڙŻų

   ढ΄әÏߢࣦź࣐ڲȯࢭ࠙Żų
 
ź˝ڲߔܐŻߢմЁĝʀनˮࠃَݱ

ύh҄ÖǾ࣍ؑų
  ̧Ň࣒Ų|ܫब˕µߢࣦź˝ڹͺܑΤ

دŻ࠙۸ ų
   Տ֛ө˝ܐŨ࣓ΌΉ֘ߚ"DQ79(QABDƄ

ָװөʄڼų
  ָװөʄ׀ࢰڼǐ҅ɸׅ̍ރܣų
   َߌ_Ųۂ՛˕µՁِɶĞqࡧƄ

ߤ˸տ֑Ӳɸ (ۉψׅ̍ų
   ӴڷźψĝՁׅ̍ںޔѢĝŻų
  źࢶòƷǼׅͫ̍ŻνМ࠙۸ ƈ

ࢹࢅބڳÏƄѳࣞһәÏų
  َۂ՛ՁِɶĞߤ˸տ֑Ӳɸ


 (ۉψׅ̍ų
  źࢶòƷǼׅͫ̍ŻνМ࠙ʬ ƈ

}מÏѳք՝ƄͥƮÏەܒų
  ڱӵۀؼ̍رĝƄݱ#Q@CFBAQK )4ų
  ؑşźTĞ{£ŻࢢڳĦŲَڤң˕µ֫

ҽ۬ߥ؞ĝų
   գψĝڊѻŨƄʀन-BE9A8Q?9-9FD9QF

9AF9D ڱȮψĝ؇̦əәÏų
   ϋрźޮգɸ֫ڱҽοݷŻ։өܛ

ƪƄ܃źӗĬÈڛψĝŻɸݠu 

ܚʑ٠WƲܛޕƪӲȗҐƅź֥ͥϳ

ǊƄͽͥڤβƄÙͥ£ࢼƄÖͥۉψŻų
   ̧Ň࣒Ų|ܫबߢࣦź˝ڹͺܑΤدŻ
  ź˝ڲߔܐŻߢմЁĝʀनˮݱϪύΌΉ

ʟڲߔۉƄ̉Ҽšź˝ܐÖcߔڲŻų
   գψĝڊѻŨݱ-BE9A8Q?9-9FD9QF 

9AF9D ʩ̣ψĝØϱڗәÏų
  ź࣐Ѥ˒ׅѢĝŻƄØϱڗәÏΗ

ҧࢭяĝψĝ̉ڱ£ࢼų
  źߗڱºڤβŻݷϼĝࢰމ֘׀

ؑşźTĞ{£ŻࢢڳĦŲَڤң˕µ

źܐĩӲõ{˒ׅԏܞŻų
   ߢմȼǊˮĔࢲš ( ؖݵƄ

ٰ ( ؖ
  Υźʶшֲ͈҃Uɵ~ڷƅύࣧƲ

ØŻƄܱΌΉʟ࡞ߢڲߔۉų
  ָװөcɵࢰ׀գ҅ɸރܣȆׅ̍ų
   գψĝڊѻŨƄʀन9.Q?9E0A=H9DE=FK 

+ƄڱȮψĝࢹܫοәÏų
  źڅθșμݷϼŻࢰމ֘׀ų
  ӴڷźoسΧԯҁμŨ
   ӴڷՕΝUɵĝƄšźǾʭަࣀ

ĝߔׅ̍ȆߢձØҋΥәÏų
ĝߔ ׅȆߢձØҋ әÏ

  ʶшֲź˝ܐÖcߔڲŻׅ̍ˀڛӲ
ʶшֲź˝ܐÖcߔڲŻׅ̍ˀڛӲ

ȗҐܝĝų
ȗҐܝĝų

   źψĝޙȲܚۀٞĝŻʂ۸ɓĝߩų
  ģǺwŲࣦߢˇ࡛źͺܑȯࢭŻ
  ʂʬԯοܛؖƪʂ۸ɓӔиѡ࠶ų
  գψĝڊѻŨݱ9.Q?9E0A=H9DE=FK +Ƅ

ߔ֦ؑºݤØՍͷяÏų
  ӴڷoسΧԯҁμŨ
   ʂ۸ɓΥΌřܐ˝ٶŨ
  ʂʬԯοܛؖƪʂʬɓӔиѡ࠶ų
  Ӵڷźߗ֢ͺΉׇ۟ʍǊŻƄǃÇ


˕µΥųܱܰࢻ֫әÏŲधҧѵÏӒ

ߢʍ
  ҁނ۶ź˿ݕŲõ{ܐĩUɵĝŻų
   ݕǋ {ڤ£ՠΌΉިߝ͉֫ҽؖ

ƂģØۂ؈cɵƃߢࣦź˿ݕŲõ{ܐĩ

UɵĝŻų
  գψĝڊѻŨݱ9.Q?9E0A=H9DE=FK +Ƅ

Ԯѳࣥרψĝ|ࡖәÏų
  ࢺրǷψבνМࢅº࠙۸ źտ͇ʜ

Փϥɸǿ~ƅߦށêकӲݶकŻų
  ַҀ٣ʄࢥڼҩΥֿަțcɠ

ĝƄݱǄŭɽӈࣀĝߩߔڲ
    Ϲ٣ʄࢥڼҩΥࢹج׃әÏÐࢼɸ

ؑşۉψҌѢų
  գψĝڊѻŨݱ9.Q?9E0A=H9DE=FK +Ƅ

̉ڱcɵĝїʑٮәÏų
  ӴڷźoسΧԯҁμŨŻų
  ࢺրǷψבνМࢅº࠙ʬ ź«ތѤӲ

ֵҰƅϓ«ܴҷˀƄ̀ҰܴީْŻų
  +QEFBD%BE<GQ=D7<P9?8ࢰ׀Ĉձǐ҅ɸރܣ

Ȇcɵų

8.

QTEC 30 Year Timeline
Timeline
1983 3.22 Rev. Benjamin Kao immigrates to


Flushing, Queens
1984 1.1
First service is held in Rev. Kao’s home

at 45-01 Kissena Blvd.
1984 3.23 Registered under the name of “Queens

Taiwanese Evangelical Church”
1987 2.8
Used Taiwan Center as place for worship
1988 7
Bylaws created by coworker group
1990 9.1
Discussed with First Presbyterian Church

(FPC) to rent space for worship
1991 3.3
Changed meeting place from Taiwan 

Center to FPC
3.17 7th anniversary service
1992 6.7
Merger committee meeting with FPC
1993 5.16 FPC Senior Pastor resigns, merger


committee dissolved
1994 2.6
Mission committee created
6.25 10th anniversary service
1995 1.29 Church building committee created
5.16 Purchased location at 40-31 165th St.
11.26 First Sunday service at new building
1996 4.27 Special service for new church building
1997 1.10 Family small groups are formed
3
Coworkers form pastor hiring committee
5.14-17 Seven members attend “Purpose Driven

Church” Conference in Southern CA
1998 1.1
14th anniversary service; Rev. Kao serves

for 40 years in ministry, officially retires

and becomes Honorary Pastor
1999 3.1
Brother Abraham Koo begins serving 

part-time in youth ministry
2000 4.28-30 First Mission Conference
5.27-29 First Summer Retreat at Liebenzell, NJ
2001 7.22 Expansion of Early Morning Service
8.1
Rev. YangShengYu begins shepherding

QTEC
9.1-3 New Summer Retreat location at


Warwick, NY
11.3
Rev. Yu installed as Senior Pastor,

Brother Koo ordained as English Pastor
2002 1.26 1st Single Parents Fellowship
2003 6.27-28 Coworker Retreat at Liebenzell, NJ
9.21 Monthly small group training starts
2004 5.29-30 20th anniversary service
2005 6.23-25 Billy Graham Crusade at Flushing- 

Corona Park
2006 1.1
Established Gospel Center in Downtown

Flushing at the office of Tan &


Associates

9.

2007 5.7

Kimberly Kao begins working with
Europe Campus Ministry (ECM) in East
Germany
8.2-6 First Vacation Bible Camp
9.2
Chinese Ministry begins 3-year Sunday
school curriculum of “Holistic
Cultivation of New Lifestyle” based on
Rick Warren’s “Purpose Driven Church”
2008 2
Gospel Center moves to new location on
Prince Street
8.1-3 Youth Gospel Camp at Grace Manor
11.23 Brother Sunny Shih begins serving parttime in English ministry
2008 12.21 Chih-Wei & Hsiu-Hwa Wang attend a
short-term mission trip to East Germany
to help ECM and Kimberly
2009 5.20
Hsiu-Hwa Wang attends a 2nd short-term
mission trip to East Germany
7.17-18 Coworker Retreat at Hampton Bay, NY
7.26
Testimony night by Shinn-Rong Chung
& Amana Wang of “Ya Tong Theater
Company”
7.31-8.2 New Summer Retreat location at
Rosendale Retreat Center
2010 6.6
Gospel Center moves to new location on
Main Street
11
Music & Drama ministry training by
Shinn-Rong Chung & Amana Wang of
“Ya Tong Theater Company”
2011 7.1
Brother Shih begins serving full-time in
English ministry
7.8-10 New Summer Retreat location at
DeSales University, PA
2012 1.7
Bylaw Revision Committee formed
4.21
1st Bazaar fundraiser for plans of new
church building
8.31-9.3First time attending Gospel Camp in NJ
9.15
2nd Bazaar fundraiser
9.22
Marriage Vow Renewal Ceremony
12.24 Music & Drama Christmas Eve program
2013 3.23
Choir & Drama Team lead outreach
event at Chinese Evangelical Church
12.26-30 Sixteen members attend CMC in
Baltimore
2014 5.3-11 Nine members attend a short-term
mission to Taiwan, led by Rev. Shi-Ting
Chen
10.1 Pastor Joshua Birchfield begins serving
part-time in English ministry

10.

ˮ߮ए࠸ɸψĝܘ
ܰࢻ֫әÏƄߢձәÏ
ΌΉҁψĝ։ַĹѫƄ߆ɷ˴ʩŲ߆ɷĸڃƄ۴߆ɷ֥שų
։ַĹկ֫۸]ߗ۰ɸјȲǠƄЧÞډ܃ӴќɷɴߥܢųҁμߔӵΉĔɥTȁш̸ɸݽ¹Ή֎։
ַĹÞӻࣄӲՙʾɸ֤ˊǨƵΗʶяءǅšړݯyׄ ܠų֏܃ѮҸࠌߔÅ҅ݱĝӓ˙֦ׅɸћ
٠ԇӢʏƄ۰։ַĹȊЧࡨ܃ցҁʉҍڷҁ҅ҸĒ ܠųڤәسҁô׃ɠ࣓ڡ։ַĹɹ΄َࠗߒі
֏܃Ѯθ۸َևӒʫ ډܠų֦ɸoࠃƄσׄšկɸ۲ʰ։ַĹࠕܶࢰ׀ɀWcؤɸ˝ܐҋΥ˝
 ܐųߔɸая˕ࠃ۴ކƈź٭ƄַܴٯƄʪߌܸºƄ։ַʪѣŻų։ַĹÇ]կɸߗ۰ܱںɑЧ
۬ų٩ࠄΛ۴ẁݱ։ַĹĔҫ֘؎ޣգ҅߂˒ׅҋųƬթʤÌ࣐Ձࡗ̉өࡔϼƢ֤ѫų
ˌࡥݱ։ַࡧөɸΈӪ؞ИێƄ٩ȃࡔތژऑɸ࣪ݘƄʪܖɷɑĔɑЪۄ۰߆ތތɷֱ֥֥שɸ
࣪މųƩϵƄψĝȃ۸Ǎ֡ĝ£एƄψĝɸɚݱȃšѫࠄ֤ȯɸۄ۰ǫɑ࣯ړʪ܂ƄӞšѫ՜
ҸӦĽ˙ϳǊٳݷɸߢࠄ֦ ݯΛyׄ ܠƉ࠽܃TĜ Ɖׂ࢙ Ƅšѫيȯψĝɸࣧ۲ʰ
΄ʘ࠳ࣤɸɠֿҽƅֿաهɸۧȯšաpɸۧΉ̹˝ ܐųšѫ۰߯ࡥ]ֿҽӦ¯ړͿڮcƄ٩
^Þߢϋגձźԏ݈ۍbҦ۸٣࣫܊۸֫̈ࣁߢɸկƄȯšࢭɠȯטƄżֿկࠗࢮظɸկŽ
8=E7=C?9@Q>9D Żँؓ˝ ܐƉ˞܃Ĝ  ƄɑهŢų
٩۰ݱɑ߈ɀƈ٩^օԯْЛ۬ψĝݱȃࢿرʠʗпрܴȯࢭӲطԩƄ˄Ȟۄ۰ºѢտ͇šψĝࠗ
ߔŲࢭԯɸܛׅ̍zų۰ɴࡥӗĬƄ٩^ǭ͈ࣟ͗ٸҁμɸәࣹіӪӲשϞųÇۡՁWކƄ٩^ǭ
ࣟЛ۬ψĝƣࢿʠࠨܴۄȃرɸࠗӅׁӲȗҐų
ձ͇۸ࢲψĝɸҦ۸]ַࡧө̛թʗЧ࣯ʹ܃ӲòӵŲĒʩӲ˴ʩɸŎࡎĔЪ͆ӭЁՓ˴ɸĔ
ıƄɭرĔ۴̉գएʄࢥڼҩ۸ԶީށșПҁμŲࠔߢڷɵŲҳࢧֱשŲԌࢌϗࢧŲܘӈɆӈŲՁޔ
٠Wɸߗ۰ࢶࣧųࡥनÇ࣓ψĝÐࣦɸәަ^܃Η۸ԶࣦÈɸ̈́ڲ£ࢼܰšߗ۰ų
̰۰WކƄ٩^ψĝÞࠑȿַө˸әÏ͆ÏӒΗԳգΤկƄÐࣦߣyĝڋӲݵԯĝܵ^̯ҋל
Аɸʈ΄ĔԯƄμѫ࠼ߏƣܴĝؖԯࢲ݆࣋۟܃ɸبôӲԘڰƄ܃ΗࢰyަؼձŲÆۮŲɺɦƄ߃ɴ
يȯυǔ߂ࢋɸԉْŲԯɦӲПऌĔԯƄԳࢲμļɸʭʭԶҒ½̊ݱӌ࣋ڶ܃պų
ʸࢳΌΉҁψĝɸļ־ƄʹƬөĀtʬַׄΈƄࡨցʬַ۸ׄΈԿࣘөĔԯɸӜՁࢋÓө߂ࢲ
  Ƅψĝݔˮ߮ए࠸RοѣźӗĬÈڛɸψĝŻࡥĭɸࠗܘӪ͆Ψħƅ۴ϼ܃źԏ݈Ҧ
]ظࢮࠗظڳŲ۴ÐࢮظŻࠗšܛմȞЁĝɸӗĬӲˀࢉųƣܴɸ̍رβДϼ۰ƲĀࡥĭɸ̎ܮƄ
܃Ɗοѣ£ࢼŲˊËࠞࠤŲݚΑˊ̍ƋšݠuɸΨħųթࢋݱөӴ࡞ψĝʂ۸ऱۉψөĝƄ܃Η
ʂ۸ऱգψĝڊѻŨĔƄőòߣźׄڱڛܦڲڳ܃ΈƄࢰyψĝɸڱϲϖŻࡥĭɸ࣫ϱƄַÓөW۸ȅ
۸ӁܢɸҾࡥĠ̉߂߮ثڱҋų
ԳࢲļμʤɓʤˀɸҾӲؕҋƄǖцƈࢰ~ػ׀ΤڤدβƄRӲźӗĬÈڛɸψĝŻ˒ׅ
ѢƉ ܃źӗĬÈڛŻɸܘӪߗޮދڱψĝ̍رχ֏҅ࠤɸˊβΨħƄЄएȰƣҦ]βtɸ
ӗɸֿ͆ҽƉөࢰ׀źؖݵ՛ׅ̍ރŻpȆ߅قؖݼɸ̩˵Ɖөۀؼ̍رĝؕܝտ͇Ғ½źӗ
ĬÈڛŻɸψĝܛׅ̍ƪƉөࢰ~ػ׀ź։ܐ˝ݝǥࡨ]կތɵܞϫŻࡥ࣭ޮएψĝۉψׅ̍żɟ
ÐԍׁŽɸԏܞƉ өݱʶшֲऔ ѣź˝ܐÖcߔڲŻɸׅ̍ޕهƄӜևʭά̀ɸڢ
ࢷڑƉөࢰ׀Ӳźķߛׅ̍ ڦŻڛɶĞߔѼº֫ۉψƄRݱψĝߔ~ػźޮգɸ֫ڱҽοݷŻ
։өࢮࣹظȯܛƪƉөߗܚࢇڱź٠Wψĝɸ̉ڱȯࢭȗҐŻƅź֥ͥϳǊƄͽͥڤβƄÙͥ£ࢼƄ
ÖͥۉψŻƄRü΄ܮʘࡓظÈÅΤܛϨۏɸźߗڱºڤβŻۯܧψȉƄWݷϼڤβψÈަ֭ءÐࣦ
ڤβɸ۰ࣦƉࢰ׀οѣź̅Ȇࢮ˙ׅ£ࢼɸ̈́ࢼڲŻoسŲܣ٧ŲϳǊŲࢶòŲݷϼŲ˒ׅŲ
ۉψŲޱڷŲࠟ ų۸߃ࠈɴƣݱɸ։ַࡧөƄԳߔUőѫʤʤɸݔӲֵĐŲ࠸۾ӲْܘŲ
ɛޤӲԂԶŲߗݰڱɀƲ܃ࢰyڱıɸӁࡇų
ݱɑպ٩ߗך٩^ψĝƣࢿʠǭࣟÅ߲ºѢɸ࣪މƈ۸ˀҳ࣓ࢶź٩^ɸżŽŻBGD
69=A; ƄѺ۸ˀҳ࣓ࢶź٩^ɸżࠖŽŻBGD8B=A; ų
ź٩^ɸżŽŻϼ٩^ɸż̈́ڳڲӪŽ͆żƫ۟ۉڜŽƉź٩^ɸżࠖŽŻϼ٩^ɸψ
ĝ֫ͽȗҐƅΙż֥ͥϳǊƄͽͥڤβƄÙͥ£ࢼƄÖͥۉψŽƍډ߂҆ޑƄ̀ݱܷښя֫ȞތƉɭ٩
^օ½ބĴࠄۯΛӗՁɸޮएψĝ֫ͽƄࡥ׀࣪މکαŃܴĔƄ۸߃٩^ψĝ۰ˮ߮ए࠸Ƅ߮ث
ȯࢭɸࢶࢡų߃ɺɴ٩^жѫࡥ۸ɠȅƄ٩^ȊӦпрڛՁࡷࡨƁ߃ɺɴ٩^ɸÌ࣐ࡍएο¯
ΐ½ѫƄ٩^ȊӦȵĈޕػψĝʂʬԯܨएοɸܛƪųƎ
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۸Ų٩^ɸźŻ*0- $)"
̈́ڳڲӪƈ٩^ީްڳړɸ½ׅƂ״ذࠑܮɸݒЇWǵƃƈ
• ֘ʃ٩^ɸԖܵų
• ٩^Ӳ֘ʃɸܵފȃܱկɸӼѤ͆̎Вࡁɷ
ɸƄӞ֘ʃ࠳ܽկɸʍٳƄϕܱ֘ڳړʃɸ
oࠃ۲ʰƜƜɩɸ֤ˊ͆ɩɸϻࡂ̍ࠗƜƜʪ
ǈǈࣦגɸų
• ߊ۰٩^ïƄ֘ʃࡱܫĩ֟܊ұ٩^ų
• ҁμ٩^ɸ֫ͽrų
• ʎ˽ˮ߮٩^ࠄΛƄܴĔ۴ˮ߮ƥϲų
• ڤݱβߔӲԳɸ۲ʰɸԖܵοѣࢶYƄӦÑ
ߤ٩^ǝȷÌ࣐ɸνМų
• ֘ʃηҦ]կʗܴӑࣝʩ࠳Ƅ٩^ǭࣟƲƣࡥ
ʩ࠳ƄRֿܮWÑߤtկų
• ֘ʃ˄ȞࢶڲӜࡸکȃߦށɩɸoࠃ۲ʰɸկ
^Ƅ֘ʃԯɦ٩^ՠǆ۲ʰϘΰηtկų

• ֘ʃַˊࢶՉ٩^Ӳկ̅ݱˀҳɸࢶYƄӢں
Ӳӽࢲ߂ںνМɸࢶYƄǖцͺܑێɸߕࠝƄ
֤͆ɸࠝŕų
• ˱ڲĩ܊ɸϚֺ࢛۸˒ƢƄ٩^ǆÞ֘ʃࣦ
גɸࡸƢηɩƄࡥ֘ʃڃáɸƄ۴ӦÑߤ
կƄRֿ٩^ұ࣓ࠄתų
• ֘ʃࢶڲӜגکyeɸկ^Ƅ٩^۴Ƭޡĭࢶ
^ڲų
• Ƭ٩^ʹð֘ʃɸܵފĔƄÄĝܴԴҷɸݱׅ
٩^֤֘Ʋ֫Ƅ۴ض٩^Ӱɴtկų
• ߣ۲ʰɸϧ̙Ƅ֘ʃࡱܫĝࠗ٩^ɸԖܵ
ƜƜȃ֫ޏų

ƫ۟ۉڜƈ٩^ɸʎ˽ƜƜΌΉҁψĝÄȯš۸]ࡥĭɸʀˀƈ
 կ^ºĝ۸]ڃĩʪܴӗĬɸկ֫ƄعÝ  Ҧ۸]۲ʰɸ̈ࣁަʗƲƣ^ɸÌ࣐ʩ࠳Ƅ
ƜƜϕܱӲ֘ʃɸoࠃ۲ʰοѣީ½ʪ]կں
RՊ֔کࡥܮʩ࠳Ƅš۲ʰɸҼW˙ׅկų
ɸࢶYƄWμऌ֘ʃɸäŲ֟ұӲϋƉ̌  ܴʤɸ΄ʘظҫࡨޣց̅ʭգĔࢲ˒ׅɸࣦ
ΗÇڜƜƜΌΉ͕ͯ ĞǣȆ܃ʶшֲšߢ
݂ƂǖцƈψĝәࣹΗ̅ʭ˝ܐıħƅۉψ׃
Ƃ͆ࡧࡹƃ߂ˊ۸ ¨ɸؑşۼҸӲɠ ڤ
țԇŲ٧ࠅɀǎŲܐܧcҥŲϠࣀϠҋŲࢅƮ
Ѽº֫ƄߔۼڱҸӲɠ ڤѼº֫ƄΗݱҧ
˙ŲֆࢶòŲoߪޡسŲяկࢶ࣯Ųµӽ
ࢭɠɸ՛܉Ƃ͆ԳT܉tɸࠌ܉ƃų
ΤدŲܐĩ˿ݕŲ~ࢱڿŲȑࣷ˙ŲࡓÈ
 կ^ºĝտ͇ä֦ƄعÝƜƜضϳǊҁ˩Ų ތŲưß ݠɺɺƃƄRՊܴʤɸ΄ʘ
ҁࠃ͆ҁ࣐Wʹð֦ɸäƉȃߊΥҦ]ڴ
ظӲׄݱϖ̅ʀɸʟԯۉψ˙ׅų
ԯ۸ɓɸЁĝƄʪ܃գҳɸ֫ͽWϳǊƜƜ  Ç֡ هێɸࠠхŲֆŲަ«גŲ͆؊ݱٙ
ǖцݱΤߔدŲ҅§ߔƄ܃Η٩^̅ˀҳɸկ
ıߔަɸۄ۰ƄηܽÑߤƄÐWࠓْ͆ٻų
ࣀࢶY͆կ֫ɸЋĆƄʗͽɀ߯ɩࠗߢɸ֫ͽų ܴĒǉկ࣫܊ȯš֤ٞɸ΄ʘࢮ͆ظΌΉҁψ
 ܴȯǉ֘Կɸկ^ߣӲ٩^ϋܙƄǨܔÈɴ
ĝĝų
۲ʰɸҳՁƜƜȵށɩ֦ɸoࠃƄšѫmՑ  ψĝܨएӦ۸ɓպߍկرȅЁĝƄՊ
٩^ɸࠒdʪǨ࢈ࠅַݱΨ֘ƜƜRՊ۫ג
ԑܴ̎ӦࡲՉŲʤݝŲӦƲ࣐˴ŲϞߪѧ̀
Ẅࣁɩų
ɸֶƄɭࡥکο͆ٳbłȃǨԁͥښų
 ܴʤʤɸڤβοѣƄֿɷoسŲөࡔկ͆  ٩^֤࣓ٞࢰ݂ࣦڱقɸׅ̍ƄRڱ߄قɸψ
ȯկʗЧ܃ǫɑܴࡦγƄR܃ݱҁμšߔڲɸ
ĝƄ܃čɠ΄ʘɸψĝÇׄϖɸࣛܧѤų
£एߔȯࢭų
 ߯ʩʆ͆ީіԧ͍ά࣯RޛĵƄֿĦ۱Ľ࣓֘
ʃų
ʬŲ٩^ɸźࠖŻ*0-*$)"
 ֥ͥ?#
Q ϳǊ۰֥ցƄǭࣟ]ڋկÇ֦ɸߦށ۰֥ցƄӲ֦ɸࢶYμļ۰֥ցų
Ҧ٣ࡘѾ˙ۄަׅ۰οѣӲ֦ܕϝɸ֫ͽƄºѢउ֦҆ɸݘƄȔϫࣞ˙֦ɸ֫ͽų
6 ϳǊɸЁĝ۰֥ցƄǭࣟࠂܴ̉ڋׅΑɸשПŲۭzƄ͆ߙݚŲטϫɸԑɝų
 Ҧ]ߢմȼǊɸƊĝƋƊࣦݕΗՍƋƊܧصƋƊࣛܐŦ̣ƋƄݱۄՁ۸ؤƂՁ۸ࡧƃЁ
ΖƄࣦȡŲĝɸۢƂࡥʠĔࢲȃϫȡƄʪ۰ԏࣹƊࣦݕΗՍƋƊĝƋؑޗɸט
ϫӲӍԸƄΗӲƊܧصƋƊࣛܐŦ̣ƋȔࠗɸԑɝƄ܃۰ڋׅǆμ٧Ų˿՚ϫטƃų
 Գχ֏ƊĸࢼܦƋƊޟɦƋƊƢƋɺƄߍ֛ۄ۰ݱƬؤЁĝՁǐڤĔЁΖƄʎ˽bڲų
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 ͽͥu9
Q ƣɥ࣊חࣈېɸ֫ͽڵåډƄÌ࣐£Ը۰ͽͥƄڤֿۄβࢶỶ֥ց۸ËƄǫɑˊ࣐ڲڙɸۄ۰Ӳ
úݾƄǫɑْאɥʎŲԐǏȯࢭų
 Ҧ٣ۄظڳ۰Ì࣓۸]ڤβƄԏࣹӲկˊ֦ڙɸݘŲÇ֦ɸएऌƄΗǫɑɥʎɸÌ࣐ࢶYų
6 ڤβ۰ǝȷͽѤƄȃߍ࣓πͥƄۄȃē߲ցۖڱƄڱٸկƄԏ݈ڱɸÐࣦަų
 Ҧ]ڤβǭࣟΒƲƊڱٸկɸ~ѤƋƄºѢƊԏࣹڱկɸ۰ࣦƋƄʑ۸өpկĒȯࢭӲ߅ݼ
ˊβɸӗĬų࠸ܴӲѨɸȯࢭƄʗܴۄʑԯɸۍbܞϫWԑ͈ȯų
 Ùͥ 
Q ҁμһׂƄҦ]߀एʗȃЧդ֛ѳՁ ƄҦ]ҁظ۰ϋۍגbƄȵĈҁ̍˞ ų
 Ҧ٣ظڳ۰܃ϋۍגbŲԶWȵĈҁ̍š֫ͽɸӗĬƄݱψĝۉهێþ۬ߥ΄ʘɸ֫ҽų
6 ψĝ۰νМԧ͍ɸȯࢭƄǭࣟÞ۸]̈́ڲ£ࢼࠗ۸ՉǨࡵɸψĝࠞࠤ ̍رƄࡨ֥šʤ£ࢼ̅
Գ҅oسŲܣ٧ŲϳǊŲࢶòŲݷϼŲ˒ׅŲۉψŲޱڷŲࠟ ƄǫɑԑɝƄҦ٣ࠞࠤ̍ر۰
֩۫Ή̈́ࢼڲWοѣ£ࢼƄ̈́ࢼڲǭࣟӲࣦÈ͆ˊĈ̅£ࢼμȞׅ̍ںɸࠗų
 Ҧ٣̍ر۰ºĝÐࣦࠄΛ˙ׅɸ£ࢼƄҦࡧӲ̈́ړࢼڲЁʎ˽Ƅ۸ԶħژŲׅ̍ࣝݙ~ػɸ
ࡨޕӲȯࢭƉҦ]ظڳ۰ߍ֛ĽÌ࣓۸]£ࢼƄࡥݱ£ࢼߔºѢˊ̍ࠞࠤӲْאʎ˽ų
 Öͥw<
Q ۰ީްҍۉڷψֿҽƄࡱܫ۰ÞԮ֦ׄߣۡʤࢳ߬Ų҆҂Ų۬ߦŲѫϓ ƄÞ֤ࡹ֡ ߣų
 Ҧ٣̍رŲظڳ۰ԏࣹࢳ߬Ì࣐ĜΕŲࣈހɸ̀ѢæƄ۰֦ߦށɸʜտ͇ݱļɥ֤֘ظڳӲԮ
ׄ̅ʀψĝΗۉψ̍§ࡨޕƄÞtկɸ֫ҽμļӲ˒ׅμऌɷɴϗࢧ͆Ʋų
 ȃ۰ࡔЛc˝ۉ͆ܐψɸź΄ǩ~ࠗŻƅϋ]גկUɵ˝ךܐɸܞϫŲłߌަԐތ۰ࣦɸܞϫƄ
܃Ηࢶòउ҆ɸܞϫŲԐǏࢮظȯࢭɸܞϫų
6 ۉψަǭࣟڲÖƄژשȊĝÖƉژשÖƄۡϖȊĝÖƉۡϖÖƄֿҽ˴Ų~ڷȊĝÙų
 Ҧ٣̍رŲظڳ۰ޡƊ࣐Ȳʀ¢ƋƄʑ]կҦө֫ҽȯࢭӗĬƄ֦čࠄݼΛ֫ҽɸ֥ʜӲ
ÖʜƄ۴ܚʑ]կҦөӲ˝ۉܐψׅ̍ɸӗĬƄȔϫࠄΛȯš֦̍կų
٩^ǭࣟһǈࡲ͈ψĝɸࠗӅׁӲȗҐƄۄ۰ϗࢧՁկμऌɸђʱƄ۴ۄ۰ࠓߗÅĤɸࣦÈųް
տ۸׳ɉڷ̼̳֘ݱɸ̼ϦŲˀ٣Ӳӗɸʀɸޛ٪ƄǭࣟυܱɉࢭĈϟԶԊēłȗɸձƄɉ֘Գࣻ̅
ȆࢮɸկƄտɠˤŲʬˤŲ։ˤŲܜذŲࡘıࢭŲʦŲףɺɺƄʗðȻˊѫϓ̅կɸχ֏҅
ࠤƄ̅ϼԳ٣Ų̅ǗԳ҅Ƅʪȃðݦ٣ȔࠗƄՠ߈ĀtկųψĝɸɉࢭðݙÐࣦɸәަ£ࢼƄʪɠә
ަ۲ʰ΄ʘȊްީɸࣦ̼Ïųࡥȃʀǵ֘ɸ̼ڷƄŃܴڋz̀ɸ̼̳¢Ƅ۴ŃܴկɵՁࣧࡱ؊
ҋŅտ͇Ƅǭࣟښψĝļ־ɸۉψظֿڋǝѠ۸ĭƄࣁĔ҆ҽ࣓ߢƄƼߢɸߋ܊ˮ߮ࠄΛɸܘӪ͆ש
ϞƄࠄްۀΛ˙ׅɸˀ͆ڛҋϦֿڷظc  ų
ࡥĭɸࠤձֿկϬϬĤĤƄĔȞǢWɴߢՁÆŲƻ࣑उ҆ܔҋɸߢƄɩĝ۹ޡ؊ϲɸۄ۰Ƅݱ
ҁ࣐ډ࠳ێҁμɸ͆ރݘpݱɸ߈ܔųࡥĭɸֿҽֿկȃ˵ƠďɠĵŲƠēƠڷƄʪ۰ĔȞӲԑɝÐ
ࣦɸ£ࢼȯˊޏތڙÞߢWɸࣦגӲࠞĈƄǫɑѫϓƄǫɑʘɖƄǫɑࠞࠤƄǫɑ˖ȷɥʎų
߆ɑψĝ։ַࡧө˴ʩ߂ࣀƄ٩^ۄ۰ࡥĭWࠄށΛψĝҳÇɸ࣪މƄ٩^ۄ۰ࡥĭɸψĝ£
ࢼˊ̍ŲˊËࠞࠤɸܘӪųտɑƄ٩^ȊӦb̀ࠄΛࡥίЮԹҹƄ֦̀߯ɸʩ˝fɱډWĔƄ٩^
Чۍֲ܃ɷѫŲȱࡒɷԶƄȃߍ࣓҈ʋѫ֦߳˝Ѯَ ډܠƉ۲ћҬĜ ų
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A View on Church That Transforms Herself
Pastor Yu
QTEC is thirty years old. An occasion to be thankful and joyful, but also worth reflection. Briefly
speaking, our church went through the most difficult period of her beginning year and the subsequent first
decade under the leadership of our founder Rev. Benjamin Kao and Mrs. Kao and their family, together with
other founding pioneers and early members. It was followed by the period of purchasing and paying off of
the current property with incredible challenges. Then was the exhilarating time of new prospect and
development afterward. Immediately before and after Rev. Kao's retirement was a period of searching and
waiting for the new pastor until the completion of succession. Then was the period of adjustment and
expectations, expanding and trials. The ups and downs throughout all these have been beyond description.
In this special issue of commemorating the thirtieth anniversary, I do not intend to talk about an easy topic
but to reflect upon a deeper subject. After all, the church is not an ordinary social group. The purpose of the
church is not merely to serve and care for the needs of its own members, but also to draw people locally and
afar to worship and live for the Creator God. To this end, the Master of the church Jesus Christ has given us
the Great Commission, namely, to cultivate and equipment all his followers so that they will grow into
maturity and be 'disciple makers.' 
If we expect to see our church continue to grow and have breakthrough in every aspect, we must
understand that our church need a different mode of operation and strategy in the current stage.
Turning the pages of QTEC history, we cannot but notice the remarkable effort of seeking to transform
our church toward the goal of "Purpose Driven Church" with new sets of concept and structure during the
few years of 1997-2000 before the turn of the century. We had our first Mission Conference and first Whole
Church Retreat on 2000. And we have been treading the path of such transformation one step at a time for
more than a decade and a half with the hope of "Embracing the new century with faith, Initiating a new realm
of the church."
Our current Structure of the Leading Co-worker Team is designed to fulfill this purpose and implement its
functions. It is based on the principle of "Building Teamwork Spirit, Delegating Different Levels of
Responsibilities, and Assigning Specific Tasks." It should contain a holistic way of building up a church with
the motto "Cultivating Each Believer to Be A Disciple and A Disciple Maker" in mind when we plan weekly,
yearly and long term ministries.
There have been many new trial-and-error given since then, including: 
(1) starting Family Groups from 1997 on; (2) attending the workshop of "Purpose Driven Church"; (3) reorganizing the structure of co-worker's role and responsibilities with the idea of "Purpose Driven" during
1997-1998, so that the Purpose and Mission of each church ministry is clearly stated; (4) starting "Sunday
early morning Mandarin service" with courageous effort as an in-church planting; (5) explorating of tangible
ways to implement "Purpose Driven" church ministry planning at Co-worker's Retreat in 2003; (6) initiating
Evangelism Explosion III training in 2005, a holistic approach to carrying out church mission work by way
of hit-and-run; (7) pioneering the outreach ministry of Flushing downtown Gospel Center during 2006-2013
by way of sowing-and-reaping at the same time; (8) involving the Europe Campus Ministry to spread the
gospel to Chinese international students in eastern Germany in 2007; (9) implementing the three year plan of
"Holistic Cultivation of New Lifestyle" starting from 2007; (10) forming the 'accountability groups' in
English Ministry in 2009; (11) re-designing Strategies for Future Church Renewal and Growth, namely,
"Deepen Worship, Vitalize Small Group, Strengthen Teamwork, Broaden Mission", and adopting a set of
video/ printed materials "ReGroup," designed by professional Christian Counselors, to further equip small
group leaders for better skills in 2010; (12) establishing in 2013 "Core Team Members" for each ministry
team of co-worker body, namely, Children, English, Worship, Caring, Discipleship, Service, Mission,
Administration, Finance. 
It has been full of trial and failure, doubting and speculating, frustration and recovering. This long journey
has been leading us up to this point of thirtieth anniversary in 2014. 
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Now we have come to the realization that the lessons on which we need to focus are, on the one hand
our "BEING," and on the other hand our "DOING." Our "BEING" includes our "Core Values" and our
"Mission Statement." Our "DOING" is our Strategies for Church Life, namely, (1) "Deepen Worship, (2)
Vitalize Small Group, (3) Strengthen Teamwork, (4) Broaden Mission." These have always been and still are
the pivotal issues for our church to change and transform. Until we have made a big step to stride across, we
will not be able to truly march onward.
I. OUR "BEING”
A. OUR CORE VALUES -- What We Really Believe Here at QTEC:
•
God is our friend. 
Friendship with God is not earned by human
effort, it’s God’s gift to us through faith in the
•
person and work of his son Jesus. 
God always forgives us when we ask. 
The Bible is our manual for living. 
•
Prayer changes us and sometimes our
circumstances.
•
Building relationships with other friends of Jesus
in small groups, helps to keep us spiritually
•
healthy.

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

God cares about all relationships. A healthy
relationship between men and women includes
fidelity in marriage and celibacy in singleness.
Giving back a tithe of our money to God, pleases
God, helps others, and keeps us from being
selfish.
God cares about people who are hurting and we
must care too.
Great things can happen, in us and through us,
when we respond to God’s friendship.
Because of Jesus, God will always be our friend
in life and in death.

God give every person a spiritual gift. We must
discover the gift and use it to help others.
God cares immensely about people who don’t
yet know about his son Jesus. God expects us to
tell others about Jesus.

•

B. VISION STATEMENT -- Of the Ministries of QTEC:
Our prayer is that QTEC will be a place
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where people of northeastern Queens, NYC,
mainly Flushing and its surrounding areas,
those who are Taiwanese and Mainland
Chinese and other ethnic immigrants, and
international students, and their descendants,
learn to live life with joy and purpose by
experiencing God’s love, forgiveness and
acceptance through a living and authentic
friendship with his Son, Jesus. 
where people learn how to love God back
through the worship of the Father, Son and
Holy Spirit, not just a weekly church event,
but as a lifestyle…at home, work, in all our
relationships and decisions of life. 
where tens of thousands of people are
introduced to Jesus, God’s Son, who died on
the cross to pay the debt of our sins, and are
invited to follow him. 
where there are hundreds of small group,
where children, youth and adults are
connected and growing in biblically centered
community. 












where every follower of Jesus has identified
his/her spiritual gifts and using them in
service to others in the name of Jesus. 
where scores of people are called into full
time vocational ministry, and where hundreds
serve as short-term missionaries throughout
the world. 
where the needs of the poor, the oppressed
and those in crisis, in the community and
beyond are addressed with hope and dignity. 
where a hundred people? Commit themselves
to QTEC’s membership/discipleship vows. 
where church facilities are able to serve two
hundred and fifty to three hundred people at a
time, with facilities that are inspiring,
functional, adequate and well maintained, but
never idolized. 
where we are committed to extending the
impact of Christ’s church through the startup
of new churches and new ministry
opportunities. 
where grace and truth prevail to the glory of
God.

II. OUR DOING -- Our Strategies for Church Life:
1. Deepen Worship
a. To have in-depth worship, personal knowledge of God must be thorough, and relationship with God
must go deeper.
• Every service personnel must be well prepared; planning must be thorough; coordination must be
practiced.
2. Vitalize Small Group
a. Our spiritual learning should be relevant to daily life, our relationship with others must go deeper,
our sharing should include personal needs and struggles, and we should pray for each other and grow
together.
b. In order to maintain the vitality of a cell group and avoid being rigid, we need to ensure constantly
bringing in newcomers and at the same time cultivate new leaders.
3. Strengthen Teamwork
a. The Bible explicitly states that every part of the body of Christ is indispensable, and every member
should be equipped for the work of ministry, so that the body of Christ may be built up (Eph 4:12)
b. To have a healthy balance of growth in the church, church ministry should switch from operating
merely by a core team (the elected co-workers who are responsible for the church) and advance to
operating by many teams while carrying out their duties respectively (children, English, worship,
caring, discipleship, ministry, mission, administrative, financial ) but cooperatively with the same
goal.
4. Broaden Mission
a. To truly fulfill the mission mandate, one must look through the eyes of the universal Kingdom of God
(required one to read, listen, experience, and understand more), and at the same time always be
willing to start from the surrounding community .
b. Mission workers must possess a big heart, deep thinking, and broad view. Only then will it bring forth
determination and action.
As we are gratefully celebrating the thirtieth anniversary of our church, it is imperative for us to acknowledge
the lessons we are facing in our own church, and to realize that we need such teamwork and different levels
of assumed responsibility to carry out our mission tasks. In so doing, we may prepare ourselves as empty
vessels, ready for God's pouring down of His blessings. And our vessels may able to be filled and not miss
any of His blessings (2 Kings 4:3-4; Jeremiah 2:13).
We must act like the apostle Paul, the pioneer missionary in church history who were constantly ready to take
order from the Lord, willing to change his attitude and way of thinking according to the Lord's plan, and
modify his ministry direction and route (Acts 16:6-10).
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˒ׅ£ࢼۉψ Uɵ£ࢼ
˒ׅӗɸֿҽ ۉþ֦ɸɵ
ߢ۰Ç ֡ڜԁʪɀަڀ
ֿҽpպܛضƪ ~ػRǘʘψĝܴɸ֡ ͽ~ŲӕɵǋŲۉψࢶòڤβŲUɵ
ܞϫŲUɵͽ~ ̋ӗŲ͆ۉψ ߄ܛؖƪɺ Ä΄ʘɸ˝ܐcǳ֡ Ųه
ʀŲߚهŲ̳هŲж٧ͥըए ߃ɴʀĥų

MISSION/EVANGELISM TEAM
PURPOSE: To spread God’s truths
TARGET: The community and unstable attendees
MISSION: To spread the gospel to nearby communities, other cities, states, overseas countries, and crosscultural groups through planning, promoting, and supervising all out-reach events, new
believer classes, mission and care-ministry teams, mission training programs, mission events/
programs, and church planting projects.
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Ǿܐ˝ډɸʭࠃ ܠӪݧӒߙۂՍҫʩĽߢ
΄ʘظʗܴ۸]̑رɸԉْƄϼԉْ٩^ܴ۸ؤĝ͆ߢ۲ʰ۬ړ֘ؤݱųࡥَɸڀۥƄݙʤदѻ
կĸڃзĩɸ۸]ĔЪųɭƄ٩ࠑԃߢ۲ʰ٩ࡥद۸]࣪ųź̲ࠃƄӨWҧΛμÓַөѫƄݱ
ࡥکմࠃێƄވηӨࠑʤɸࢶ࣯ޡ͆ڲƌŻų٩ʹɞކź٩ɸݧӒŻųݰźӜկݱӜێӤƌŻų٩
˺ݴژڲƄ٩Ͼթǆηٓѫų
ݧӒߙۂՍɸҼࠅݱ٩^Όřٶψĝɸʎ˽֘Λμַʤөѫųࣆթ٩^۸ΤбգʗߢڳƄɭ۰¶¶
ڳ۲ʰښ۸ίȃЧΗɸׅųБػ։ࠎƄޠɀ̅ĭіܱWʹδųܰԳߙݳɸԖܵɠʤĒʗȃ
΄ʘظƄӜ̉࣋տɹؤѫų
өؤڊƄݱ۸ɓ˝ܐŨ̍رɸʎ˽ĝ֘Ƅ٩ؓؓߙՑˇԪՉʀލ^̍رš¶¶ɸ࣐ͻɷϻWԵ
ʎ˽Ƅ֦ëìƄ߯Чݵ܃մߢڳųՑˇݰ۸ɓءԶܭŀWƄŌb۫¶¶ލՠ˝ܐŨųܠɷӜ۸ؤƄՑˇ
Ðߣ۸ØŸǫƾƅӵϚ֓cԴŹɸܧԝՠʶшֲЛ¶¶ųކź¶Ƅ٩ÐW۸Ø1Ƅێҳࡥ٣ԫ¶¶͋
ښӨŻųϼࡥĭ͆٩^۸Զ࠘ډWƄ࣑࣑ɸࡥ࠴ܘ۸]cԴںɸ̙ׅƄ۸٣ԧʻɸ΄ʘظƄȯϼɸȃԧ
ʻɸׅųԫ¶¶ކźܴ۸ؤՠ۬ߢ۲ʰƄ٩ֺदĞٶʗŃܴƄܴɸգȏŻų
¶¶Лѫ۴͋˴~ƄÇ࣓ӽoءɀ˝ܐŨɸ۫ލƄ۴ϼگթʀϋגѫųࡥީѻՑ
ˇڃɀْهųšѫԃࠄΛ۸]կؓ̓Ƅ܃۴߯ՠ۫ލÓ٣ɸ̀Ԗܵ۸ԶՠƄ
ࠬܮ٩^Wɀų
Ӝ۸өɸ˝ܐŨƄɁѫ˙ɦɸه߂ׅ̍Ƅ٩ࠑɠɸձϼϋ^ױ۸ٯڷկų٩
۸ࡹࢰࡊƄ۸ࡹ҆^ɸυތųʹWɸࡊ֘Ƅ٩ϼɵ֦܂μࠖѫӜҧ̀ɸ֔̍ų¶
¶ɸڲ۴ࡍͥѫʤƄȃ܃ښՁӜĭÙѰɸԄȺ΄ʘψų
ǩW˝ܐŨɸݠu۸]΄ʘظ۰Ð۸]ӕɵܵƄ˔uȃӦՠųɴѫŨʀ߂ࢋƄ
^ٯկϼǨˊԑɴ۸]ڤβƄ٩͆Ցˇՠҟ٩^ɸ˙ׅࣝӗųࢋW^ɸڤβࢭ˽ݍ
٩Ƅٯկ߂ߔߊܴ¶¶΄˄ʘظƄࡥ߯٩ܖɷ͋ȃ̀ש܊ųࡥژʹݰࢋׅίׅƄࡥ
½֦ݱɸҧ܊Ƅ߯ؤݱɸŨĝߔƄҦؤʗǨ۸ըؤǸֿؤ۰̀ɸ΄ʘظԖ
ܵ ǖ߱ƄΥ֘ɸ͆ٺڳҁ࣐ɸ˴~Ƅ׀ࢰ࣐ڲɟࢰѫų
˝ܐŨ߂ࢋƄ٩^ݱژʶшֲÑ¶¶ޠ۸ࢲؑރψĝƄї݁ͷcɵ͆ߙ֦۱әÏϼϘΰ٩^WɴΌΉҁ
ψĝųї݁ͷcɵ٩͆Ցˇ࣐ҽȯࢭɸҫަųɟࢰѫ٩^Ì࣐ɸ٢бųÞɑՑˇ͆٩ҦڴԯؤÞΌř
ࡊࢰٶɴʶшֲƄϋ¶¶ɴҁψĝࠖʍǊƄࣲەŢࠎųөɸ˴ʩ̋Ƅ¶¶α࣓ݱΌΉҁψĝڄגƄĽց
ߢɸҼډųࡥ۴ѫγѫՑˇʤөWɸ۸]࣫ڲųߢ۴؞tܠӪַʤөWšӒܕɸߢڳԵʎ˽ų֦½ڳ
ɸųźѡ
ѡկԵʎƲɸѤѨɠܴ̎ڨɸŻųۛ̅Ĝ 
ݧӒǩWϼں֫ĩܘƄĩ܊Ñߤկų̉ࢋߢڳʱ
ĥųࢋڄגɸӜqөƄՁࢋqɓÐѫַҀ٣ɸԖܵՠ˝ܐ
ŨƄԳߔϼܴǃ٣łߌߢڳųqөՁƄ͆Ցˇࡸؑݱşĝ
ࣽӴ࡞ѫ۸§˴ʩ۬ݐĝƄǆ˝ܐϘΰηʶшֲ֡ ɸԖܵų
۸]ߢڳȃɴ։өɸկƄӦࠖɴࡥĭƄ½ݱš٩^ׄׄɥ
ɥѣډѧ̀ɸʆ̌ųź
۰cɵƄŢޏɷĔȃɷĔŻƂءӈ
ؓࢋĜƃų
ݧӒߙۂՍʤࣝѡ̍ɸࣦÈկƄߦށɸկ۴͋ʤƄݱ
ʶшֲ֡ ЄܴړƬɸࣛܧѤųөĦʲҧБθߌ̍Ɵų
ࢋߢڳƄ۴֦֔ܮηɸʩ࠳ƄؑݱşĝࣽǾܐ˝ډɸʭ
ࠃųź
̀ɸկɷ̍jƄʱٯۇʯɴ֫ܫƄϊևʭɸ͆̀
ɸ۸رзĩųކރ״ƈżӜկևʭƄࡥկ̀ųŽࡥݘЧ۬
ީɸŻΉ̹˝  ܐų
ї݁ͷcɵ͆ܰÏӒ٩ݧӒڲӗߔࠑϳԒɸߢpࢥҩƄ^ɸջ͆Ǣ֥֥ʀࣛܧѫųێࡥݱ٩^գ
Τ۰؞tʀ˴ܰәÏƄܰÏӒ͆ї݁ͷcɵݱ٩ݧӒ֤एՃƻɸӜ۸ʠх࣋ĔմƄ^ɸࢶڲɥʎ͆˖ȷų
٩^Wɴҁψĝẁ։өƄɭ˴ښ̀֘ܖΛμ։ַөѫų˴ʄࢥڼҩɸä͆ڲϋƄ߯٩^͋зʀϼӦ
չցȯšࡥێɸ۸ˌࠃƄӜʭࠄݱΛΤێɸ˴̀ީܖų̫ћҋTƄ˴֦Ɓ
ࢢծ࠵ 
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ߍ࣓٩͆٩ΤƄǭʑ˒ׅ۲͆՛
َۂ՛
O
ܷ۸]ַөՠƄΌΉҁψĝοѣ։ַ
өѫƁࠄÞөɴψĝƄϼܴʹΤɸ˴ܖų
ʄࢥڼҩɸǖպ͆äڲƄֿ٩ݱɠΤߔدϕߣ
˙ׅʪӦ̉ʤɸW۬ߥ֦Ƅ֫ҽ۴œœȯࢭ 
ݱʬַࡧөΈӪ؞ИߔƄءɴÐࣦʄʄ͆
Ǉ¶֦ߦށƄ߂ࢋ^۴ʗڄגƄȯš֦ɸo
ӽųʄʄ۴ϕߣɸд࣋μļƄՠÑߤܴ͆
رĭǼشɸկų˴֦۸ȅȅɸÐࣦƄΤڤد
βɸࢰ˃ƄȃgݷϼࠄΛ͆ʄࢥڼҩƄ̉Ð
ࣦӕɵ֦ܵߦށɸࠑΣ̡ɵų٩^˕Աرڲر
̍Ƅǫɑ˖ȷْ͆אƄࡨʪܴıĝжɀӁȅɀ
ՠۉψ 
O
өտ֑ࢥҩՠɶĞۉψƄʹWcࡰۉψɸƫڜųɶĞȆܴʤɸɠࢺѼº֫Ƅݱƫ
࣐ڲࡼЮ؋Ƅc˝ܐɸɠ̀ıĝųʪƬĔߊܴڿؼɸʽɠяÏ˕µqկͭقࠖݱɸ̍ࠗƄտ
֑۴Ǩҁ࣐˴~ʪՠų٩͆ߌ_֥~˴גƄݱөɿћࠗ̍ܮgܴɸʬ]ڴԯΧմƄɝıՠɶ
ųߢƳƁ٩^Ӧšֺࣗ͆ࠖ^दӤƌȃϼܮ٩^ȃԃȶдŲȃԃђɸǩׅՠ˙ׅ͆ՠäӜک
ڤʄࢥڼҩ^ųЛɴࡸܴӜदʤШْ֦ɸկƄϼ݇˙ا˱ׅ݇ų҆ݱ܃ɴ̃өɸݨƄࡸܴŨĝۄ
۰ÑĔƄ٩ܷࣴՠѫų٩ЛɴՠөŨĝڄגɸڤʄڼƄȊ]ݨɸĔࢲϼࡥݱɓɸŨĝߔࠖڤβ
ࢭѫųީðऌѫࢋݱɸ۰ݱՁƄӦȃ߭٩^ߢɸ_ɠԴҷ٩^۴ݱμĻ͆۬ߥ֦ɸرĔѣډ
ߌڲƄȃ̡ɷĔȃɷĔƄБ۰ʤc˝ܐų߂ࢋÓө۴ћؑʹݱܮşؕܕɸرĔɴࡼəʟۉƄ̉߯٩
^˕Ա֥ЪएށɴƄ۰ݱ٩^ࢋڿؼɸĺݨƄ֦߯WֿܮÐࣦƄԯԉӦͽɀ֦ʩޣ٩^ɀ͊ƽց
̣һ̉ҧ̀ɸ֫ҽɀW 
ʬoࠃÞɠºƩĤࢋʹΤƄЛɴǇǇ֫ࢋڄגҽɸˮ߮Ƅ߃އψĝީۋɸܴ֦ų߯ࢋ֦ߦށȨ
ɿˮ߮Ƅ۴ͳßѫ͆oࠃ^ɸࢶYųʬoࠃʂ۸]̲ࠃڄגɸƄ߂ࢋܣݱ٧Ȇ۴ܴ͋ҧ̀ɸ˙
ׅ
ψĝɸÌ࣐ՁࡗψÈ٩^Ƅ۰š٠WɸoڂƄ֨ߍ٠Wɸ¹ࠃʎ˽ų˴҆ʎ˽ɸ֦Ƅɠoࠃڱ
υɸӽܵȃg࣫܊WψĝƄ۴ǆɠoࠃÐʹɴ֦ΤߔƄʪՊ۰ࢋڄגݱȊγͺų߯٩^ºѢɴƄީ
۰ȃĔċԶʎ˽ɸƄš٩^ɸࢋɥࠃࠃ¹¹Ӧ¯ޗѣ֦ݱɸΤߔʪϰڸʎ˽ 
ڤoࠃɸ̉ڄגЄܴõ{ںɸƄ۸߃̴͋ԃݱǛկҳՁࠖ۬ߥƄɭܴ۸҆ؤɴ֦Ç
ݘކƄ۰ȃӦݰɺѫų֘ʃ̅ܮʭˀׁɸÐࣦƄҦ]̲ࠃ֘ؑݱɸ۬ݐƄȃg߯٩^ࠖ˩Ӓɸ˴
~۴ڲݾƄoӽ۲͆՛࠳ɸƧĤƄɭ࣫٩^ީɸܴ̀̀ɸμŨ̡іƄȃࠞߢɸυܟųϛөיΧ
ڤoࠃΥҧ ڦ£ԸıħɸۉψڷѮƄՠө۴ܴ֢ލՠմǩۉψƄɭŃܴǨϋגʪֵْųϛө
ݰϋݰՠۉۻٔڊψƄ
ࡑݵՁ֢ލѫυÿº֫۸ºԯ۴ۻٔڊɠºƄ֦ɸƻԄؓՇҷѫƄ߯Ч܃ϋډWࠖ:B??BIGCɸ
̍ࠗ 
ߌ_ݱϛөݨƲƣܴӀѽƄڠࠖݨՉɁųݠǩ܃šߊՉɁӀѽʪ܂ƄڠƬؤȊɵ˫ϝ
ɸ˳۴۰۸ZՉɁųÞƲƣɴࠖڠƄ٩^Ńܴ۸ιɸЯó͆ƝݜƄš٩^ڳړŢޏտ͇Ƅߢʗ
ĝӲ٩^ݱرƄǝאÐࣦƁ͇̉ŅǛʄࢥڼҩɸڲرɥʎƄࣞڠћԧƻƁɀۄࢋݤ۰ݱΤࣹڿʬ
]ǐݨƄψĝʄࢥڼҩԄǋࡘѾֻْࣶؕױƄŊࡔ٩ɸࠞĈȃډߣࡃܮǋųणŋŲखŋŲࡸܴ˓ة
ŮӤƁߌ_ࡥݱदʤɸࢶäߔƄ֤ࡹßݠɸзܷ̀ 
ߢɸʩʆĒȃيƄȃߊ٩^ϛܴ֦֫ݱرɸőࠋƄ۴ܴÌ࣐ɠΤدɸäӲ˖ȷƄ֦ɸäǰȗ٩
^۰ٓܠǤࢋƄӼѤҳՁƄߣڛĬ˲߃ԍƁ
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٩Ì࣐ɸ˷ş ΌΉҁψĝ
˸տ֑
ΌΉҁψĝ٩Ì࣐ɸΤƄԐǏ٩ʜѫޮޮөƄʹِ࣯ƄЛɴ֦۸ҋܔ

ࣦƄЏܴ˸ɻԶ˘Ƅ֘ʃɸȃࢰ࣊ݽƄܴ̉ĒȃǗɸʩʆų
ʂ۸]өƄ٩ێࡥݱӕɵŲڄגŲǨߢԩŲݷƄࡸǨ۸ɠըɸࡓÈࢶä
ߣ࣯ޡųʂʬ]өƄ٩۬ߥѫψĝɸοؖŲڵƄ֦ݱٙıߔƄƼߣɩɸ½ڳÐࣦ
ߣܴڒɸ٩^Ƅμļѫɩࠛ˪ɸ̏ð܃ΗȢ͗٩^ژɸ֦ࡆƄ̉¥ʑѫ٩^
ʤկɸڲڳųʂ։]өƄ֦ڸء٩]ࡥݱȻőäɸψĝߔƄȃݙǈǈࣦؓגʤƄ͖
ޣ٩ǆɷɸcɀՠƄ˴~٩Υցѫķߛׅ̍ ڦɸۉψڷѮƄȯš٩Ì࣐֫ҽɸ
ࡤनų
 ʤĔ͔Ƅ࣊ΤǤϱƄȊɵࠄΛȯࢭɸΤηѫӨֺदųΌΉҁψĝɸә
ަΗʄࢥڼҩη٩ɸäӲȷƄȞȞ٩ݱɶͅ§̓Ĕɸ٥ϕųÞʂ۸ɓࠈ֘ͅ
§ƄǛʄࢥڼҩʱĥӲ۸]ǐݨɸࡦࢣϜֻʎ˽Ƅ߃ɴտϛ܂ʂөѫƄճܴʤ
ʄࢥڼҩݱ٩Ҧɓ؎ցͅ§Ĕȷрʀš٩ϜֻɥʎƄࡥߣ½٩ࡍ§ͅݱֆĔɸѤѨƄ
֥ݱ٩Ǥࢋܴ۸ըÙʪܴѤɸʎ˽ɠࡋƄ݅ɴձ͇х࣋۴ϼȃóԃѫųࡥکөմƄ
֘ʃϕߣࡥÌ࣐ɸ˷şƄБ߯٩ݱŀѤɤǗƄԚʵʹɴΌΉɸΤĔƄܮʄࢥڼҩő
őɸäWǖ٩Ƅ߯ߢɸäȻő٩Ƅֿ٩ܴ~ѤݰɀƲƄݰšߢɟޝųŢݱޏʎ˽֘Ų
Ϛ࢛֘ŲΗ֘~ڷƄΌΉҁψĝÇķߛׅ̍ ڦɸĎ֘ƄБȢɀ٩ژɸų
٩֥ࠄΛȃԑƄɷWտɑɸ؟äƄȃš٩ƄӞšߢ࣫ߢ˝߳ࠄܕƄӦ̉ʤ̉
ɠɸ֦ݱʜߔֿܮΌΉҁψĝ
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My First Step To Mission
Samantha Yu
As we mark QTEC’s 30th Anniversary and celebrate the many years that God used this

community as a vessel to reach His people, I am reminded of the ways this little local bicultural
church taught me to reach and extend beyond my own relationship with Christ. Throughout the
years, I have seen the coming and going of many “mission conferences” and events, both ones that
were held at our church, or ones that our church members have attended. Despite the many different
opportunities I had of becoming better equipped to live a missional life, it wasn’t until I saw the
active initiation of some QTEC members, like Kimberly, , , James Pan, etc., that I was
truly moved and encouraged to take my first few steps in faith. God calls us to a life of faith, and a
lot of those challenges are met when we find ourselves in foreign places, reaching the people for the
sake of proclaiming Christ. What I heard and saw from the sharings of many individuals who have
taken that step, is a discovery of how much faith it takes, but also a discovery of how much more
faithful our God is.

For the last 8 years or so, each time Kimberly
returns from East Germany, I am encouraged again and
again by the turning around and growth of that campus
ministry. It is incredible to see how our God moves in the
hearts of those who seek after Him. Then to see other
church members take on those burdens as their own,
reminded me that God’s call to mission doesn’t just fall
on the shoulders of an individual in a community. When I
realized how infectious reaching out to others for Christ’s
sake is, I began to better understand the role that mission
plays in our daily walks with God.
 my peers become involved with Cru ministries,
What’s more, as I entered into college, I saw
and it led to a few of their decisions to take on the challenge of the call and attend Cru Summer
Projects/Missions. What further encouraged me wasn’t just their desire to go to the ends of the earth
for the Gospel, but also the loving support of other QTEC members who gave and supported them so
freely, both in finances and prayers. For me, it demonstrated a perfect picture of what it looks like
when an entire church body comes together for the sake of the Gospel, and in this case, for the
purposes of missional work. Finally, a full 21 years later, I found no good reason to ignore this
calling of my own having seen and been inspired by so many QTEC members before me, both
young and old. This summer, without really knowing what to expect, I attended my first mission trip,
also with Cru, to East Asia, and I was overwhelmed by the outpour of love and support by my QTEC
family members. Not only did it meet my own needs, but it overflowed to help cover for the needs of
some of my teammates. 
Summer project was probably one of the hardest things I’ve ever done, but definitely one that
led to the most growth. When I began to take those first few steps of faith in living a missional life
halfway across the world, I finally understood why those individuals who came and shared about
their trips encouraged me so much; because I was able to experience the faithfulness of our
incredible Creator. All the mission conferences in the world could not prepare me for the experiences
of what it was like to actually be doing missions, but being able to see the passion of QTEC
members gave me the encouragement I needed to take those first few steps without fear. 

25.

Caring
ࢶò

˒ׅ£ࢼࢶò ĝΕ£ࢼ
˒ׅӗɸ£Ը ࢶò֦ɸΤ
ߢ۰ÇڜĝǛ ֤࣓ٞψĝަ
ֿҽpպܔÈըǛߢڳŲڄגȯšĝǛ Л࣯֦ɸըۧ ࠞࠤ£ԸŲΤڤدβ ܃Ηĝ߂
ͺŲؕ݊Ųϻߤ ͆գψĝɸ£Ը ҃~ͽںފų
CARING/MEMBERSHIP TEAM
PURPOSE: Fellowship; nurturing the house of God
TARGET: Members of the congregation and regular attendees of this church
MISSION: Lead seekers to know and accept Christ through baptism and become members of this church.
Tending to members of this church; take charge and initiate fellowship activities and coordinate
tasks involved with weddings, funerals, home visits, crisis reliefs, small groups, and fellowship
groups.
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Care ࢶò

27.

۲͆՛ɸҋÝɼő߁ܲ
ȕѳؑܣ
O˴ߢOΌΉҁψĝ٩֫ҽȯࢭɸĂ͝ƄŃܴҁψĝŃܴϛؤɸ٩Ƅݱҁψĝ٩ȊܴӜदʤɸı
ĝǨȔϫÐșμƄɵ܃ΗÅ࣪ˊڙųࠑ˴ʩɸʤөWƄʄࢥڼҩ׀αȃēɸȷ̕ӲЬʑƄ٩Ȋ
ܴӃݦôܭݦƄȃԃֵĐɸ˙ډׅՠų
O
ՁÓؤƬ٩ӚɀՠbމɸߢմºŲșμɺɺƄΥ֘̅]ψĝÀη٩ɸ˴ڳƄ͓͓ɸֈőޮ
ޮq։]ɠȽÊƄީȃ˵ڳړƄ٩ϵթЧي܃ȯࡥदʤɸ̎މƄȃЧ۟Ƅʗ֦ϕߣҁψĝWݮԏ
٩ࡥȃԑɸֿӽɸų
O
ɁѫºĝψÈƄҁψĝࡸη٩ࢰѫѺ۸֕˙ׅɸࢮƄϼ߯٩ºѢտ͇ՠࢶòؕ݊Ƅ֦šѫčɠ
٩ɸςϖƄɟࢰ٩̉ɠɸÌ࣐ۯ۳Ƅ߯٩ࢰࠈ׀ɀΤࢮƄࠈɀψĝƄՠ˙ׅ̉ʤɸկų
OOرĔƄݱϋܙȃرɸկƬߔƄԐߣ^۸Զڧ۸ԶгɸȲƄ٩̉һǈկܴʤࡍֆŲܴڒƄӨĝЛ
ɴƄOܴݰȊÒŲܴݰȋ˪ʗȃӦϓłpڲɸ࣪Ƅկկۄ۰ߢȃЧŬɸ½ׅӲީіųܴ֦ٚɸä
۸ɀँƄŘ̢ډWƄވʗ۰˟˘Ƅʗ۰ĽࢼƄʄࢥڼҩƄԖܵ^۴ȊӦСߢߗڱɷѤƄտޕܤȹ֘
ऊųOʪࡥکʗȃࡥĐɸׄϖЧ܃ηɸųܴٚ٩^ɸߢȊӦӸՀуƄͥߜݑš߳˝ƄÄȃЧӦɸ
߮šЧӦų
OO
ࡸܴƄׅ˙ݱȲƬߔࠑÃࠩɸƄݱ٩ࢶڲtկɸĔ͔ƄȊआթƲƣࠄΛࡥनд࣋ީڤȏ۸
ʌƄɷѫ֨द࣓٩ǲ˱ڲɸƄĸڃؤʀɸƄ˴ʩɸƄԶࠄëдʙƄँ֘͵ࠒށߢڛˮƄR߰ҧ
ɩҁμߊކ۰٩^ܴ࣫ࠗɸڲƄǭҫɩáƄ٩࣫ࠗƄ֦߯٩μļɩ۸ɓɓɸݱر̍رƄܴկ࣫܊
ߢڳѫɸ࣐ͻɷϻѫܴߢɸ̍رƄߢĝ֥֥ܮɸäܙҾӜۄ۰ɸկƄֿ^ӦȈՀۡņߗڱɀƲų
ϛߍ֨ؤȯšψĝ͋ߗܮɸ̍رų٩ͱݱؤؤթɠߔٴƄݠWšߢʪͽƄɷɴࠑʤɸࠄΛƄ֫ҽܷ
տɑɸֲࠛƄܴj߆ųOO

ҁψĝϼ٩ɸΤƄێࡥݱ٩ܴ̀ʤä٩ࢶڲ٩ɸʄࢥڼҩƄ^ɸäƄ߯٩ܴݰɠɸêeʗЧ
܃œœͥڝųO^ɸɥʎֿ̉٩ݱoࠃ࠘юɸԯࢲȃߎͲڲӃƄ܃ņڄҳƄͰͰȃЧαմO۸ژɴ٩
oЧ٩ַݨò؏ƄشɷǐȊ֫ɀWɸÃࠜƄ̵࡚տдƄ۸न۸नƄ۸ؤ۸ؤǆÐɠ͇ɺȃ÷
۰גӜदɠɸɟćųرĔ߯٩ࠗ°ŃژɴɸƄࡥַÓөWƄ٩ՠؕǘʗՠЛtկɸoࠃƄϛؤ
ȃɭ٩ɸoࠃ۴࠘юƄRՊ۴ۄ۰ܴߢpɸ߀एՠюێЛƄࢶڲųߢƳO٩ߊӦކӨ۴ؓԴҷѫ
ǂӨ۰٩º֨द̎މӤų
O
ҁψĝࠑɠɸ̈࠸؞tɸψĝȃ۸ĭɸƄϼ؞tɸŎࡎƄƄ͓ɵƄÁպųێࡥݱƄӨЛȃ
ɴؓʤɸѓеŢՓƄЛȃɴओŬƄ̉Лȃɴߴ߱Өɸࠒϼȃ˃ɸãѱåʜƄБʤܴϋƄհӠƄԐߣ
ӨRɺӨʹࣧƄOʻЬѼݱҁψĝɸƄÓ͗ʗǨࡥदʤɸ~˴࠸؞Ƅʤ֛өʗȃĝࠈƄҁψĝʀˀࣆ
ȃɠƄä͋ڲɠųݱҁψĝЛׯқࢭܷܖɷɷ̀зɸմࠃƄࣁǲɸʹࣧ۸ЛƄǲЛɴߢʩő܍Ƅ۲
͆՛ɸҋÝЍɼő߁ܲƄҁψĝηѫ٩Ƙ֫ࠑࠛ˪ɸĹݨƄ۴ηѫ٩٩ࠑधϚɸĹݨųOտϛƄOࣆ܂
œœȯšяµƄOɭճ࣫ߢݱҳՁѣڛߌډƄ٩۰ŶٓܠǤࢋӼѤҳՁɸߣڛĬ˲߃ԍƄOš۰ɷ֦΄ݱ
ʘۋÞ֘ҳޣ٩WɸƟ࠴ųŷO࣎ѣǪĜO
 ųҁψĝɸʄࢥڼҩƄ٩äӨ^ƁΥܲƁO٩^۸ԶӼ
W Ɵ࠴
࣎
Ĝ
ψĝ ʄ ࢥҩƄ٩ä ^
ѤųOO̫ћҋTOO߰ҧߢO۸ՉĦ۱Ľηɩ
߰ҧߢO۸ՉĦ۱Ľηɩ

˝ǟҘ܍
˝ǟҘ܍
յʑ
յʑ
۲͆՛٩ɸәަN
ɸәަ ٩ǭȃߍդʵNࣆթ٩֯ڷɸ̗ܯ
٩ǭȃߍդʵ ࣆթ٩֯ڷɸ ̗ܯ۴ȃԃ ̴ݳš࣓ࣗ٩ݱرN
š࣓ࣗ٩ްݕࡥ ݱر٩ڳ
ߢַөࠈɸ֫ͽÀ ޡ
ࡥַөW Ē֘ʃɸʩʆ ࠈɸҦ۸ȅ ननɼɼ ʗևҘѫʩͷɸߋܲ ȻȻҘҘ ٩˴ߢýࡵ٩ȯšɩ
ɸoӽ Þ۸]Ţ֦ɸʜ ࡨࣦܔց֦ɸʜ Þɑ٩ȃ܃ݰՁɸ٩ կ֫ɸˮ߮ ۩ڳɸˮ߮ ֿ٩֦ݱɸۋȯ
š۸]ݷڱɸկ ݱ٩ߢڳɸַөࣆ ۋթߊޖ٩կ֫ɸַө ե٩ࠑܴ܊ѡ ࠑܴԉْ ۴ܴԧƻɸַө ٩Äп
рࠅַࡥݱΨɸҋ֘ࠈɴࣆ ࡱܫթؤЮĔܴࢸࢻ կ֫ĔܴКТ ɭ֘ ʃɸʩʆ¯٩ݽ ܮμÓĔ ݱ٩μļɸ۸
ࡈ࣓֫ɸկ̙֫߮߂Ĕ Ƭ٩֯ݱࠈڷɸߔ߂̗ܯĔ ֦ե߯٩Л۬ѫַࠅΨɸӦ μļѫַࠅΨɸɠä ǆ٩Þ
ُɸࡹϧϻѫʹW ٩˴֘ʃ ɩ߯ڳСɩɸoӽȃߍہт 
٩̉˴֘ʃ ǆ٩˃ݱҁψĝࡥȻҘäɸɠΤ دRܴࡥदʤȻҘäڲɸʄڼϔҩݱ٩֤ࡹÑߤ٩ࠈ֫ͽ
ɸхϲ ۸Զμļ֦ɸɠӦ ࠄܮ^ΛɸڷšWࠅַࢆݗΨɸä 
ֿ֦٩ݱؙՏȖʀ֘
дߗĈ сߢݱՁ
ՏȖʀ֘ ࣦ٩ݱЧƻڪɸࡹףN٩۰ĔĔʮ۲͆՛ ַߢڳө ȻҘڃĩ 
ؐࣧ۩ْ ߲ӗ֦ ʩͷܲ˹ ˝ǟҘڳ ܍С֘ʃߑͶɸࢰʞ 

28.

Care ࢶò

29.

Service
˒ׅ

˒ׅ£ࢼׅ˙ ˒ׅ£ࢼ
˒ׅӗɸ˙ ׅȯѣӲοׅ̍ݷ
ߢ۰Ç ڲ̈́ڜ֤࣓ٞަ˒ׅ
ֿҽpպߤĝƲƣ^ɸܔ ࠸؞Èޠ^ɴ͈ࡲɸ˒ׅÎ٣ ȯѣڱɸֿ ׅ̍
^ʗȯš ަ˒ׅc˝ܐɸկų˒ׅضѢĝ ࣦܞۃϫ WߤŲۍbׅ
˒ަ Rࠞࠤ͆ǘʘܴɸڤ˒ׅβų
SERVICE/EQUIPPING TEAM
PURPOSE: To create and build ministries 
TARGET: Members who are committed to serving the Lord through this church
MISSION: Help church members discover their own traits, guide them to identify suitable ministries, or to
create new ministries, for the purpose that participants become evangelists and God’s servants.
Through workshops and leadership training seminars to quip participants, and be responsible to
supervise all ministry teams.
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Service ˒ׅ

31.

#

!$

"

ܰधҧѵÏӒ

ΌΉҁψĝࠄөѣߍϛƄکࡥߣژөƄࡥکմࠃ܃WƄʄࢥڼҩ۸Զࠈɸ
մࠃƄΌΉҁψĝҫߢʩʆƄļμ։ַөɸʩʆҋƄࡥԳߔǭʑȻőʤѻկ˴~ɸ̙
ׅ
ψĝ࠘ҒँףࡊݱभƄŤऔ˄ʻɸʶшֲǣˀɠɵύųܴʤʄڼϔҩӕɵ
ԖܵƄߣЛߣϠҋࡨցψĝƄҋψĝࢮбƄ̀ߣԖܵɸϘΰࠈࡨψ
ĝƉƬթ۴ܴʤʄڼϔҩǌࡴԳӗՁ܂ȃݱΌΉҁψĝѫƄɭŢޏտ͇Ƅ
ࡥێ٩^ݽμ۸ԶĸڧƄ۸Զˊڙμļ֦ʩʆɸΤƄ۸]Ì࣐ɸɠΤدųٳÿۼڴÓ
ʜՕƄ̉߯٩֥֥एĝݱĔࢲѾߔÐWʤկ֫ҽɸˮ߮
μ֘ކߣܠźӨ^۰ՠɷšĤɸӜʀƄӞܴ֓Ųܴ̗ŲܾࠀףŖ߂ʀų۲͆
՛Ө֦Њ࣯ɸƄÞĹɴөαƄ۲͆՛Ө֦ɸۡӗĔȞЛ࣯ӜʀųŻ֢ҽ  ܠ
֦η֏܃ѮկðɸࢠӡҧʀƄ֏܃Ѯկ۰ՠɷšĤɸӜʀƄܴ֓˸ܴɻ̗Ƅɭ۲
͆՛ð۰Њ࣯Ƅ۰Л࣯ų
ࠄψĝѣ܃WƄݱϳäɸ˸әÏ˕µΗÌ࣐ɸ^ࡗڋƄ̯ҋלАƄϒބšߢɸĎ֘Ƅ
c˝ܐɸֿҽƄ۸ɥϋ۸ɥƄ۸]]ʄڼϔҩ͢ړΒƄࡥکөܴ̉ʤʄڼϔҩǖц
өࡔɸܣ٧Ȇɸʄڼϔҩ^ ؎֘ۉψ̍§Ƅ܃Ηݱǩʀʶшֲɸ˝cߔڲɺɺँؓ˝
ܐźߦܴ۬ڲߕވɸ̡ΤƄšߢկԇ̡іΤۋɸկƉƼĔˊΆη^Ӥƌߢկ
WɴƄЛ۬iկࡥĭڷƄӜiկܴ݉˝ѫųŻߢ۲ʰɸ߈ש܊٩^Ҧ۸]֦ݱɸΤߔ
ɸկƄʗðݙºѢ֦ࠗǉǍʩ࠳ɸ̡̀ΤųŻ
˝ܐɸͅ§ӜदɠƄܰԳΌΉࡥ۸]ʗƄʄڼϔҩ^पڲӼѤš˝ܐƄȃޏ
ՠƄƣݱ٠WɸҦ]ׄɥɸ΄ʘظƄ٩^۰пр֦ݱη٩^ݱʀ֘ɸөմǗڲǗ܊
ǗѤƄȃࠈޏɀՠه̳ݱɸۉψ̍§Ƅǩʀ˝ࠗ̍ܐƄ֨ߍݱ٠ߢڳɸΤկƬߔƄ
ȯš˝ܐɸֿަųšɴѫӜմ۬ߢҳĔƄࡸЧߢ۬҆܃Ç٩^ކż̀ƄӨࡥܷѧܷ֔
ߕڲɸiկƄӨݱȃʤɸڲߕܴׅ֘Ƅ٩۰ǆʤׅԇӨ̡іųЧࡨ܃WגڙӨߢկɸ
зĩƁŽ
ՁȃϸЛɴźƽ͕߂Ż Ȑ؇ЈࢥҩɸcܧܠԝƄܧԝߔࡥĭކɴƄܴۡȃӦ۬Ƅܴ
ʫȃӦ҆ƄܴӁȃӦڷƄхϾƽȢǐ]ׄΈɸźƽ͕߂ŻȐ؇ЈƄźȃ֘ʃ
Ç٩ؓľհӤŻźȃŻ¥ʑʀʹɞź٩ȃ˵֘ʃš֨दϊ٩ࡥגदɠɸдƄ٩ߊ
ɩƄ۰٩ࠖ֨दŻࡥĭɸǵǈƄݰɓΒ٩Ƅȃޏ٩^ɸ֫ҽҳӰ֨दĭɸ˸֓ɻ̗Ƅ
ճ۰Ȼő֘ʃɸʩܾࠀŖ
ʄڼϔҩ^Ƅࢋِݱ٩^۰ࠈɸմࠃێƄ۰ܠɷ֦ðÞĹɴөαƄ֦ɸۡӗĔȞЛ
࣯Ƅ٩^ճ۰прˊݱߢڙ٩^֫ҽƬߔɸʩʆƄRÄࡥĭɸ߳˝ˊډڙՠ࣫٩^ǫɑ
Ҳ
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Service  ˒ׅ

33.

֦W߂̊
Øھޥ

ɀ֫ࠠݱхࡼəɸ٩ƄڤºƩĤࢋࣥحݽq
өࢋ߬ݰȿߔƄƬĔࠄܖΤϲȃ̀ŲՁعҝҝŲ
Ţ߬ީށڲĜƄߊäࢳ߬۸هމکɸ߬ٳƄ۴
ڃĸΙӳɸ©डƄɭࠪȃԶȎ̊ų٩^ɸ˩ؤ
۸߃ݱЛ࣯ߣǢ٘ɸ٩Ƅʪ٩ȃڣߦށų
˴˩ؤɸʩ࠳Ƅ߯٩ܴѫܘȚց٘ۡѤƄ͆
۸کмƪɸ࠷ؤƄݱŢÏࠄºɸՓŅ߂ډƄϵ
ӦП֘ѣؑşםÅƄөWҧʑϾƄܴı
ĝڠםݱºݷ֥ݤƄࢋWࡸܴıĝݱयɠº
ձψƄαܸȯš۸]ÅĤƪΤų
 ҦƬ٩ׂ̌ࠗƪšº֫ˮƪĔƄܘǛƬߔȞĝʮ߰۸ЇƈźكƁީ֦W߂
̊ƁŻųߢڳՁƄƬ٩҆ɴtկࡥЇ߰ҧɸރݘƄБĝ˴ɴࣳࣳթƄࠄ܃šѫȃԶų
ࢋߢڳƄȊĝіϓɴƈࡥɃ֦ܱʪW߂ź̊ŻƄտ̩֘ʃŃܴ࠳η٩мƪɸǩࣦŲ
ħשɸӦѤŲ͆νМ࣐ՇɸࣇƄ٩Ьʑډȃѫ̊ŲȯȃѫƪΤųԳ½֘ʃȊ_ࠑ
ɠɸڠםΤƄڣyݷѫ̣Ųyݷѫ֏ȎƄ۴yݷѫ֓ɇȖӖŲմڴݨȩųƪΤ۴֘
ʃݷɸԹҹƄΙÞ֘ʃӜێɷɴɸʩ࠳Ƅ܃Ȏ̊Wҵм֘ʃɸyݷƄ˿ɠࠄ
թ߂ݷגҧतϱٳų֦W߂̊Ƅϼ܃мƪWĦ۱֦ɸҁҼųƪΤϕߣ֦ɸʩ࠳Ƅ
šׄկʺݱҟвݸɸ֫ͽߔƄ̏ءѫϮޘɸࠗڠםԢƄ܃ɑW«וŲϓȾƄڄŐ״
ӪŲࠀࢭäڲŲҧͥկ֫ų
O˴֦ɸݷƄڣηҦ]կܴȃرɸʩ
࠳ųԛտهЦࢅ֫šࡦए¸ˊ̀ƄšǼկ
ࠖÿ˳ڠɺƄʗۄϮѧɸࢅܞڠϫƄ̉
֦ɸʩ࠳ƄҦ۸ɰ۸zʗܴ֦ɸ˖ȷƄЧ
ކ܃ź֦W߂ɰŻųѳĜ̽ɸΜ͆҄߫
؊࣓ࣜːɸĔ͔ƄݽǢʀҳÇߣҥएך
ކƈƬϋɴĔƄǲࡉԶŲ֤ՠ͝صƄ
Ӝ]˸࣋ʜɸ։ˊƄ۹С֦ɷɴɸƄȃ
С߾ࠄΛɸӦѤųɸކʶƄްź֦W
߂Żų֦ɸʩ࠳ƄȃˊɠڤƄ۴ȃ߯կ
ࠄȓƄʪ۰࣓֔ƲĀƄ܃ɑWĦ۱֦ɸҧ܊ųź٩^̅կरʩƄʗ΄ޡʘѨη
̅կɸʩ࠳ŻƂ˞܃ĜƈƃƄ٩^ϳäɸߢƄڣʤदΑڲɸWëٽ٩^Ƅ࠳ܽ
̅կȃرɸʩ࠳ų
Oөݨ٩ơࣤѣؑşڠםɠºźaɀܵڦƟŻƄΥ֘։ַөWݱҧơƟܻ
ɓƄࡥکĦ߫ʗ֘ʃηܽ٩ɸʩͷųƬܰÏӒɵ٩ۗߔݨݱΙÄ࣊ࢰΌΉƄʹ
ɴӒؑڦşڠםɠºࣦƟƄRÄߍߔɠࢺ͆ؑşʤ]ȮŲºڦӴ࡞ۢ͆ܗޕĔƄ
ࢶ܃ò͆߳˝ɸރݘԶ٩ƈӨܴŃܴژɴƄƬȿºƪ߂ࢋƄĝܴϛؤɸȯ̩ƌ
٩ĉ½ʀʹɞܰÏӒƈŃܴƄ۴٠ࡥܴݽĨɸԵԉƄࡥ۸Չʗ֘ʃɸÐࣦƄÄ۸
ՉĦ۱Ľܸ֘ʃų
34.

Discipleship
ݷϼ

ׅ
˒£ࢼ ݷϼ ࢮ
ܞ£ࢼ
˒ׅ£ࢼݷϼ
ࢮܞ£ࢼ
ܞϫ ψÈ֦ɸࠃҸ
˒ׅӗɸࢮܞظϫ
ߢ۰Ç ظࢮڜ֤࣓ٞȯࢭަ
֤࣓ٞȯࢭަ
̅ʭºѢËɓɸڅѮމȲ ֥ͥĝɸÌ࣐֤ٞ͆ȯߢࠤࠞ טմºŲ܃
ࠞࠤ
ֿҽpպ̅ضʭºѢËɓɸڅѮމȲ
šߢ۰ÇڜɸЁĝ ȼǊŲșμǋŲȯࢭڤβŲԏ࣐ĝɺ ȐءЧ܃

ࢮظšߢ۰ÇڜɸЁĝ
ҽȯࢭɸ࣐ۀȉѭŲҁμψȉɺ࠰ݡų
ߤ࣐ҽȯࢭɸ࣐ۀȉѭŲҁμψȉɺ࠰ݡų
DISCIPLESHIP TEAM
TEAM
eship
PURPOSE: Discipleship
h are committed
i d to grow iin Ch
i
TARGET: Disciples; persons who
Christ
MISSION: Through various educational courses to deepen spiritual maturity of QTEC church members. Take
charge in planning adult Sunday school courses, Bible study groups, worship gatherings, small
groups, and spiritual revival conferences, and provide materials and Biblical literatures as
resources for spiritual growth.
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Discipleship ݷϼ

36.

҆ҁμϓܴ˴
ߙࡌؗ
٩Wࠄ۸]֥̇ʁ̛Ų̭˓ڳɵͼ͈ࠇψɸΤدƄ۸ՉӆǊԁښɸkׁʗ҆˩
Ӓɸ߈ׂʪڷų֘۩ڳȃ͡͡ँँð˨ѫׅƄԁʪ۴҆҆˓ʶŲʸࢳʸࢳ˓
μƄࡦ۸ǐϓɸȲʜʗʮȃ֘ų߃ɴԁթıĝ҆ѫÓɓܴկनҁμࢋƄ٩Ӝ
Ĕ܃š۲ʰӲƴÛر˓ـ۸]կƄ܃ȃرɸӄҳʝկ֘ؤƄʪࣁ΄ʘ֘ؤŃښ
˓ɵӜदʺʤų܃ϼˮڳѫ΄ʘψƄࢰࣁ׀ǛȞ߬ҁμƄɭ½ࣀ֘RŃܴڲ
؎ʀɸ֥ڳȃ۾Ƅȃ˔Лʸߨǩɸϧ̙Ƅɑ߬ȃډՠų
ࡨѫҁψĝࢋƄܴıĝ҆ܰәÏϓҁμƄࡥȊֿ٩ÇҁμܴȿȅɸѫϓƄ
ɸ֥ցŉɀܴ՟ʪ֫~ɸμƄ˄Ȟܔٸ٩ࡥࣣ࣐ȃͥɸя̛ࣣƄÇҁμɸܘन
يգˮ߮ѫų٩һǈݠW۲ʰ΄ʘӲǛȃرɸƄްީЧܔ܃կɷީіӲ֫ܫ
ɸɵҋųڋݠӜʭڳψŢࣟࢳμɸڲå۴ˮ߮ѫƄӲկࠇψ࣪ĔƄ۴Ч܃
ʪތƄʪȃݰȫӍ̝۟ƄӲ٩ȃ˰ړɸĭࠃų
ɑهƄܰәÏϓҁμЧֿ܃կ࣭ܙԌذƄạֿ̑կݼΥÇ֦ɸߦށƄʪ
ՊֿկݼΥȞߦӲߦų٩ڳړҦ]ʍǊɸŌbĔࢲ۸ʑ͋ʤƄ܃ԯҦ٣۩ڳ
ަӦɴ֦ࣦڲĝɸӗɸųݱɑ؞t˴ɸڰƄ̉˴֦ɸʩʆƄֿ٩ܴɑ
ıĝɷɑ࣐ۀų
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Retreat ڊѻڿؼĝ

39.

݅۬ߢąǞߢ̈ࣁߢ
¹քͣ݁ܳ װ

ܠîێɸƪҳࡸտɑɸՑ ٷӜɸ~̋'Q6BD8QK Χԯ לޘɸؤЮ ҭկˆ
ˠɸՑڱЮŀ Υ֘࢘ࢹۡݱՁɸ۸ԝϤ ʀनΌΉ֘ߚɸ2QDI=7>Ũʀ ȃԯʪWɴࡥ
]ʀˀ ݠWߊšѫ؛ҜӜӶؤʀɸߗĈ͆«Ѥ ΥψĝɸڊѻŨߊŃܴࡵĆɸ
ࡵĆ ɭܮ֦Դҷɸˀׁࠖ ׅԱࠃ݁ͣ͆٩ե۸ࣧࢵࡨѫ֦ɸͣ 
¦ɴɸƬٌ ܦϋ٩^ɸ۸ØØɸڧӄ Ӝڧکպտɑɸȃࠖࠗ տɑɸϊկϋ
 ٩^˕Աʬկϼࢭښϸهݱɸࡪࠃʹɴϸ͔ߣ٩^ɸΤկƬߔ۸ĭɸǨ͂ߪߣ
ʤөࢋ ٩^Ȋɵ ࣆթ٩^ڊݱѻŨ¦ɴɸƬؤȊӰĔΥɸ ɭʄڼϔҩ^եš
٩^Ōbѫࠑ̀ɸ۸]ˁࢲ ڊѻŨɸͽ~ࠛ˪ʪɔҟ ࢰ׀Ĕ ٩^ܴनǐػǐϼɸ
Υ̅ࣝͽ~ ࡥ ֘½ׅȃɴ։ؤɸĔࢲեييգգɸߗڱʑ٩ҽɸӗĬ͆Ӂȅ ̉
࠭Չɸކʶϻѫ٩ ͆ʤʤɸկ۸ĭ Wɴ2QDI=7>߂Ձ ٩ȃēɸݱÆޠŶ֫ҽ
ɸ܊ѡŷ ɭȃēשП ࢳ߬ ߸Æ БŃܴձ͇۸]Ч߯܃٩Ńܴò۾ՠϋגɸϓɞ 
|ࡖәÏކŶӨ^ȃ۰ښӜۋ͉ݱکқŢӗĬͤߣɉɸկ۸ĭ ȃēɸˮ߮ˀ
ڛՠ߸ࣁtկ ŷކŶօܴկ΄ݱʘ ێϼݷڱɸկ ӵ ܂ׅʗ߮ȯڱɸѫ ŷࡥ
ݘکनѩѫ٩ɸࣆ ڲթƬĔ٩RȃيգһǈԳߔɸɵі ɭ٩ɵ ]ࡥݱÌ࣐ɸΤ
ܴ ێɞƿ ܴˀ ڛ٩ШْÌ࣓ࡥ]Τ Ƭ|әÏ͖ޣĔ٩ϼӴłߌѫ ӴԶWɸŃܴ
ձ͇ɸƝ ݜ٩ɵ֦ɸ̣ްߣޡ٩ 
ϋډWɸմࠃ ٩ߢݱݛɸʩʆߔ Ðߣ۸ʭ
˴ʩ¢¦ɸڲå ٩ӼѤɸՠࠖ ݱψĝɸɠՑù
ߔ ٩^ڃáɸߣڄנψĝɸࢮɋ هŮ ϊʹ^
ßܴݠɸ̣ŕ ڤݱβ ێ٩^Ӳʄڼϔҩ^ʮʄ
ڼϔҩ ٩^˕Ա̃ݱرөɸßͽ̋ ڄגĽցߢ
Ҽރݘߢߣגڙ ډɸ˱˿ࣦ اĔ ٩^ȡɀێڲ
ɸ˴ʩ͆ڃá ɭתɿډ۴ǙֺߢߣदĔ͔½
ƣڣɸð fۑη٩^ ࣆթ٩^տɑɸȃȯ ט
ɭߢǖպ٩^ ڣѫϓ٩^࣓٩^ѫϓࠄΛ ߢֿ
ܮ٩^ࡥȃԑɸԹҹ RՊʊ٩^ɟӇ٩^Wޚ
࣮ࠄڣΛ Ƭ٩^˽ߢݍŶ٩ލ ێࡥݱțՂ
٩ŷĔ 
ߢɸϼůܔ٩^ ˴ߢɸÐࣦ͆ʄڼϔҩ^ɸ߈ψ
߯٩Ӧݱ۸ߢׅ˙کɸׅ֘̍ҳ
ܴˌ ߢ߯٩ɵ Ϣ٩^ȃࠋ դʵ ߊ۰٩^Äߢη٩ɸɸʩ࠳̏ءηߢߢ ܮǭΥإ
٩^ɸӦѤRࠄܕÐࣦ٩^ 
ݕԜʂ۸ԜŶٛڃä۲͆՛ɸҎʶ Ė۶ࡥ ژשկǲšܴ ۑ۰ښ۸Фįףٿݱ
Ԍ ƼĔγ̩ࠃ ՝ࠃ۴ȃвՀ ʻࠗɸǗʗࣞћ ŷߢÄ٩ɸשӪܱÌׄɸ̎ћÐɴ
Ŷäߢ äկŷɸËҳ ࣫ߢࢫș٩ɸߢࠓ ڲšɠ ݿбߊܴ߈ߣ۲͆ݿб ߬ҁμĔ۸ࢰ
׀Ŷ۬֓֓ŷ ߟœȯŶ۬֓ȃ֓ŷ ߢǝאψ٩^Ӧ¯Ŷܷ۬֓֓ŷ 
ȃߎ࣓ŶЛЛ۬ ҆۬҆եȃһǈŷ ǝѠ˽ݍ٩^۰ܮϚ  Ãָṧ΄Wο ݷ٩
^ڳȃ͗ݱկɸߑͶ ߊ֦͗ݱɸɠӦ ֦ǝא٩^ ϊ٩^ɷ֦ɸߑͶ ʑֿ٩^ɷ
Ħ۱ 
֦ȯϼ߯٩^۸ɓܷ۸ɓɸҜՠӵۺWȯࢭ ࣆթөब֘WЛ ٩܂Ŷ˸बҠҠ
ٹŷѫ ɭСߢɸʩʆ٩࣫ ߮ثȯšߢĦ۱ɸỷ ݷߢǝאΌΉҁψĝȯšĦ֦
܌կ ՜ˀɸŦ ࣐ͻɸĥϻ 
40.
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41.

ʂ۸ऱ
ԼϚʡƄԼࣰ٧Ƅկĵų
ʂʬऱ
ߺäƥƄܺधä݁Ƅࢹߺ܋ƄѳׄͷƄࣘݟजƄۆљƄۆЎų
ʂ։ऱ
ѦŒȯƄۆԿئų
ʂऱ
οھų
ʂٯऱ
֘ࠃەݠƄۆठѡƄģҁɶ-B7>9D Ƅ͏ࠧ҇ D=7 Ƅ͏Ã҇%9DDK Ƅ


͏तգ966=9 ƄѳΣͷ%G8K ƄØҺҺ"?BD=Q Ƅَࡱש.Q@G9? ų
ʂҀऱ
ѳ܋Ƅ˸ۣ͐Ƅ˸տ֑Ƅ|זՑƄ|۹Ցų
ʂԲऱ
ࢹʒڔų
ʂǃऱ
ۆØࡀީų
ʂϹऱ
͏ҷ´ų
ʂַऱ
َΝ࣑ۿƄØΝࣁ߂Ƅ|ΝѤ͏ų
ʂַ۸ऱ ۆԿͷų
ʂַʬऱ َ߂ų
ʂַ։ऱ ࣙԴų
ʂַऱ ѳۂ࢜ݽų
ʂַٯऱ ߞؑܵƄȐۂҧƄ|ΰų
ʂַҀऱ Уї࢚ϿƄࢹڲų
ʂַԲऱ ØܣۂƄØҺࢍQF<K ƄØ&ܐܐQD9A ƄَߺՇ96BDQ ų
ʂַǃऱ ģࠄ̽ƄģһɵƄї_ƄׄײϞ %QA9&9EEBCQ "Q=?<9Aų
ʂַϹऱ ї҇ۿų
ʂࠥऱ
2=??=Q@<B= =A8K<QA; &9A.<G .F9C<QA=94QA; =A8K<9A B+9A;ų
ʂࠥ۸ऱ ԼڈƄØतˇƄǚҧѵų
ʂࠥʬऱ Ø˝Ҹų
ʂࠥ։ऱ ØࡦࠁڈƄїƹȪƄ΄ޢۆƄࢺࢤ?ھQA'G  %B<A'G 2QDD9A#B 


'QID9A7949<ų
ʂࠥऱ ؤƄ|ܒų
ʂࠥٯऱ ѳשջƄØɠڢų
ʂࠥҀऱ ۆͷѵƄØӦƄَŕǹų
ʂࠥԲऱ ֧ȵѡƄࢹ۠࣌ų
ʂࠥǃऱ ؗ۱ढƄَۂ՛Ƅࡾ࠱ɘЈų
ʂࠥϹऱ Ø˛ࣚų
ʂࠦऱ
|ڲɷƄߞׄϐƄȐܓƄ܈ڛԦƄࢹք)QB@=<9A %G8K/9A; 


+G=<G=ų
ʂࠦ۸ऱ ØЕھƄ͏Ίҧų
ʂࠦʬऱ ØतިƄߔؑƄߧतՐų
ʂࠦ։ऱ ԈЃһƉ¥ڳʍƈԈߙěڈų
ʂࠦऱ धϞպŲsʁų
ʂࠦٯऱ Ỵ̄_ƄØٵ٧Ƅڔڔų
ʂࠦҀऱ ӳݡų
ʂࠦԲऱ ުזʿƄَʱͷƄ.9?=AQ'99ų
ʂࠦǃऱ ߙ٧۱Ƅࡢʿ՛ƄͷدƄպԒєƄ|٧ڲƄ%BAQF<QA#Bų
ʂࠦϹऱ ࣯ࢹˇƄधतזƄØۂըƄުŖߺų
ʂַऱ їߞփˊƄࢺ̳Ãų
ʂַ۸ऱ َڲų
ʂַʬऱ ѳެȯƄ؇ޚų

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  


  
  
  
  

ʂַ։ऱ ؑéƄƻƄ'QID9A795<BG (=7<Q9?5<BGų
ʂַऱ َߌ_Ƅ|݃ѥƄ2=AA=9'=Aų
ʂٯַऱ ðˇڈƄ՝ѵտų
ʂַҀऱ ѬږƄØ̰áų
ʂַԲऱ ̧ŇݡƄ̧ϸҧƄյʑƄģۨ49GA;49GA; ų
ʂַǃऱ ÃڌƄڴŕƄَěėƄߙߌһƄңڤŕų
ʂַϹऱ ࢹ݁Ƅٍۓ՛ƄØ˪ިųߙۿɍ
ʂַٯऱ इѧ΄Ƅ.Q@QAF<Q2Gų
ʂַٯ۸ऱ ϐƄߑљЈƄࢹ͎ڊ
ʂַٯʬऱ ѳࣞӳƄࡖܣײƄَѲƄ|݁ƄʓˇʿƄَҧѵƄģԙƄ


ܰѣߕ%9::D9K4G |֙վ.GADBBF'=G %9QA+Q= 'QGDQ+Q=ų
ʂַٯ։ऱ ØԧƄ?=H=Q<QG8<GD=ų
ʂַٯऱ ߙЈЈƄ¹ÙƄَѣ͆ƄØھޥƄࢹࡷЦƄģढ̦ƄØěϑƄ


ð٧ŞQA=9?4=A; (QD=??Q'=ų
ʂٯַٯऱ ¹քװƄܳ݁ͣų
ʂַٯҀऱ їठՍƄَ݁ިƄїՑިƄҠߌ՛ƄݠԧڱƄģȎڈƄØԙतƄ࢛ۂՍų
ʂַٯԲऱ ւˀۿƄї˪՛Ƅї݁ƄԻͷܣƄ̧ެ݁
ʂַٯǃऱ ۣͣՎƄڡԧ
ʂַٯϹऱ їɍʨƄїިזƄ՚éݝƄØϸҧƄَ݀ȩ"9BD;92QA; ų
ʂҀַऱ ۆäң
ʂҀַ۸ऱ їЍěƄ٨ο՛ƄʹɍܣƄʏࢦƄ|ݝڱƄँזԦƄࢹѝछƄ


ܰѣࡎ.Q@QAF<Q4G -GF<#EG QA=9?/QA A8D9I/QA 29A"Gų
ʂҀַʬऱ ̧քƄїڌų
ʂҀַ։ऱ ՚ࢊڗ
ʂҀַऱ ѿÃ΄Ƅ˧ՕࢦƄՌ̳ۣ
ʂҀַٯऱ َ͉ų
ʂҀַҀऱ Ռ݁ڈų
ʂҀַԲऱ ՜ըƄїЕƄɥࢀԦƄँϚɫƄَतЈų
ʂҀַǃऱ ࢀοҸƄѳ݃՛ƄɢࡠࢩƄछų
ʂҀַϹऱ ݟȎ֒ƄѳӕջƄØްڋƄØߝܣƄģքͣƄَʒѵƄَ՛ų
ʂԲַऱ ࣙЕֱƄࢢ՛Ƅ|քؑƄҴ݁फƄԈڤѣ'=?K+QA Ƅїҧࢂų
ʂԲַ۸ऱ їۂŲ̿űПŲܣئŲࢹĕʩŲØߙभŲ̧٧زŲȐ࢜ڗŲʓׄ؈ų
ʂԲַʬऱ -Q7<9?49GA;ų
ʂԲַ։ऱ ̧ՑƄ|ҺܣƄߞοܵƄߞοƄϚȮմƄ˸ڡ՛Ƅَ̳ǿƄܸ࣡Ƅ


َ݀à&9A2QA; ų
ʂԲַऱ ȐkŲїƤ?=79 ŲࢹՇՑŲࢀȳŲρ́ޥų
ʂԲַٯऱ |ߔȅƄГत՛Ƅࢹɶƻų
ʂԲַҀऱ ࢹңܣƄߙ̳ھƄ߶ܫƄֶߕݫƄٍۆѵƄ


َ݀ԴQH=82QA; ࢹࢦ&QDD=9<9A <D=EF=A9'=ų
ʂԲַԲऱ ֫ࢀңƄݽí̳Ƅїतӝ
ʂԲַǃऱ ߙۂՍƄ؇ɠ֫ƄڤײնƄߙĦڔƄَͣų
ʂԲַϹऱ َљƄࢹ࣑սų
ʂǃַऱ ࢹؒڷƄَࠩƄँфų
ʂǃַ۸ऱ َࣔӡƄࢴߕҸƄࢹߕؤƄधԬȢуƄ֧ƦƄधÜࢬƄϚ؈ƄØοҸƄ
Ȟėų
ʂǃַʬऱ ְۣިƄԼҧՍų
ʂǃַ։ऱ ԭڥѡƄߞťƄࢹݝՐƄķެ̣ų
ʂǃַऱ ՝ݝभų
ʂǃַٯऱ /BDDQA79+Q= D=8;99A4QC ?QAAQ9F<BAų
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Worship
ϳǊ

˒ׅ£ࢼϳǊ
ׅ
˒£ࢼ ϳǊ ܐ
ܐĩ£ࢼ
ĩ£ࢼ
ࢼ
˒ׅӗɸϳǊ ĸé
ĸé֦ɸӰݱ
é֦ɸӰݱ
ߢ۰ÇڜըǛ ϳȞ
ϳȞɀڀɸӕɵܵ
Ȟɀڀɸӕɵܵ
ֿҽpպܛƪRߢ~ػմȼǊЁĝŲ࣯Ηӕɵܵۄ۰ʪܛɸ˝ߢܐմŲ؞tʍǊ
Rػ
ߢ~ػմȼǊЁĝŲ࣯Ηӕɵܵۄ۰ʪܛɸ˝ߢܐմ
Ё
̏ء
̏ܐĩӲϳǊɸ࠰ݡų
ĝ Rܐ̏ءĩӲϳǊɸ࠰ݡų
WORSHIP/MUSIC TEAM
TEAM
PURPOSE: To worship
ship and celebrate the presence of God
God
TARGET: Members of the congregation and attendees of this church
MISSION: To plan and promote participation of Sunday services; design Gospel Sunday services, and
special Sunday services, and provide musical service resource. 
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ΌΉҁψĝݕǋӲ٩
|זՑ

ǃѶөɥϋϝٟ҄߂ࣀƄΌΉҁψĝݕǋܱ۸ըäߢäܐĩɸʄڼϔҩȯѣƄژ۰ϕߣܐĩӲĩ
՚ߔɸٺڳƄࣦܔկ֦ߦށƄÄ֦ɸäӲϻʩcࡰɀՠųƬ٩ȯšݕǋ߈ĀĔƄ˸۱ҸәÏÇ٩ކƄ
źݕǋϼψĝɸͿūƄࡥ]ͿūȃӦپŏƄʪՊ۰ͿŤƄ̀ϊկWψĝӦ¯˴גɴŎӾųŻࡥʬ
ַөՁɸ۸Ї׀ݘα֥֥ɸߣࣛܧ٩۸߃ɴϛؤƄʘɖRϰأ٩ƄŢ݅ޏɴ֨दх࣋͆بôƄʗ۰
¥ȷƄֿࡥ]ͿūȃēժŧʪՊֲّų
O
ÄϝөՁƄ࣊ࢰΌΉҁψĝַ։өࢋƄ٩
ݰɓʹɴ٩ɸӒĝΌΉҁψĝƄ֦ܷݰɓÄ٩
Ďݕݱǋ߈ĀɸÎ٣֘˙ׅɩųࡥݱȲߔƄ
٩͆ݕǋɸʄڼϔҩ^۸رμļѫ֦̅ĭɸʩ
ʆӲࠛ˪ųʤөWƄ˴֦࠳η٩^ʤЄܴ
ʩ࠳ӲȊ՛ɸՍ܃Ηڃäȡ˿Räߢäկɸ
ʄڼϔҩݱ٩^ƬߔƄҦɓɸЁΖӲϫѢБ
ȃդĸۡߍ֨ڧņų٩^̕͢ړŲɟŀŲɥ
ʎRμļ֦ɸ_½ڳɠӲǫɑ߂ࢲɸäų֦۴
کࡥضμļƄֿ٩^ׅ˙ݱɸȲߔƄ߯٩
^ࡥըڳɩRäɩɸկƄ֫ҽơɷȯࢭӲˮ߮ų
ϝөWƄ٩^ɸݕǋݽμӴ࡞qɓܐĩUɵĝƄܱܰࢻ֫әÏÐࣦɠΤƄÄ˝ܐɸܙχ֣ɀψ
ĝų٩^۴؞ݱʑɸߢմΗҦөߗ۰ɸéʆӲ̋մߔƄކݍ˿ݕܮR۬ߥ֦ɸԴҷӲɠäų˴
֦ƄɩЛߗ٩^ɸݕǋšɩÃࠩɸԹҹƄš۰ȯϼɩҧ̀ɸߋ܊ų֘ʃࠄΛֿ٩^ɸݕǋտر
ͿūǍȷрժŧųݱé߳ΌΉҁψĝ։ַࡧөɸϛؤƄݰɓ˽ۉƄСߣ֦٩^۰ǗڲŲǗںŲǗ܊Ų
ǗѤƄ۸֫۸֦ׄܮη٩^ɸʩ࠳˙ׅɩų
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Growth in Passion
Bridgeen Yap
I have been part of QTEC for almost three years, and throughout the three years I am very thankful
for the growth in my musical abilities to serve God. Coming to QTEC, I did play various instruments, but
did not have passion for any of them. Being part of worship team helped me I find passion to play the drums
and guitar. Playing the guitar is now part of my own way of connecting with God—something I would have
never imagined before.
 I remember my first time playing drums for service, I was so nervous. I had learned the how to play
the snare in high school, but never a full set. The drums were also very loud, so if I messed up everyone
would know. Even though I did make mistakes that day, the encouragement from everyone helped me not
be so hard on myself. It has gotten easier as time has gone on, but it was through the help of many people.
The worship leaders were particularly helpful in helping me be comfortable playing. I am still learning how
to drum well, but I do not think I would have thought to get to this point if it was not for the opportunity to
service on the worship team for QTEC. 
It is a blessing to be part of cultivating an environment for the Spirit of God to work in the hearts of
everyone. I hope that this area of my life will continue to grow over the years. I am grateful for the safe
environment that QTEC gives to allow people to grow, learn, and make m
mistakes.
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£Ըֿ٩^͆٩^ߢpɸʄࢥڼҩοѣ̉̀ɸࢶYR۸֦ڙˊرɸäųҁֿ࣐٩^͈ێߢݱʪ
š۸ų٩^ݱ£Ըߔ¥̛ǫɑɸڲڳRºѢտ͇СߣڲڳWǫɑړä֦͆ࠗɸ֔̍ų
٩^ɸψĝܴ͋ɸɸ£Ը͆ڤβƄ٩^ܴࢥҩ£ԸŲʄڼ£ԸŲࢭࡗڤβƄ͆ʤɸΤدβݱڤҦ
]ڴԯʗ̛ܴʑɸЁĝƄ۸رșП֦ɸރݘRˊ֤֘^ݱ֦ڙɸࠗšųҦөߔ٩^۴ܴʤɸφ
ࡪŲҊŨƄ͆؞tͽ~WÙͥ٩^߂ࢲɸࢶYų
Fellowship allows us to build our relationship with one another and share God’s love among our
brothers and sisters in Christ. We are united by the Spirit as one body in Christ. Through fellowship with
one another we sharpen one another's faith and stir one another to exercise that faith in love and good works.
In our church we have many fellowships and small groups, we have sister’s group, bother’s group, elderly
group, family small groups that meet weekly to study God’s words and share what God have done in their
lives. We also have outings, camping, and many special events throughout the year to help us build a strong
bond with one another. 
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By This All Will Know That You Are My Disciples
Daniel Chen

As we approach the celebration of our church’s 30 year anniversary, I reflect on how much God has led us and
blessed us over the past thirty years. My heart is of full of praise and thanksgiving. QTEC is a family to me. God has
blessed me with all kinds of brothers and sister in this big family where we love one another. We share our struggles,
support and build each other up, and we grow together in faith.
Like any family, our church family was not always in perfect harmony. There have been many obstacles and
challenges to face over the years. Although QTEC was established by a few Taiwanese families in the mid 80’s, there
are members who come from different parts of Asia with varying backgrounds, ideologies, and political views. We
also have many young people who have grown up in America, so in addition to a generation gap and a language gap,
they are culturally different from their parents who are accustomed to Asian traditions and customs. As a result, there
is no shortage of conflict. As a co-worker of the church for the past few years I have seen many church conflicts on
many different levels. There has been conflict between pastors, co-workers, members and even conflict within the
different groups in the church. Some days, I can’t help but wonder if it is really possible to maintain unity in an
organization as diverse as our church.

Even though it may seem difficult, the scripture it is very clear about unity. It tells us that we are called to live
together in unity, oneness, with brotherly love, and harmony. Unity is a constant theme in the letters Paul wrote to the
early churches: 
• “May the God who gives endurance and encouragement give you a spirit of unity among yourselves as
you follow Christ Jesus” (Rom. 15:5).
• “We who are many form one body, and each member belongs to all the others” (Rom 12:5).
• “I appeal to you... in the name of ... Christ, that all of you agree with one another so that there may be no
divisions among you and that you may be perfectly united in mind and thought” (1 Cor. 1:10,11).
• "Aim for perfection ... be of one mind, live in peace” (2 Cor. 13:11).
• “Make every effort to keep the unity of the Spirit through the bond of peace. There is one body and one
Spirit” (Eph. 4:3).
• “Make my joy complete by being like-minded, having the same love, being one in spirit and
purpose” (Phil. 2:2).
Were these words just unrealistic dreams? Was it only some advice to help the church run more smoothly? Or
is there a deeper, more fundamental reason that the scripture emphasizes the importance of unity?
During the Last Supper, Jesus called for the disciples to love one another as He loved them. He concluded, "By
this all will know that you are My disciples, if you have love for one another.” (John 13:35). When Jesus prayed for
the disciples, He said “Father, ... I pray…that they may be one…that the world may... know that you sent me"( John
17:21, 23). Paul also tells us that when this unity exists, the church will “Glorify the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ.” (Rom 15:5) He continues to encourage Christians to “accept one another, then, just as Christ accepted you, in
order to bring praise to God... so that the Gentiles may glorify God" (Rom. 15:7, 9). 
Scripture tells us that unity is neither an unrealistic dream nor just an advice for church management. Unity is
the very core and driving force of Christian life, especially for our Christian witness. The single biggest reason for
maintaining unity is the impact it has on our witness. Our ability to maintain unity demonstrates to the world the
power of the gospel to do what humans cannot do alone. The unity of the church is the greatest proof of how God's
power and grace is working among us. Unity gives glory to God. It empowers our mission and enables our witness. 
At the end of year 2013, our church experienced a very unfortunate break up. Due to some unresolved conflicts
and a build-up of resentment over various issues, a large group of our English Ministry members along with the formal
English Ministry Pastor decided to leave our church family. It was devastating and heartbreaking for all of us who
chose to stay. As we struggled to rebuild our English Ministry, we determined to put our faith in our Lord. We set our
goal on strengthening the unity of our church by sharing our love for one another through combined events and
focusing our ministry towards outreach and sharing the gospel to our community.
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In past year, we have held several outreach events at the train station near our church. We have joined
the Chinese Ministry in an Easter Egg Hunt outreach at Kissena Corridor Park, We have administered several churchwide BBQs in our own backyard, We participated in an interchurch softball game at Grant Park and we joined the
other church fellowships in a Korean pear picking outing. Recently, we reached out to our community with Reverse
Trick-or-Treating on Halloween. We can clearly see God’s blessings and how He brings us close to Him and to one
another though all these events.
As we learn to understand and respect people of different cultures without a spirit of superiority and judgment,
we can build bridges of tolerance and acceptance. We come to realize that the things that unite us are greater than
those that divide us. So, as we celebrate and moving forward in expanding God’s kingdom for the years to come, let us
witness to the world how great the power of God’s love could be through our love for one another in unity. Finally, let
us continue to encourage one another with the following verse:
“Therefore, as God’s chosen people, holy and dearly loved, clothe yourselves with compassion, kindness, humility,
gentleness and patience. Bear with each other and forgive one another, if any of you has a grievance against someone.
Forgive as the Lord forgave you. And over all these virtues put on love, which binds them all together in perfect
unity.” - Colossians 3:12-14
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Դƫʩʆ
Ԉߙěڈ
ڋƄ۰˴֦ƁýࡵܔÈ٩^ࡥ۸Τݱ
өƄࡨցΌΉҁψĝƄÌ࣓ࡥɠΤدɸȯ߃

ɴտϛųܠɷࣧ۸ɓɸࡧ։ٌࢲʎ˽ĝƄ٩ߣػʬ
ɴտ
Ĺӽo
Ĺӽ Ԉڤѣ࠘ࡨࡊللݱցΥų߃ɴƣݱƄࡸ
àϸȷאտ۸Ӳәަʄڼϔҩ^Ƅݱʎ˽ĝߔ۸
à
ԶÆߢҳųر۸өݱψĝۋϼࢰࣛ׀ð˸۱Ҹә
ԶÆ
Ï͖˃ࢰޣŷΤڤدβŷƄ˴ߢƁ˄Ȟ˸ә
Ï͖
Ïѣډҧ̀ŷʎ˽ɸǓĭŷƄʻׅϕߣʎ˽ŲԵ
Ïѣ
͆˴ƄҦڴԯݱٌ֘ٯʄࢥڼҩ٠ɴ߂ՁǭʑĄ
͆˴
࣍ލݘәÏɥʎ͆߳˝ų˸әÏÞ٠ЂδƄرĔ
࣍ݘ
ࣹȯڋʎ˽˒ׅݰɸѢæѫųȞȞտɑࠖƄϼ˴ג
ࣹȯ
ɴڤβ֫ͽܴ֦ɸ֫͆ݱرҽɸȔϫų

ɴڤ
٩ɸѺ۸ǐԈЃһҦڴԯЛɴәަɸÐࣦșμ͆ʄڼϔҩ^ࡅࡉɸɴWƄҦڴԯɸȷ͆אȃ߉حɸЁ
٩ɸѺ۸
٩ɸ
Ѻ ǐԈ
ǐԈЃһ
ЃһҦڴ
ҦڴԯЛ
ԯЛɴә
ɴәަɸ
ަɸÐࣦ
Ðࣦșμ
șμ͆ʄ
͆ʄڼ
ĝƄƬթΥ֘Ǥࢋܴʤɸʎ˽ȷަƄܴ۸մϼڄגѫų̫ћҋTƁÞɑࢋ܃۸ΤرࡨرɀɸΥց˙ׅ
˒ׅڲرƄࡥ֘ʃɸĵӦ͆ҁ࣐ɸ˴~ųšәަ͆ʄڼβҩ^ɸࢶڲŲäڲƄ֦ݱ٩^Τߔڷѫʤ֛Դ
ҷɸׅƄΤڤدβկĒմմࢭݼƄީ՜ڨړׅ͢Ѥϊä֦ɸկʗɷɴ܌؊ƄߢגڙɸݱرRܴʤ֫ҽީ
½ɸμļųްտݕԜʂʬַ։Ԝ֘ކߣܠƉ۲͆՛٩ɸәަƄ٩ǭȃߍդʵƄɩֿ٩ؙӯݱՏȖʀ֘Ƅࣦ
٩ݱЧƻڪɸࡹףųؓҧѫƁؓࡲוѫƁ
Τڤدβࢰ˃Äϝַʬөųšҁ࣐ɸ˴~͆ɗɖǭࣟ۰ࠈɀՠƄࠈ֘ƲшֲϪύc˝ܐųܴƖۉψ
ɸߔƗɸࠞĈƄϼտݕرԜɸʬַ։Ԝʂ։̋ކƈƖɩֿ٩ɸ࣐ͻƨڸƄšࠄΛɸҼܔÈ٩ࠈѡҋųƗ
܃ȃӦحݰѼŲࡲוݱࣥحɸƥϲƬߔų֦ކƄĔ͑ɴѫƁǆɉࢰɴ߂֥ף؊Ƅݱखըࠑʤɸʀˀՠżև
ϠȂखŽų۰ۍb٩^ࠖȵࢋڋɸࢮظƄ٠Wɸǃөc˝ܐμļƄݱϪύɸž˝cߔڲſԧ֭ؑԶƄԳߔ
ɸاдщȃӦ۸۸ҵךųɭࡥʗȃɷ֨दƄŢޏɷĔȃɷĔ۰ззc˝ܐɸɠ̀ٺڝųࡥݱǃөߔև
ɀɸ˝ܐʭࠃƄްտμ֘ކߣܠƈź٩ݮʭѫƄTǿѠŘ̢ѫƄܴ֦ٛϊࢭ֫ųЧ۬ݮʭɸȃɷ֨दƄ
Ř̢ɸ۴ȃɷ֨दƄߊݱӜϊࢭ֫ɸ֦ųŻ˴ߢƁܴ̉ʤʤжψĝɸʎ˽ࢎǏ^ҦڴԯȷрʀŲ
¥ʑʀ܃ʎ˽ׅ̍ࡥ߱ؿƄࡥݱǃөߔɸӼѤĽĦ۱Ӳ֦ƁݱϪύɸž˝cߔڲſԧؑ֘Лܴ۬ĒȃǗɸҧ
̀۬ߥկƄԳߔܴ۸٣ࢥҩ̉˃ġݱΌΉ࠻ҧϚıĝƄࠑࢋłʑʹяΤc˝ܐų
Ѻ߆هɷ˴ʩɸšΤدɸࢰ˃ƄӽoÞݱڤψĝ֫ͽߔȯࢭƉީބʀoߢسմºяÏ^ɸψÈ͆
ÐࣦƄΐډ¥½ɸ΄̇۩ڳųƣϛӽoڤѣݱɠºߔࡸпрƖՎȃñʧƄͿ࣐ڲŤȞȞ˙ߢׅƗųࠑϝ
יݱΧԯࢲ̉Υ۸ؚźӡؑşʟۉŻƄcþ΄ʘ֫ҽɸٺڳƄ۴߯]կ֥̉ʀμļ֦ɸ_½ڳɠ͆߳˝
őőųЛɴډ۸ɥɸ˝ܐϋǔcȵƄ̉Υ߰ĶƁ
߳˝ܕäɸʄڼϔҩ^Ƅݱ٠Wɸࠦө̅̅ʗäߢɸ̛֥̉ڲƄȞߢݱɸäߔcþַࠅΨɸɠäų۸Զ
ο»࣐ݷƄ]ϚŦؑޡѩ͊ࡥݱƽׄϖƄšߢࡁɷࡥȮųĦ۱ĽߢҼƁɠ҄˸ȡƄ߰ҧߢƄ̫ћҋTƁ
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tࠗ°ǂ˸ߞࣕۂ

ŶߢƳΌΉҁψĝࣗɸҼࠚѣɸψĝ ࣗܕ
ࠄЊ࣯ ࣗ࠳η٩^۸]ϳǊࣗɸʀˀ Ȣ٩^
ژɸ߯٩^ऱĔбŢ۟ एऌࣗ۸٣ͽ֦
҆ʎ˽ɸ֦ࡆ֦ڷԴׅɸ֦ ŷ
ࡥࠄÞ۸ϹϹөԲݨԶ ٩ʎ˽ѫÄϝ۸
өɸ ݘÓ͗Ҧۀٰ࣐֘ؤĔʼ˥֦ڛԵɸر ݘ
Ĕ۴ݱ٩ɸҿ̳˜ێɀ۸˗٩^ϼ࠘ݱ۸ࢲԞѩɸ
ʍǊێؖϳǊ֦ɸ¢ƪ ۸ϹϹٯө˴ʩ̋ߢմ ٩^
ǌցÌ࣓ΌΉҁψĝࠄΛɸĝ܃ؖW ҦɓȼǊĔ٩
Б~˴ȃ ܂ȞȞņףӅ͜٩ɸۡϭ ߢީϊ٩
бŢ۟ ٩ߊӦσ˙ݱɩӁՁ ݰɓμļѫ֦ɸީ½ 
ʹݱژ۸ϹϹ։өȿĔ ҧʂ۸ࢭяψĝ͆Ό
ΉҁψĝƻԄ̀ࣇˀψĝӴصظڳڷԟ ࣇ˔ˀڳ
ظȢ։ˊ߂ʬ࠾ȯ͈V ϼݱ٩^ࡨصڷԟĔ ҧ
ψĝәÏطթ࣊ࢰɴ*#$*ˣձ ࣇˀ͈V߂ ׅϼɑ
ĈČډW ٩^۸߃ɺɦҧψĝĝܴڱɸәÏ֘ձ
̀пр͈ޏܝݰV߂ ׅЧ۸߃Ńܴډ٧ ۸ϹϹ
өҀݨɿ ٩^طթϋɴҧψĝɸ ކ̶ڳΠթ͈V
ȃȯ RÄW۴ȃЧӦ͈V ܃Ƽ͈ޡΉ ΌΉҁψ
ĝݱۄǐөpࡴɀ ऊɀԳЮࢲࠖ܃šطܮտԳW
ɸٺڝƬࣧǔ̓ ީȃտ͇ܴ̀ٚࡃзÆۮ
؊ǌࡴ Ч͇ތպ܅٩^ߍ֛ࣟ۰۸ࢲɠ× Чպ
ǃַկ ֘܃ȯկϳǊɸʀˀ ։ַկ֛ ֘܃өރܣ
Ёĝɸψ Ѻه։ࢲ֘܃oߢسմºψ ʪՊj࢛
۰ݱ։ַߍַ՜߂ࢲ 
ǐөÄɴ өɿѫޠȃɴ ٩^۰ҧψĝ߹
٩^۞ݰ։] ݨɴѫ۸ϹϹٯө ݨݝ٩^Лɴ۸]
\ÔΥʇҳ ȿȅٯַٯفތ՜ թࢋpȆʗࡸ۰ޮۀ
͆bȊӦҲÙֿ ܮԪ࣓ڒԯ ȃǌȃ ڷÄ۰łʑ
̱Ή߂Ĕ ʄڼϔҩʼð̅ƫ Ţʶࡩɴ̑ߦ ϼęϩ
ѫډW ϋߣࢹһݡʄݰڼʜ͆ҧψĝ֗Ѩ ̀ڹҧ
ψĝކ۰!ܮ$/##''߂ܛׅz՞ݬ ڝ٩^
прֿ!ܮ$/##''۸ө ɭۄҦө̱͈ رƬĔɠ
Τ˴ɴऑѫбŀ ܰԳ˸әÏ ʤĔȫâɸڲझĔ
ɷɴѫוϓ ʬݨɿ ˁ٫Ϙΰ֗ݰʜW࣍˽˸ݍә
Ï ܴ۸Ģο̬˄ٳȞіژΙƣ߇ ۰˸әÏՠЛЛ
ӜĔ ٩^܂ŢݰڲЛձ͇ˁࠃ š Π܂Ч܃пр
ֿܮҧψĝ ӜदϼɺɠΤƻʑډW ކݰq]ʍǊ
ՠѫ ϘΰկܷW࣍˸ݘәÏՠЛѫŃݰɓ
Ù߆ދɷ۸Л α࣓ ݱ։ַݨ։մʍǊ۸˸ ֘ݵә
Ï͆٩Ƽߣʀ߇ՠЛӜˁࠃ ǩژϼ܃ˁࠃɸ͆ܘه
ƥϲޠϕбWЂκɸɗɖ ژȃɴ۸ɴݙʀन ˸ә
ࡊࠃ۸ ح۸Ԡ͆ܘهƥϲ ँ֘ ކօ]ࡥˁࠃ Ӝ
٩۰ѫ٩ѣΙʹɞ tࠗ°ǂȃЧӦɸ ˸әÏ ކօ
֘ʃ۰η٩^ϼܴЧӦ ȃϸ ٩^ǲ͆ߘϘ֗ࡦ
ζ ۰ЛpȆγħ ȃЛࡸ̀ ۸Л̉Υ ~ڲЧ۰
jҀַϹ՜ ʪ٩^ɸοؖμࠬȃɴԲ՜ ߃ܖȃЧ
Ӧɸ ژڲ ׅѫt͆ʄڼϔҩࡥތˁࠃɸׅѫ μ
ʤմܖ֨ שȃƻ š ˸әÏࠄ
өȿԶϼ۸؎ڲڳ܃ظڳ̕ݰցð߂ʀ ƣݱ
ܴ۸Ģࡥदߔ܊ɸο̬ ٳ٩^ܴࠤձ˽ʄڼ

ࢥҩɵ ߯ɠΤłʑ۰ȃ۰ࡨ͇ ڷŅҧψĝȃӦ
ðݬ٩^ࢭԯֿ ܮʪ۸ө۸ө̱͈ΉɸΞկ͠ډ
ʤȃǲ ܰԳ֛ө£ԸÄϝ։ַҼ ɠ;Ċݱ۸ࢲڤ
ψ۠ؤڊ Ť½܃࣋ݱհݵࡳ ג۰ʶϓłɸ ٩
^۴ʤɓšɑʎ˽ ֘ڳړʃǭĝš٩^b ̩թ
ܴࢶڲοؖɸʄڼϔҩЛѫ߂ࢋʗĸ ڃϼߣݔɀj
ࠑࢋַٯفތǃ՜ȯυ܃ˁ٫ƣűƬĔ٫ࣜʀΗʀ
ࡊף҈ߍډɵमѯ ࠶ˀȃࠞࠤۀі 
ɴݨɿ ࣇˀݨٯفތȿ̱ࠪ࠶͈Ή ӜĔԯ٩
۴ݱ½ێĈê ַٯǃ՜ݰΥ֘q՜ݝрࠬ ͆Գ
ޮࠬۀ۰ȢҀַÓ՜ ݻद࡞Џֿʂ۸͆ڷT
ΑTࠫ܊ر܂ڷи ɭࢋ܃Ҧ]ݨ۰о
(*-/"" ࡸܴˁࠃɸϞۀѓࢾŀ࣍ࠬ  ࠬרمc
ɵկɸ֫ͽࠬ ΗԳݰ ܮࠬΥ֘ȃ࠾ȯο۬܊ؖɸ
կܷĝտ͇ژӤ٩^ψĝɠʤĒۼڱҸ Υ֘я
ɸя ֛ɸ֛ μŜӦѤܴڒ٩ީ˸̕ژәÏɟؖؼ
̕ ϼݨݱɿɸʍǊۀٰ࣐֘ؤĔ ٩Ƽࣞ߬ۈɴ˿
ѳʤࢋĜʂǃ߬ ޙƳ ߬ɸ ܴڲکȃ ۜݱšێڲ
ܴʤêèȃӦΖߔϮ֦ طթ߬ɴʂַ̋ ކšӨ
^܂ׅࡥ࡞ډμܴ۸өѫ ϋߣַ۸̋ ކտϛϼƬ
࡞ȯࡥ ׅΠܴ࣫ࠗɸ ڲ۴ƬޡӨ^ܴɸՠ࡞ȯ
ࡥکμ٧̀ةښɀW˽ݍ٩ׯɸ ϊ٩۸ٴڸࠃډ
W tƝݜѫ٩^ࠪژοݱݵڲٳ۸ϹϹөɍؤ
ϼܴѫ ɴ۸ϹϹٯөީݨɸܴ܂۸өѫ ɐäɸ
ߢࠄΛޛĵ˴~ַ٣ڼʄϔҩ ̱ࠫډиǝߥĜ ܴ։
٣܃ˁʀƧɾۙ ߯ࣞڷћࠫɀиW ֥ߢڳǭࠄܕ
¦ɞ ۸ϹϹٯөݨٯ۸մӴڷϜֻʎ˽ĝ ɠΤǫɑ
͵ࠒࠖށˮ š࠼ׅ߂ؖԪՉʎ˽ ݨٯǃմϋрϜֻ
ʎ˽ ַݨٯҀմ̱ࠪ࠶͈Ή ϋډՠҦࡧ۸ܴʎ˽
ĝ ࠟβʑɀ࠼˒ؖƢӗĬ 
ǩψĝ˒Ƣʬַٯ՜
هψĝ˒Ƣַٯ՜
ࠫڷиʬַ՜
ڳڤɸ٩ێڲòܴ ۾ЧӦߊڷڛɥʬַ՜
γ̩۸ϹϹٯөϹٯַݨմυ٫ ̩ީߊڷڛ
ࠫʬַ՜ ࣆթѺڛهʄڼϔҩϗиַ՜ݱۄ۸ϹϹ
ҀөࡸՑ ɭ٩^ߊڳړ۰пр۩ْߢ ߢÞȃׅޅ
ɸ
ߢީڷѫ۸]Դࡆ μȞӲʎ˽ĝɸկό֥Ъए
ĝɴ ΌΉҁψĝμܱʎ˽ʪWɸ ܰԳ٩ ٩ݽ
˽˸ݍәÏ ކtࠖ°ǂȃЧӦɸ γ̩ߢ߯٩б
Ţ۟ ࡥީԴࡆ
ࢋڛܠʄڼϔҩɸϗи ͋зϼࡸՑ Ѻڷڛه
ɸࠫи ݱÓөpࡸ܂Ց ƣްࡷߗڛοɸӗĬՁࡨ 
ݠW٩^ƣֿܮɸʀनƄݱ٩^࠼ࠪĔֿ֛͋܂
ܮɸγͺܮɸ-979CF=BA§ƄҼʮϊ1B;G9Ƅ҆ކ
өɥ֫͋܊ӳ҇ƄࢋW։٣CQDFA9Dǫɑ۬܊ȃ
͈ƄऔˊѱƄο܂ٳʤ؊ֵۀƄࢰj՜Ƅ٩^܃
՜ࠪɴƄÞөݨմʂ۸ɓЛɴƣ߇Ƅɴ
ݨմ̱Ή ŃܴɀƣʂʬšࠪߢƄɺ٩^۸̱يΉƄ
Ӝܴկܴӳ՟۰Лࡥ]οٳų٩^ɸ֦Ƅߢ۲ʰ΄
56.
ʘީʩɦ٩^ΌΉҁψĝų
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ؑؖރΗ՛ؖރ
Chinese Ministry 
ҁψĝ۸ࢰ܃׀ӱރʍǊࢰ׀ɸƄ۸ʠմࠃ߂ࢋƄšʂʬɥɸۼҸɸࢶYƄϼ
ࢰ܃׀ӱރšߢƄرĔʸšܣ٧ɸˀׁWϳǊųࢋWߣĝǛɸۄ۟ރ۰ƄʍǊˮ߮
ȯؑރʸš՛ރƄʂʬɥܴރܣ£ԸЁĝƄ߃ɴөׅ̍ރܣϼࢰࠄܴ׀Λɸȼ
ǊЁĝųɴѫөĔƄܴ˴࣓ۼڱҸÇӱރȃټטƄ۴ПèɴÞߔWɸۼҸݦ
WݦʤƄ࣓ϼ܃ؖݵࢰ܃՛ࠗރʍǊƄٰؖuճšӱރɵƄʸߨ՛ރųࡥ܃ĭ
ɸȼǊ۞ׁڵрɴөuˮš՛ރŲӱࢰˊރȼǊƄϼȃߢݱմϳǊƬߔࠗΙڀʸ
ߨƄ۸߃ɴƣݱƄɁ˄ܴ؞tɸ̋éƚßͽ̋ŲӒ̋ܕŲՏ֛өƩĤߢմŲ˴ʩ̋Ų
ҁ̋ނƛȊܴ͈҃ʍǊɸӴڷų
ψĝܴࢲࡧݱʎ˽ĝŲࢭࡗڤβɸЁĝƉԤԋۉψࢲࡧݱÇ֡ ɸࢰ˃Ƅ۴ݱݱ
ׂࣱɀψĝÇࡥ]֡ ðࠞɸࠤձƉѺࡧݱهӊٯŲҀuܴʤɸΤدʗࢰ˃߯ڤ
βWЁĝƄʪՊʗЧ̅ࠄࠗųࡸܴؕ݊ŲࢶòψĝpهɸڼʄϔҩƄׂࣱ٩^۴ȃ
ēʹݱð֘ʃÇ٩^˨ܟɸų
ƣݱɸߢմȼǊƄؑؖރΗ՛ؖރʗܴ̅ࠄɸϳǊ£ࢼŲՍŲĝŲࣛܐŲͬŦ
ԝƄޟɦࠞࠤկƄɺɺųԧȞԯࢲ£ࢼ̅ࠄࠗƄ͈҃ʍǊĔƄɠΤ۸Զ۴͆ĩոո
ɸ۸Զ̍رƄšɠΤʗÌ߀]رएƄ]رψĝƄߊܴ΄ʘȊ]ࡥψĝɸࣧų

QTEC started with only Taiwanese service but after a period of time, in order for their
children to understand what was being preached, they started to add English translations to their
service. In 1999, there were enough people to branch off to form an English Ministry and they
formed their own English Worship Service. In 2001, there were many immigrants coming in who
were unfamiliar with Taiwanese; therefore, the Chinese Ministry was split into 2 services, an earlier
service in only mandarin and a later service in Taiwanese with Mandarin translations. This service
system continued up until 2011 when we finally decided to get rid of translations and simply
separated into Mandarin Service and Taiwanese Service. We would only have translations during
Combined Service when the entire church gathers together. 
We have many different things going on during the week; Prayer Meeting and Ping Pong
Ministry. We hope to use Ping Pong as a way to open up our church to our community and to reach
out to those who are interested in the sport but have yet to hear the Gospel. We also have different
small groups that meet on Fridays and Saturdays; such as, Family Small Group and other
independent small groups. We also have a group who specialize in showing care to the church
members. Our different small groups show that we continue to respond to what God has called us to
do. Now, we have both a Taiwanese and Mandarin ministry, service, and worship team. Usually,
each service operate on their own, but during combined service we work together as a team because
we are one body in the same church and Christ is the head. 
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ࡥԴࡆ
˸ߞࣕۂ

өݨմ ʍǊ ؤ٩^܂Ōb̀۰ՠߢմȼǊ طթࢲ˸әÏ࠘ߣކࢃࢃ ࡹܶنࣧ ֘ࠃ܀ݱ٩
҆ȃʔɸ̞ ܐ٩ȚܖȃÇ ँ֘7Q?? ˊࢨࢋ ϻߪࡊW ױՠ࣊Τࠑϝɸ!?GE<=A;#BEC=FQ?Θϻ ކ
ҿۖ סȃϸֶɟ+ /  ɭڤĔࢋȃ۬ ڨ
ݨմ ҿ̡ۖԩѯ ँ֘Ș̡Θ)ױBDF<.<BD9#BEC=FQ? ۸٣ƝؓࢅÏ˽ކݍŷ³ɸ˕ޜƣݱҿ
«͋˸ ʂ۸ȅ ٩^۰Ș۸]̡ࠃ ֘ࣧݱǆҿۋɸۖ۷ÈܔɀW տ̩ȃ ڷ۰ࠖʂʬȅ Ч ٽ٩҆ȃʔ
ʂʬȅֺކद օࡸȃ ڷϼ۰ࠖʂ։ȅࢰҿ ڠŷӜؤ۶ۋ٩ʹɴΤ ޮ]կܴښ۸¨ָࣧ«ݱ
 ࣧڲȃɷƻ¾ פȃߣ ࣓ԶWʎ˽ ٩͖Ɖŷ֘˩ؤʃƳ ݻदĝࡥĭ ٩̴͋ԃ ٩۰ݻद࡞թࢋ
۸߃г ۸߃г гѫʤϸ٩ȃɵ طթࢲ ֦߯٩ɵ ɩä˸әÏ ӜĔ ٩ŃܴЛɴֺद ۴Ń҆ɴ
ֺद ϼݱ֦٩ݍ˽ۋڲ٩ ٩ҵךȃɀ٩ƬĔɸ˴ ܖɭ͋Ցɂ֦ä ٩ࣁΙކŷ֘ʃƳࣗΠթ
äࡥ ϼ¯ѫ ࣗգӦɸ֦ ٩ǆυηࣗ ՜Ţ۸ֵ ٩ȃݰĈऎגԃѫ ϼࣗƣݱ۰ÐؤʹΤ ٩
۴˃ڲѫ ŷݘ۸ يކԀȃÇƳŷ˩ؤƳȃƣݱÐؤʹΤ ȃƣ ݱ٩ȃ۰ ٩ȃ۰ ٩ȃ۰ࣗƣ
ݱÐʹՠ š٩؍ϸؓʤѫ ߯ލ٩ܴıĝÛ یŷ٩۸߃ʎ˽ ϼ֘ׄ̈ښɸ˩ܕ۸ĭÇ ތ٩
ކŷ֘˩ؤʃƳࣗäࣗ ۴ä٩ Ч٩ࡥदĐɸ۸]կ ٩ɸࠐɎ߰˴ކҧࣗ ɭ٩
ɵ٩ɸڲȞȞࡱ࣊ࣗ ٩͋ĝΧҡ`֔ࣗ֟ұ٩ ٩ɵ٩ȃԑ ɭ٩ǭࣟࣗڛƢ֘˴ Ч٩Ń
࠰̂
 ϼƣࣗݱݱҳՁʗȃԑ
ݱݱ
Ձʗ
٩
࠰̂Ƣ֘˴
ߢƳ٩ݻद࡞ŷ
٩۸ࡹ͖ ۸ࡹг ˊַۋڲΘԪŃܴ࠰̂ ࢋ
W
W٩ކŷߢƳࡥĭ̀٩ȃԑ
ɭ٩Сߢ۲ʰ ˒ߢ
۲
۲ʰɸҼࢀߗʀƢ֘˴
ࣗá٩ɸ˴ ŷ߂ࢋ
٩
٩˃ڲѫ
ԶWࢋ٩ܖɷʛࠃࣺѫ ݠWÞݨմٰډ
Զ ٩ȃࣵ ȃШ ٩ȶѫqԝथǖ ۸ǟӷӟ թࢋ
֘
֘ɌЛЛĔࢨݨ܂մѷȪनǐ
۸ܖɴҀनǐ
ࡃ
ࡃߣɴࢅݤ
ΥߪǼˁߣ࠘ه۸٣ߪ߉ࠎ ׃٩ࡨՠ ٩
ކ
ކŷ٩˕ޜŷ
ކŷ#9=E@KEI99F<9QDF <9=E
EB
B
EB;9AF?9
ŷ˽ݍ٩ ۸ǍښӜĭɸǼկ Ǩλ ֤
֘
֘Șő̡ࠃɸ
ܰԳۋࠐȘ̡ɸ ʗ͋EFDG;;?9 ͋ȃƻ
࣑ Ƭ٩ࡨՠшߣǨλɸܶĔ ٩ކŷǇǇ٩W
࣑ɸ
ѫ ŷࠄ̲ࠃɀ֫ࢋ ٩̈ߣ̲ࠃϊǇǇɴտϛ 
ϣ
ϣϣʀ٪߱٩ȃ˃
٩ɵߦ܊Ցɂ ¼ڲȃ֛ 
ݨ

ݨմʍ
մʍǊҀ
ǊҀ ࠐۋ
ࠐ
ۋɸ̡
̡ǅʋ
ʋ Ńܴ
Ńܴʂ
ܴʂʬ
ʂʬȅʂ։
ʂʬȅ
ȅʂ
ݨմʍǊҀ
ࠐۋɸ̡ǅʋ
Ńܴʂʬȅʂ։ȅɸޤӇ
Ч܂ȃĝݘކΗ ؽϋߣࢰ٢̡ 
яƲŧ
ŧ ࡥĭ
ࡥĭ߱ݱ
߱ݤࢅݱ
ࢅݤ۸]ݨ
]ݨ ݨմɴ࣊ΤӁȲˊࢨɸ)GDE=A;#B@9߱ݱßνߔؤڲ
ݨ
ݨմɴ࣊
ɴ࣊Τ
ΤӁȲ
ࡥĭ߱ݤࢅݱ۸]ݨ

өݨմɀʹݤΤ 
ܠɷݤࢅ߱۸]ݨԯࢲ Ҧٌ٩ʹɴΤ ࡹࢮɸ ࢶۊБߢܴpࡘࢥڼѾױWɸΣࣼ Ũࣹܷڡ
֫ ҦҦ٩۸ࡹ ܮڙ۸ࡹ˴~ɴѾņ ٩Ţܴߊ ¦ʹ܃^ݲɸߢ¦ࠄܕɞࢥڼɸäܴ ڲ۸ɓȃӜ
٣ױࢥڼW۸ɠ࢟ࣉŋ ϼ]Wȶ۴ȶȃ ي٩͇ɶ͇Ӧ ϵࡥǍגÂ 
˸әÏݱßνߔڲĔ ؤؤɴٌ פŢʶȻˊࠖßν ̀ڹμØϱڗәÏϘΰ۸٣ҿهЦɸְࢅ
Ï ȵҫְࢅÏծɐܷŢmɸˬ٩Ðߣ˸ܴәÏҿȆɸԝࠃ߃ϋՠ ޠȃܮμ͔ ݎl̡͔ݎ
őőɸǼͫ ͣѫܻˊࢨ¿ۯ۸ØØɸԝࠃ թࢋ˽ݍ٩˸әÏɸܶҿɸ 8Q@Q;9ƪ¢η٩
Л āeُҏɴ ɭډͽW ٩ǆ˸әÏ˙מɸࣝӗηְࢅÏЛ ݠWܴ۸ʭמОƱƯ
ɸ ܱ࣓˸әÏɸࣧࣜݽȘࡨ̡ࠃ ԃܴƱƯɸࢋࡶ ࡥʭמÈߎ˸әÏ פμְࢅÏԊēࡥ]מЧ܃
حʋ ٩ܷÄW˸әÏӦ˔ޗѣܷࠈҋְࢅÏކօܮDQEEWăࠕӁЧ ܃ɭ ߢ˴
өݨմʹΤӜĔȃӦ ؽС٢̡ࡨֻ˸ɮǈࣷѭ ߌϴࢅÏοߩǗѨҚҚֻࣾܞϫ ؽRʹؼ
˸ɮǈࣷѭ ]ࢅ ߔݨ ࢋݨÏǆ˸әÏɸ٢̡ޒɁ رĔࢲμܱßνÏWΤܞϫࠈҋ ϵӦܮǆ
ה؞ɸܶăΨWࠈҋ ࠕӁȃܮDQEEă ɴψĝʍǊ ߊࣟߪіÑҟؐࠕӁ Ч܃Ԃࢿ֘ؠՠ
ީ߰ ˴ҧߢ 
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өݨմٰډनࠕܶ ģࢅÏW࣍ ݘʂ۸ЇݘŷࡥԴࡆŷ٩ɞŷģࢅÏ Ӭݻदࡥदކ
ӤŷކŷՁȃϸ ٩ܴ٣Ǽկ ۴ӽ ں۴ˊ̐ ]ܴˆډࠕɸӀѽ ͆³ɸӀѽ۸Ǎɠ ۴ݱ
.?BQA&9FF9D=A;धࢅÏࢰɸɰ ࡥ٣Ǽկ܂μܴq]ѴǄ˴իѫƷΑǕ ʪ³ɸѴǄ˄ɭŃܴ˴ի ࡦӀ
ѽۋɸƷΑǕࡸ ܖפݱŃܴͽ~ ߮ͥ ³ɸeб̀ѫϼ̀ѫ ȃͥܮƮ ȃ࣍ܮƮ ɭ ߱ܠҦǐө۰߸
ࡇ۸ɓ ࡥީԴࡆ 
ɸࡥީԴࡆ өܴߔݨ۸ؤ٩ՠЛģࢅÏ ߊҦөɸќڷĴș ࣧ۸ɓՠ۬ η٩
۸ØǼկΤࠌǼࢲݓ־ǵʂ۸ĠҀݱܕȃȄ ͇ǼُӒݱܕȃ͇ ݱǼُ٩ɞ ˩ܕȃ ݱ
ˆڐƷɸ Ӓܕճ߱ ݱΥߚ ģࢅÏ٩ՠөܴ˔ޡ3 -QK ٩ɞŃܴ ɱөܴކߊ ޡܴݨݝ۸؊
˄Ȟڤɸ۾न ȃɧׅɸ ˈˬ٩۰߲ ܊өݨ٩͆˸әÏγͺࡧө ٩ҟߣ͞z۰ՠٶȆҌࡪ
é߳ ̇ǩٓѫˆȆܴ۸]۾न ٩ژ٩ښ٩¶ ٩¶ɸˆ͋νМ ģࢅÏ¥ȷ٩۸ʑ۰ՠޡ3 -QK ٩ކ٩
ƣ˸࣯ޡݱәÏʗWȃΗѫ ģࢅÏ٩ š٩ƻԄ۸Չ Ӝϛؤՠ ޡһؤģࢅÏ࣍ݘWŷEB@9F<=A;
IDBA;ŷ ۰٩ՠЛڽՄЦࢅÏ̉ࠖݰ۸ȅɸĴșܷĴș ݨմ ģࢅÏW࣍ˆݘƷ ƻ٥٩ ࡸ
ڛ٩ࠖڲіο Գ½٩҆ѫ ࢋ܃۸न۴ȃͮØ ̭͋ۋڲʑ ٩Ç^ݲɸߢކŷߢƳࣗ۸ʑݱ٩ࠑ
ԽƬɸĔ͔Ð٩ʹؤΤ ٩ɸ࣐ ͻ एʗÌ࣓ࣗ ٩ǆ٩ࠄΛيգυܟηࣗ ࣗ ࣫ࣗɸԧƻڃĩݱ
٩ ߢࠖۋڲŷä٩^ɸߢީÄɩɸڃĩԧƻȻő٩ ڲÞݨմɷͫˆƷ ݨմࢰɰࣱ٘ڠ
ࢰ]ʖ ǆࠕˆډώʋ ߙѴǄ۸۸ӚɀWͥऌ μݨ ؤմѴǄͥऌɀWẁՁࢋ۸]ڠ ݨՁ
ࢋڠšӦ¯يգ܁Сߢ ߢޛĵ ߢ࠳η٩Դࡆ 
˸әÏÞߔࣲɴƣ܂ݱऱőө ٩۴۸߃߸ࠆ٩ɸˆ һөݨ۴Äőө ࠄÞөݨմٌ֘٩
μļɴ֦Äɩɸäϕߣ࠳η٩^ɸҁ࣐Ř̢ݱ٩ ۋڲѠँĜ ֦ɸäÇ٩Ӝदީ½ʪȃߊҿ
ۋɸ̉ ށ٩֤ܕɸएऌ ٩ߣ˸әÏ͆٩ɸǼW˴ š٩^Ӧ̉Сϝߢߢגڙɸ ݱرϛؤ
٩Ӧ¯֤एνգʀͽߣ ϼ֦ɸʩʆ ٩۰տ͇¦ɞࡥɠʩÇ٩WކҦݵȪʗڱɸ ࡥ۴Դࡆ 
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۸Υ۸ɺ࣓
ߞׄϐ ØҧՍ
ƬΌΉҁψĝé߳Գȯѣ։ַࡧөĔƄ٩۰ܮ۸]֦؞tɸʩʆ͆۸]ȃۡرϖWƄʂ։ɓW
שПֲ֦ࠛɸʩʆݱ٩ɸ֫ҽƬߔųࡥ۸]؞tɸʩʆƄš֘ʃݬ٩]ࡥݱψĝࡥ͆ێदʤ̾Ţ
ǝѼƢɸɀ֫ҽη΄ʘɸڼʄϔҩ^Ƅ۸Զ̑رӼѤųࡥ۴۸]ȃۡرϖƄšݱՠɸʤөߔ٩
͆٩ߙɸˮ߮Ƅų
ࡧַݱө߂ࣀƄ٩ȊwƩĤƄwࢰ׀գ҅̍ࠗų٩ࡸŃܴϋ΄גʘψ͆۩ڳϻʩƄ֫ͽׅ܃Ĥ
šߔڲųʬַࡧө߂ࣀƄ٩Ȋw։ַĹɀࣧƄ۹թ֤Ƅɭ܂ϋ΄גʘƄ֫ͽ܃ܮŤڲWɸʹð
֦ձ͇ɸ͖ޣųƣݱ։ַࡧөƄ٩܂μγͺѫƂα࣓ƁƃƄճǝɚ΄ʘψ͆۩ڳϻʩƂՊǪِ܃ձ
͇Ĕ͔Ƅʗ̉ۄ۰֦ɸʩʆ͆ëìƃ֫ͽ͈̅ދݱˀҳۄɸ۸§²ओų
(9;QA͆٩Υѫࡥ]ψĝʪߦށɸƄڋՁ
Ńܴؓʤɸıĝܴ֨द͢~Ƅš٩^[ʗݱψĝ
ȃׅ˙ׅ̍رƄɭࠑα֘ʃࡸࠑΣɸҥկųϹ]
ࢋݨƄ٩^ࢰ׀ӼѤީށɸՠѫϓÇˀƄ٩^łʑ
ϧʑα֤Ƅ࣓өݨմƄݱ٣࣓ࢭÍɸȄјǀ
ϺԼöهɸȖԥ֘Ӵڷͺʍųݱ۸]fԔɠܾߔƄ
͆qǉַٯǃ٣࠲ЫҳՁƄ٩^يȯѫͺʍɸׇ
۟ųl̡ɟёƄ࠲֍ÆޠʥܾɸʀˀƄ٩^ࡸ
ȯ̎ʀيȯѫ٩^ɸ֫ҽߔࠑߗ۰ɸԜ߂ޙ۸Ƅ
ՊѼډѫÃࠩɸμऌ͆ψܞηࡸ˵ПèݱöهӴڷ
ͺʍɸձ͇өࡔ˕Աųթʪۥݱĝ֘Ƅ٩^ȯ̎ɸ
߯٩^࠲ܮڙभٖ͆ऒڬɠȑƄɠΤ۸ҳ̈ߣ
4(˿՚ٱةƄ۸ҳ^ٺڿśɝɝɸӁƄ͆ߣݔ
ȈՀ^ɸࣧऐų߃ɴϛؤƄڼʄϔҩࡸʹݱî͆
ךƬĔɸभٖɠȑ͆ʥܾɸűŅų֘ʃܯ͋Ӎ
ɸƄݱܴͺʍߔɸͼS͆ΣࣼƄް̀۟ѫ٩^
٠Wࠛ˪ɭҟ҉ɸ֫ͽų٩^ɸʂ۸]̲ࠃƄ
QDBAƄַݱ۸]ࢋݨɀ֫ƄqөࢋƄ٩^ɸʂʬ]
oࠃƄ8Q@ų
߰ҧ֘ʃɸʩʆ͆½ڳƄ(9;QA͆
٩ȯš۸Ç˕ԱƄR֫o݈ӽƄܴq]Ч
äƄܷȻőͽѤɸӢ̲ų݈ࣹذ٩^ɸ
̲ࠃƄ٩^ɵ٩^֘ؤݱɸ˩ܕ۴ݻ
ĭɸӠܔڲÈŲäŲࢶڲŲψÈŲψࣹƄ
Պࠤb٩^Ƅֿ٩^ɸ࣐ҽȯࢭų٩^μ
ļѫŶ࠴࠳ɸ۲͆՛Ɔ՞ɸ۴۲͆
՛ŷƄš٩^۴ݽμƟѧ̀ڷšƄR
˔ʑȃƬڷšų٩^іϓьࠃɸ˩ܕɸڃ
áƄš٩^۴ڃá٩^ɸ̲ࠃʹࣧދ
Wų٩^۴Ç֘ʃɸÁڲڳܴ̉ןƄš
٩^ʗШْގݠ٩^ɸoࠃƄRࣁĔŌb
ąǞ^ƄΙֿߊܴ۸न͵ˮɸࡄڜų
֘ʃ]ࡥܮΤدɸմȞ֫ͽƄWڛ٩^ࣱ
һɩÇ٩^ŢĠίɸäƄ٩^˄Ȟ˴ɩ
(9;QA͆٩ݠǩʗߊ۸]կƄ٩^΄ݱʘێγ͈Ƅ֘ݱʃɸ߳˝ډƄտϛ٩^ȯš۸Τбų
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ΌΉҁψĝ։ַࡧөé
ࡽࢤҸ َ࣑ऍ
ΌΉҁψĝ։ַөࠈWƄЛɴ֦ɸʩʆȃɭࡥݱψĝƄ۴ݱ٩]կɸ֤֘ųݱΌΉҁψ
ĝƄÇ٩WކƄܴʤɸźԶȅŻƄߍϛƄߣࣛܧࡸ٩Η٩ɸ˙ׅų
ʹژөȿƄӜĔwɴҧĜƄ߱ݱDBAJɸº֞ڦųÇΌΉҁψĝ?!ݱGE<=A;ɸؑ
şĝࣽ۸नʗŃ˯ӪƄߊšࠄΛؑݱşࢭɠɸψĝәÏƜࢹߢԐәÏӲ˸۱ҸәÏر
̍ƄࢹәÏ۰٩ޠıĝ͔˸әÏ۸ډųϼࡥĭƄܴ۸]ʍǊմƄ٩WɴΌΉҁψĝЁĝų
ƬĔƄšʀࢪۀοƄÞºڦɴψĝ࠘ʀࢪȢq]ࢨࣧų٩ژڲƄࡸ̀ƄߊWǊ݊۸ډƄ
ߍ֛ηࢹәÏܴ۸]υɥųݱӜؤЁيĝࢋƄ˸әÏ۫ލ٩Υ̍رĝƄ٩ژƄΠթWѫƄ
ѫϓ۸^ډɸ̍رĝƄ̀ηࢹәÏܴ̉ݚΑɸ¦˽ųࢰݱĝƬߔƄ^դʵߢմºяÏƄ
ĥѤ۫ލ٩WψoߢسմºƄ٩ژɴࡥदϸɸࡊȲƄҲšԳ࣋ɸɞð։]ݨųγ̩Ƅࡥĭ۸
ɞðƄϼѼݱΌΉҁψĝַ։өų
ࢋWȊɵƄƬȿΌΉҁψĝƄȃߊդʵoߢسմºяÏƄ֘½ׅƄ֨दʗդųܴ۸ʠĔ
ࢲƄ˸ɠڡĝƄ٩ϼψoߢسմºƄψoߢسմºƄ٩ϼĝųҦࡧࡘѾų߃ɴۿۿ
ࢥΗƦ݁ࢥɸΥցųƣژݱԶWƄ֦Ȕϫ٩ƄbÄWܴ̉ҧɸ˙ׅų
ȃʤϸƄՏө£ԸȯѣƄwࢰܴ׀٣ߢ۰̍رƄɠڡŲجڃŲҺ߂ࡸܴ٩ųʂ۸ԗɸө
ՏկʤĒWࠄ۸]ĩ£Ƅ^ǫɑ͋ߦށƄʂ۸ɓЁĝݱәÏΤƄ^ɠʤĒ٠ߢڳƄW
ЁĝښWΥІĩȆųšѫ߯^ɵ£ԸӲІĩȆɸȃرƄ٩Ȟη^źıĝψ݈ŻƄ
ࢋWȊɵƄ^ʮ٩źǪәÏࡸәÏŻųտϛƄࡥԗՏөʤݱ܂ψĝܴ͋̀ɸ˙ׅųژǭ
Գߔ۸ʑܴƄǪźࡽʄࡸڼ۰ʄڼŻų٩wژɴ(=7<Q9?ࢹϼƄƣݱ٩^۰ϊࢹәÏų
ߍ࣓٩ɸؓؓƜ࣑ऍƄ̉ȃކܮѫų˸әÏΗÏӒө۸ݨ۸մƄÐ٩ՠܕړƄࢋWƄҦ
Ƭ£ԸγࢋכƄ٩^࣊ࢰĔƄِࣧࢋЛƄБĝЛɴ۸ըټטɸ̀Դަْ֨ܘݱदׯɸųƬ
٩^łʑַݨ،ܚͺƄ֨^दׅϼކƄźݔ۸ݔƄݔ۸ݔŻƄwࢰ҆ީࡸ׀ȃɀ^
ɸש܊ųࢋWƄ٩^γͺ۰ݨַݱܚƄܴʤөࡔկژΥƄɭַܴݨх࣋ƄɑƄӰĔ
ÀލݵءڳγͺմԯƄӜؤӰĔ̱ҼɸƄկĒϵܴԲַÓ٣ųϼࡥĭ٩^γͺմҀݨ։
ַųγͺӜؤƄөՏկܴÄϝַٯ٣Υų߰ҧߢƁ٩^γͺӜմƄߢϕߣөՏկܚɸų
ψĝÞؑşĝࣽۼɴࢭяψĝųšƄڋݠ۰ΥցࢭяψĝɸܛƪƄÇˀܖɷȃ͈ࡲƄ
ڒ܃ԯ۰٩^࣊ࢰųšѫÆڱޠɸʀनƄϼܴȃرɸ۬܊Ƅο§ࠊ܄ؖʀƌɠΤ͗ׯ
ܴڒɸĔࢲƄSѫӁȅųࠑࢋƄݱ۸ɓɸĝܵɠĝƄĝܵࠖѫοؖɸłʑų۴ɑƄࡥݱ
߂ࢋƄܴ۸کȃ۬܊رɸĝܵϼ࣊ࢰѫҁψĝų¤ׅĝ۫ލ٩Wࠞࠤοؖ͞zųǩW٩۴
۰࣊ࢰҁψĝƄʹɴ)9I%9DE9Kɸ˫ϝψĝЁĝƄÇ࣓ҁψĝࡸܴࠞکĈƄ܃ηܴܽĠί
ɸɞðų٩ɸĠίƄݱ։]ߔݨƄտ̩οؖŃܴ֨दࡨޕƄ٩ϼګձƄ¤ׅĝ۴܊رѫ٩
ɸĠίų͋зʀƄܴկЛɴ۸¨ЮʀŲܴկЛɴɠˁ٫ΗɠݤدƄࢋWܷЛɴ۸ࢲ͋ҧतɸ
γͺࣽړޡųƬɠΤЛɴγͺࣽړޡɸĔ͔Ƅʗƫбކ҄رƄտ̩ȃĵɸࢶYƄϼ۰
ࡥ۸Τѫųγ̩Ƅ٩^ɀɸj࢛ƄÇˀϋגѫƄɭ۰ܚ˨ڋϚųࡥĔ͔ƄƲƣψĝɸƣϚ
˃֘ݱƄ۰ءՁӚɀƄϼ۰ǨўиųܴөࡔկކƄօ֦۰η٩^ɸƄϼȃࡥܴݙĭɸՓ
ŅƲ֫Ƅ^ކ۰ՠʎ˽ųӜĔƄ٩ܴनȃϓƄš֨दȃͣनўϚоܚϚųȃоܚϚƄօܴ
կݰɀ˸jƄϼ۰ֵՠıĝųɭߣࡥکөࡔկކƄ^Ҧࡧ۸ɓϜֻʎ˽Ƅ٩ϼȃ¥ȷѫų
ʂ۸ɓɸϜֻʎ˽٩ŃΥƄ҆˄ކȞɸ̀Ƅʂʬɓ٩ϼࢰ׀Υųʎ˽ĝߔƄɠΤڲرΗ
۸Զ͵ࠒށˮƄ࣫ߢࠔ܊šɠųwࢰ׀ƄRŃܴЪ܊šοؖʎ˽ƄÓɓɸʎ˽ډWࢋƄɠΤ
̉ڲرѫƄ۴ɴԯѫƄ٩^ϼࡥĭ˨ѫܚϚųࢋ߂ࡥݱƄɠΤпрҦࡧ۸ɓɸϜֻʎ˽Ƅ
ܴ̀ښ։]߂ݨϸƄ߃ɴοيؖȯųƬ٩^˨ܚيϚࢋƄܴ۸٣٩^ߦށɸˁʀƧߘϘކƄ
Ð۸]ࣙψĝ۰ՠЛӜ]ʀˀƄγ̩҆ކƄwǨؑşWɸψĝࠪՠųࢋWȊɵҁψ
ĝࠪՠɸų͋һࣱƄ֦ݱ٩^ʎ˽ɸԯࢲƄš٩^ǝѼѫࡥ]ʀˀƄʪ٩^۴ݱʎ˽ɸƬߔƄ
֦߯Wޮދ٩^Ҧ۸]կųކ܃Ƅࡥ]ĝؖʎ˽WɸųܠɷϱװʄݱڼƢؖɸĔ͔۬ߥ
ކƄƬΥʎ˽ĝĔƄǩW۰џկɸƄɭƬ؎ցʎ˽ĝĔƄ˴גɴܴտʹɴΤɸ˴ܖų
࣊ࢰΌΉҁψĝٯַܴ܂өųϝմ҆ɴҁψĝ۰ܴ։ַөɸ˴ʩĝƄݰێڲ۸ɓʹɴƬȿ
ɸՓϱƄ۴ߣݱӜێɸԶȅƄ٩^˕µӦʹWؑşۉψƄӞߍ࣓֦ºݤųڳړҁψĝ˙
ׅɸμļƄÄȯš٩^֦ºݤƩĤࢋɸÑߤų
࣫ΌΉҁψĝпрܴͿŤɸʎ˽ΗߢࠔڲرšɠɸڲƄпр?!ݱGE<=A;ʀ Ƅǆֵɸ࣐
ͻÐš֦ɸۧա֘ʃ߳˝˸әÏŲÏӒƄܰәÏŲÏӒΗǛ̍رΗĝܵ^Ɓ
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ߞۤ
٩ݱ٬֦ґ͆Ц۔ɸͩϲȯȟųъɴҧ̨͕Ȋξξ
ϋɅɴ΄ʘψų˄Ȟ˴ߢڭƄࠗ̍ݱȝղֽѫ۸٣΄ʘ
ظƄݱӹֳݥψ˙͆ȼǊųϘ֜٩ъɴֳψų
ψɸʄڼϔҩɸ֫ҽլ٩˴ʕƄ۴ֳѸɸɣѹֿ٩ղ
ֽ۲ञ΄ʘų
٩܂ϯȅց֡͋ʤөƄђΟѫ۸کկ֫ϯۦƄЛɴ
֏֏ڶڶɸկ֫Ƅ٩ՅѰʀ˴Ќɴ΄ʘظɸկ֫ܿǶկɸ
ȃرųׅݱՓʳ֫ɸֹ͔Ƅ΄ʘࠄܴظΛɸڷٜ߹ݺųݱ
կ֫ݹےɸֹ͔Ƅ΄ʘܴظһզɸˀڛƄɵݻ˭ܥҢࠖƄ
Ч܃ԧ͆ʀЋ͆ݹϋגƄЧݢ܃ѕ٬٤ɸхխ͆ˋޭų
܃ߢڳݱՁƄ٩ɸկ֫Գּҗצћɸųɭ͋ʤ۔۵Ƅׅ۵֘ɸݩڃъɸзՠɷ۴зų͋܃ʤ
ֹ͔Ƅ˴ЌҤܴӗǴ͆Юۅų֡߾ݪњɸݼΥƄ۴ܴ۸کɛޤųɛޤъɸֹ͔ƄϯȞЛɴԚǧ
Ҥܴȭʅųӥࠄ˽ܐ֪ܴ̄ڲΛ۰ޠɴӜ̄۸߃Л̚٩ɸϻߢƄتɕɩɸψɳųܸ٩ҪЗ׀
ѫާ֦̄ۘީޠɸ̪ȲƄ٩͆ؓؓʗǪωіںɸկƄ߂ڄגՁ۴̈Գࠇψ۩ڳɸկؔґ̪ų٩
Ҫ̪ذȴڲɸޠܸߖ˙צɴާ٣ީ֦ٚ۸ɸϻߢų
٩Ҫՠө˴ʩϏڄגɸƄֹΫȃȟƄɭ٩ҪɸݦڲڳъݦΩ̛Ƅْٻ٠ъ٩Ҫɸ֫ҽ̉Ջ
ϝߢƄ̉շ۱ߢų
ȬݝՐ
٩وؑݱɀ֫ȟɠƄ۸߃ɴɠ۔Ǭ۵߂͕Ȋъҧ̨ų٩˓ݱψΤدȟɠƄЧɴѫ˸ߔ͆ɠ
۔ՠɸߢؤψɸڦ۔ų͋ԴҷɸҪǽҤܴՅԪ٩ՠȒΥߢؤψɸͽׁ͆۽ʕƄЧ٩ࠄΛϼ
ࠄթʪթʀژՠϋϝߢƄɕӜј٩ځ۔ɴԵɲƄ̈ߢͦקųթ͕ъɴާǱƄ۴ҤܴيգߢڳƄЧ
ڲј۸߃Ќɷܴ۸٣ߢݱ٩ɸߔڲƄɭ٩ȃɵɩעų̪ݱՠΚө֫ͽߔƄ݅ɴ۸کɛޤƄࠄթ
ʪթʀ٩ϼߢڛԵɲųٜ٩֫ڋɸ̟څƄՠөҀ͆ˌݨ۸ԶъɴֳψƄթ͕ղֽɴ͋̀ɸ
ʄڼϔҩƄ٩ҪЌɷ͋ЗڲƄ֫ͽ̈܃Ձيգȃ۸۪ų
܃ߢڳՁ٩ɸԵɲʗɩ̆٩ާ̄Ӝ̄Ƅ٩դֺ֛Ңų͕܃ߢڳƄ٩Եɲɸӥպʗڭ˴
ߢƄ٩˴ߢڭɒ̆٩ҪާҢ̀ɸΤدƄɒ̆٩ӗՁɸ̍ࠗ΅Ƅլ٩ܴ΅ՠࠖࠄΛͨڃɸׅՓų
˴ߢڭɣѹ٩ҪъɴֳψƄֳݱѸ˴ʕڄגډȯٜ۸̄Ч܃շ֦܌կɸ΄ʘظų

։ַߙөՔ˴۟
։ַߙөՔ˴۟
َěė
َěė
ՋƺɸʄڼϔҩɠΤ̀ƄɠΤԧƻƄ٩ϊَࢽڟƄөъҧ̨ƄݱԖܵɸɣѹډъɴӹ
ֳݥψƄө̥ڄגݨցߢɸҼډƄַާݱΚөɸψ֫ͽߔ٩Ɂѫ˴ڭ˴֦ͪڭ٩Ҫ
ɸ֦Ƅ˶ъψֹʢֳϯ۸ʅȃטƄܱܸ֘ǋ۰З۸̄ʤֹڤɸȦȲƄ٩ϼҖѫ۸؝ʚϯɸɏɣƄ
ћܮЗȦɸֹΫتƄژǆֳϯ˻ňɂƄɯتɴֹܐ˝ƄϼЌɷֺٜҢʗ˦ߗɸƄͪ܃ٜɏ
ɣӺɜѫƄʢֳϯ۸ՈȃذƄɭާ̪ذҢʤөɸʚϯɲ˽Ƅߢɸͦȯٜ٩ѤѨɸբݡƄߢڳՁɸ
٩܃կٜǩƄ֦ݱڎٜǩƄٜɩ۸Չɸǩآų٬ґψࠏڤɸ֫ͽʗ֥֥ɸ߾ܔٸ
٩ƄާݱՔ߳ӹֳݥψοؖ։ַߙө߂ΡƄ٩۰˴ݱ֦ڭ։ַөߔʢψɸɣѹ͆ψɳƄ˴ڭ
˸әִ͆ܰәִ

˨ɀɸڰэƄ˴ڭҦ۸٣ݱӹֳݥψ˱ڲѐ܊ɸ˒ڏƄ˴ݱڭ٩ַΚɸψ֫ͽߔʄ
ڼϔҩʢ٩ɸ̟͆ڲɥɲƄ˴ܔ߈ߢڭ٩ࠈɯࠈɸҋƄ֦ǒߤ٩ǤԶࠄΛɸַࠅΨࠈշ֦ƺկ
ࠈؤҋų
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΄ʘɸäƇ˖ůѫ٩
՝ݝभ

O
կɸ۸֫Ɲտ۸ѮڷअߔɸͿࡊƄࠈѫ۸ΦࠃƉ۸֫ɸښܩБ۸ӓ۸ӓƄࣴࢲۡސʪ
ƄީϊկȃЙʹ۸֫ڷƄϛŵp֥ڲ؊Бܴکǁ͵Ӳࡶ̻ųտ̩Ĺݨɸࢭ͉Ч܃ɱѾƄտ
Ӧߗ֫ݰWƄ٩࣫ʹɴoĔӲؑߔҁψĝšࢁƄ֛өĔݱϻׄࡋƬѡ̍ɸзĩөɥ Ƅ٩࣫ݱӜөƄ
Ƭ֢ࣗɀ۰˖ů٩߂ĔƄ٩ϼðݙϣϣɸ٪߱ࣗɸࣇƄ٩ȃðݙƝݜƄ٩ȃðݙɺɦƄ٩ĝࡵ
ĆӲߢࣗڷرų
źկ֫۸ׄƄȖӖ۸ՕŻࢰͣŲͣɸࢲץƌࢭ֫ӲвٝɸӜ۸ЪƌĔȞ߸ߣࠄΛƉɑĔ
ɑЪɸ٩Ƅp֥ڲ؊Ƅ˴גɴƄ̣ࢸɸЧࠩƄկ֫ɸʟęųͣΦʫࣞ߂өʹîِׅБܴêȾनɼݱ
ࣧڲƄʹِմɸԝԝʠʠƄpܙ˴ڲʤǉ˴υΘƉ۸֫߂ڷҋƄ՚՚ޤޤƄЭЭʖʖųܹҨ
ࠈѫ۸ΦࠃƄ٩ɸӁȅيգࡱ࣊ѫ֦Ƅީɸ٩ީȃ˵ՠژƄީȃЧߩשƄ΄ʘϼࡥदɸ۸ҋǏࣁƄ
࣊٩ࡥदϝƄ٩ࡸȃɵƄɩǏࣁݱ٩ࠕܶųؓȃ܊ݱѫųީɸŵ٩ީɸؓȃ܊ݱѫƄީȃ˵ڳړƄ
ؓԴҷѫ
ɑ֫ŵÞ̲سĔԯɴϛؤƄБ˴ܖŢĔŢЪܴ۸ʭ҄ܐƥлݱ٩֤ԌƄܴ۸ࣇԴҷɸϣϣɸǆ
٩ш߱Ƅࡸܴ۸ÇһѩɸۡϭƄޡѩѫ٩ِՁڷɸҋƉɩǭЛ࣯٩Ƅ̉Υ˴ɐʩɸݱ˩ؤ٩ࠑۄ
۰ɸĔ͔ƄƻԄѫ R࠳ηѫ٩ࡥदҧ̀
۰ɸĔ͔ƄƻԄѫŵR࠳ηѫ٩ࡥदҧ̀ɸ΄ʘظǏXƄůܔѫ٩۸֫Ƅ˴ߢų

|, p@j(JEfM{$j>p
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P3j3G}Xf ic*^7 

ܴٚ߸Æ΄ʘɸɵҋŲީіŲȊӦÆɷܫàɸ֫ҽƄ֫ܫɸӜ۸ɵ̣ų
Ҧ]կʗĝ̬°ƄϨДˀʶ̬ɸ°R˄۸ĭƉҦ]կ۸֫ɸ°͇ژԳʤƄ̬°Чީȃպ܅Ƅկ
֫ࠑɠɸऋǁӋ࣓̬°Ƅ½ƣ°ژƄ՜՜ŃژɴƄϼͣݱΦ߂өĔ½ƣѫسөɸ°ژų
ϛөßͽ̋٩ࣦגѫڄʍƄɺɦԉْࡥ۸ЪɸɴWƄ٩ɺѫ͋ϸѫƉɺࡥؤɸɴWƄީɸÞ֛ө
ɺɴѫࣧऐʗǈѫƄࠈѫқࢭŢĒ]Ẹ̆ӲĹݨW̬ࡥ]°ųɑɓɸࣦڄ٩ŵ֫ҽļȲߔƄݰ
۸ɓࠑߗ۰ƄࠑߗɠɸźޤŻनƄࡥ۴Äĝˮ߮٩ِࢋÇ֫ҽߗڱɸߦށƄ۴ĝࣛܧ٩ِࢋڷ
ɸɵҋų
ࡥ۩ڳĠɵҋƄީɸؓ࣋ࠈѫƄࠈѫؓϸѫƄࡥݱʠɸȲÞࢰ׀ɴϛؤƄީЧࠈѫǉ՜ј
ҋųϼƝډݜȃѫłڲƄБݱ٩ҿ̳ێԆͧƄϼࡥĭङघѫӲ֦ܕϝɸẸ̆ųࣦࢋڄɸࡥÓ]ݨ
WƄ͋ࢰڲӦ¯ȯš֦ɸࠃҸࣆ߂ڄגҋ۸ǿ։ޤƄީɸ͋ࢰڲƄϛөßͽ̋  Ƅ۸
ࡗࠃ۴Ţʶٓòɸų
٩ɸڲӦࣦĝɴR֥֥एĝӲ֦ݱرɸ˴ܖƄߢ࠳ѤѨȻőѫ٩Ƅࠖձ͇
ׅ۴ʗߣʎ˽ʪܴ̉ѤѨƁ˴ߢŴܴࣗީ̀ƁƁࣗϼݱ٩֤ԌƄࣗɸࣇݰɓɸÑߤѫ٩Ƅࣗ
һѩɸۡϭƄݰɓޡѩѫ٩ِՁڷɸҋƄʝѫƝ͊ݜƽɸĹݨƄηѫ٩Ţ˚ɸźäŻÑߤѫ٩Ƅ
Υ֥ѫ٩^ÇࣗɸźڳŻٻ͆ڲźْŻųࠄْٻΛߣڄגƄࠄ٩ɸˮ߮ƄWʸڱɸ֫ҽƄӦȯ
š֦ࠑǔɸ۬ߥƁ
٩ɵƄࢋڄגƄR˄կ֫ϼӦ۸ҋԧࣞƄÄĝҳӰ̉ʤڱɸبôӲд࣋ƄRӦ˵ܭɸՠҳÇ
ܴկ֫ϋډWɸ࣪މƄҳÇх࣋ϋبגôŵȊŵ݇Ӧɟݷɀ֦äɸկ̂࠸؞Ƅࣹۀɀࠖš۸]΄
ʘظɸ࠸ųߊɩ۸ҋԐݱ٩֤Ԍų
ܴ۸ˌäŵ΄ʘɸäŵšܴӨƄšܴ٩ƄҁψĝʄڼϔҩɸäƄ߯٩^ǆࡥ۸ˌäͽɀWų
ϛŵگˑΌΉҁψĝ։ַࡧөų߳ҁψĝ֫մзĩ
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۸ࡦɊɸ݅۬
˸οފ
ʎ˽͖
O
ܴ۸ɓݱ۸]ڤβɸˊڙƄ۰ˊࠄڙΛࠑڃĸɸ
ĞٶƄ٩̽ȃࡳ۾ϼކɀࠄΛࠑڃĸŶɟ˸ŭ˕ŷƄ
ँܴ֘կϼŶƴࢮŷƄ݅ڲࢰ͋ێڲɴѫ̀رƄँݘ
֘ࠄ̽ݽކμɟɀŶ۸ğࡨʖŶɸࡆׅƄŃژɴކƴࢮ
ɸӜ]կƄ۸ӄ͛۾Ƅँ֘ˮбކǆŷɟ˸ŭ˕Ƅ
҆ȯŶʎ˽͖ŷƄࢲץÉࡣȃ܂Ƅ۰ތʎ˽͖Ƅࠄ
Λ͇Գȃԑƴų
өࡔկ
O
өɸؤڊƄȃ˸ؤʀ͓Ƅݱҁψĝ݅۬ѫ
۸ԗөࡔկƄݽμÐࣦ^șμʎ˽Ƅȡ˿ɟƄࡪõ
ҊŨƄẸ̆ࡐࡏƄƬ٩^ʗȃݰөࡔѫƄȊژԶՃդѫ
Ðࣦ^Ŷʎ˽͖ŷƄ֫ҽߔߗ۰ɸÃࠜƄϼࡥĭǨ
٩͘ҐѫƄƣݱҦҦژɴƄБÇܴ^тϽ˴ųԳ½
٩֥֥ʀܖɷƄƬө٩Þөࡔկ֤֘ºɴɸƄǪ٩η
^ɸ̉ʤƄӜÓөɸẸ̆Ƅ߯٩ɠѨɸºѢºڦȃݽψ
٩^ɸĞٶƄݱ٩ࢋWɸ҅§֫ۚƄÑߤ٩͋ɠƄќտ
ޱڷݱβДƄ~ͽݱȗzƄ̩ڨݱऌƄMөƄ
٩կ֫ߔ˄Ȟߗ۰ɸ݅۬ӲʲƄ^ų
ҧ
O
өƄǇǇ؎֘ѫҧɸغʀƄ٩ؑݱşɸկ
֫۴ԶѫЃɠɸ߮ͥƄšѫݵژनɴҧWƄ٩Þѣ
ɠºڿºՠҍڷѡǸ܇Ƅկ֫Ձө²ओɸӗĬϼ
ࡨɠºƄرº^ʗݖƫɸЛߣ٩ɸłʑƄÞڿºɺɦՠ
ƬǸƄٲؼɺɦҧۼҸɸҳތƄկ֫ࣳ͘ȃ٠Wտ
͇Ƅα࣓Ӛߣ۸ǖ˒ҽȃӦɟࢰɸ࠰ѭƄυηҧɸ̳
ࢶƄϼࡥĭࡨցѫҧų
ҁψĝ

٩ÞݱڤҁψĝɸƥϲࢭɠƄڤĔ͔ЛߣǇǇɸҁψ
ĝӗ࢙۸ܗǵƄϼǆҁψĝؑݱşÓ]ψĝɸҼʮƄ
ʀ߇ƄәÏҼࠅƄʗȃȃܖǤѫډWƄҁψĝ٩ȯ
ࢭɸࠄթࠃƄÞڤϼݱψĝùʀԄࠃ܀Ƅ۰ɟԤԋƄ
ϼɷǆࠃ܀ӿࢰƄɟيƄϼɷǆݰࠃ܀Ԅ̀Ɖ۰Ёĝ
ѫϼɷǌҁμҁ˿ƄЁيĝʹ˃ݰƄψĝɸѳѳББϼ
ͽ֫ɸ۸ȆˊƄ۴͌ˍߔڲɸࢰ׀ƄtկЧࡵĆ
ɸƄݱ٩ɃǭթƄtկڲࢰWψĝƄ٩ȃ̡ڲ
Փտ͇ƄҦࡧǭࣟ۰ڷʍտkųWɴѫҧƄϵթࡸ
ҁψĝƁ
Տө£Ը
өɸҁψĝՏө£ԸƄ٩ࠑөࡔɸƄݻदĝࡥĭƌ
߃ɴөɸؤڊƄȊࢰ׀ѻկऎܡɸˮ߮Ƅөࡔկɠ
ѨࡨɴҁψĝƄ٩ࡥĭɸяՏөϼࣞіȯޙƄ֭Ώϊ
ࠖŶࡓÈŷƄߔڲɆӈ܃ՁψĝɸࡓÈֺदĭࠃɸƄ
ࠄΛϼ۹ĭƪ͙؆Ƅȃ˸ؤʀ͓ƄȯѫtկɸࡓÈƄ
ࡸ̀ࡸܴ͋ʤ۸Զ̍رɸࡓÈƄȊȃߍ࣓ޅѫƬĔ͔Ӝ
ͽکѤȻԓƄݱÆޠկ֫ӗĬɸөࡔկųҦߙȗzЁĝ
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pպƄƻԄࡊࡕϋױƄ҆҆ɠΤɸࡻƄǆ۸ߙɸĔࢲ
ϣϣɸժŧيƩųȃ¯֥ЪɸࠄΛʼֱƄȃ¯Ĕࢲɸؼ
ۀȻ½ƄߍϛژWƄڲऎӃةƄߢ֟ұų

ǝࣂϮ§҅
ϷϮƩĤƄݱҧ̍ࠗ۸өʤɸĔࢲƄϧࣀĝ
ʹؑşɸǝࣂ̐ࠗ̍ƄÞƧԢɸߵÀƄࠬҏɸϮƄ
ذҋɸܛƄβДɸۭzƄÖ˽ɸػɀƄࡥ۸ՉƄÇ٩
WކƄȃϼݱՏө£ԸҦࡧԷzɸÀޡƌࠗ̍ݱ
֘ऄࡔϼטƄ̠֭ΥڮƄ̀ȃܼзƄα࣓ɹ֘ʀˀߢ̡
ɸ٣ߏƄ۸ǉʤկɸ٣ƄַÓ]ˊ٣ƄĲжؑş
ߔӡȆƄߊ۰ĤВȯƄ࢛߯̐࠻Ƅ΄ǩ֘ϼŃկ̡Ƅ
ȶȶ̓̓Ƅ֤ए֘Ƅ࣐֘ڲʗࢰ׀ˢٕƄࡥĭөՠ
ѫų
Ѿь
Ƭ̣ۡȃőࠋƄϼښѠࢮَɸcɵĜކӜĭƄšѫ
ȯ̉ऋǁɸӗĬƄtǝࣂ҅§ƄصցׅݷۏĤƄژ
۰ȯšڱӳׅĤɸࠩڱƄŃژɴšѨƧΜڠɸԨࣨŢ
ʶطԩƄߊ̀գҳȧؼƄۡЛցɠȃտՁƄߊ̀ɴ؊
࠰صƄ࠹֘ձ͇ЧӦɸЧӦƄؑşɠࢺƄɀɀցցƄα
ߍգҳŗĐƄࡦʹɴҧɸıԟʗŃܴƄկ֫ݻदĝࡥ
ĭƌ۰ʹɴҧƄܷտÓөՁ۸ĭƄҳÇࣳ͘ɸ٠
Wų
ףٿԌ
Ƭݱձ͇ʀˀƄӴԶӨɸƄڛ۲͆՛˽Ƅϼǭ҆
Өʎ˽ƄޯϻӨųөҒӏʹɴҧƄÐߣ۸֤ɸǼ
شƄϼ߱ݱŶ-$1 - " ŷࡥ]ʀˀƄŃ̍ࠗƄŃׅ
ÒƄߊ̀ؤؤɴψĝƄҳÇЮЮɸĝؖʎ˽͖Ƅɭ
̲ڤĜȶࣶƄ˩ؤĝЛ࣯ƌ֘ʃކɩࡦҔէʗЛ࣯Ƅ
͇ŅǪҔէࠩߗɸoࠃƌ֘ʃɸݘӦ½ƣƌࢰ׀Сڳ
ڲɸҋƄÞڤׅȶɸࠗۏƄөWƄŃܴÖ˽ƄҦࡧɸܚ
ƄС֘ʃÐWƄҦ۸ࡨݘ࣍ذWɸܚƄʗ֘ʃɸ
߳˝ƄߍϛŃܴɚΆƄҦ]ݨʗ¯ܮƄ܃ՁСࠄΛɸҋƄ
գȆĽʹ؋ŢƄկ֫ࠄΛɸɟԡƄ݄݄͖ظƄһؤɸ
ӛƄࡸ֘ݱʃɸߔƄ܃Ձݱ͌ݣߔڲψĝɸ˙Ƅ
Çկɸ˙Ƅƣ֘ݱʃ߳˝ɸ̇ݡƄկ֫۸ࡦɊɸ
݅۬ƄБϊ՜ڨړׅ͢ѤƄϊÌ֦ɸկɷߣ܌؊Ƅ٩
ӗγ֝ƄϼܘښЛŧߣɸԻΔƄߊϧǨףٿݱݮԌų

֦ڛȡɀ˴ʩɸ˿ݕ
|ѣࡡ˿ݕź˩ؤɸࣇŻࠗަ 
٩؞ԇ|ަܠѣࡡƄ؞tÅ݊ÇΌΉҁψĝĦ߫әÏӲߢձәÏټטɸʀˀկ׃ƄϕɑΌΉҁ
ψĝѣ։ַࡧөΈӪИٳƄ˸ڛәÏӲܰәÏǵ٩^ɸϳ܊ų
O
Գ½݊גɸܴѤկ׃ΤӒӲΤҩųΤӒ|ք࠵әÏӫƄ۴ϼۂࢀҧcɵƄ˸۱ҸәÏ
֦ؑߔݱºݤϼºĔرԯɸرǋرºƄ˄Ȟ۰̀ɸź͒ࣅٯô׃Żɸȯ߂۸ƄʪՊࡸ҄ͼ
ߗȡ˸әÏŲȐәÏŲͷɐºࢥŲΤӒ ɸȯƄࢋW˸әÏӲ٩˩|ܕք࠵әÏ̉βȯӢ҄ߗ
ȡƄ̅ݱЁĝ§͈ƢݕųΤӒކƄȡ!=DEF/9ABDɸ˸әÏ˿҄Ɲտ͟ؤƳ
٩͆٩ҩ|ѣ࡛ƄÇ˸әÏϼߊɵŶ-9H Q?9A8QDƒƔƕƓƙәÏŷųࡥЯԃߊܴʔմ
ރɸկƄȊʔࡥԴ؞ɸϡ،ǂ˸۱ҸәÏɸڻҼ։]ࠅܮմރƲܐẁ*&4*($ƏƑƐմĚ Ƅ
٩^ʗܖɷׄϖܴ֘۸٣Q?9A8QDәÏƄ̀е˸ލәÏގݠ٩^Ó]ŃɠŃڤɸ+&Хࣧ 
߂ࢋ˸әÏɴΌΉƄΤ˩uݱΥ˾ /Ȯ։۸ψĝ Ƅqկ̅ࠄšѣψĝŲәĝŲοؖƄμ
Ȟ҃ζƄRߔݘ࣍ݱǫɑʎ˽ųΤ˩۴גݽɴ˸әÏ۫ލƄɴΌΉҁψĝɵÓɓƄRגɴψĝʄ
ࢥڼҩŤڲɸиɦųΤӒކƄ˸۱ҸәÏšկ˄ȞǢŎջƄ۸٣äկäψĝɸәަƄΤ˩|ք
࠵әÏ˄Ȟ˄ȞڃĸųǃөՁƄ˸әÏ۸҆ɴΤ˩ׄƄँ֘ܮմ٧Àڳ٥ƄΤӒࠑ˴Ӫ̀
ܵɸࢶòų
O
ࢶ࣓ܰࢻ֫әÏƄ٩̈٩ҩࠃڇݘ۸ࢰϼࢶȃԶWѫųܰәÏ٩͆٩ҩߠڱݱҁψĝՏө
£ԸĔɸࡓÈɠ˾ųƬĔ٩^ʗژݱƄӪՑ՛ɠº̍Ȳڅɸܰ˾ࢋ܃۸ʑͿݷήڱÒϦ߂ȊԳ
½Çܰ˾ӪɸĞيٶգŢ ƄŃܴژɴƄࢋࠑÞׅɸߗ̉۰̉_ɠɸο֘  ݷʃɸψĝųO
٩̈٩ҩܠɷࡓÈܰ˾Ƅݱݽ۸ɓՏ֛өڊѻŨȶڞ۶ĔƄɠΤńԎѫԎथƄܰ˾Ð٩^ʎ
˽ųʎ˽يǜࢰۡϭƄЛɴ۸ա¡ɸկߊܴࡓÈܰ˾ϣϣߴߣԎथɸًƄ֥̀ښԃʎ˽يԎथĝ
ׯֵڝɸƄ٩^Ó]؉֮ࣧݱʎ˽Ĕʗҕيգυܟη֦Ƅܰ˾ϵթϣϣߴߣԎथًƄǨ٩^йڧɴ
ؤѩųƣژژݱƄܰ˾ȃÇ֦ŃܴڲڳƄʪÇ٩^ࡥըՏ֛өيգŃڲڳųŃܴژɴƄܰ˾ࢋ
WƢ֤ȯšcɵկ٩͆٩ҩƣݱʼʪϣϣߴߣׄϖًࣶմࠃƄʪƣݱɸܰ˾uͽ֫Ų֫ҽŲ
Τيدգ۩࠺֦ƄȯšȻőڲڳɸcɵկީɸƄ̀˴~ࢄܰ˾
ΤӒކԶܰәÏƄȃēʮ߰Τ˩֦ؑߔݱºݤձ҅ࢭݤĔࠑࠑڲܮɷѤɸôܵųܰәÏƬĔ
֦ؑߔݱºݤĈձψࢭƄμȞӲΤ˩š֦ºݤɸψŲμࠬŲˮºߐɺ࣪ޏܝɴ֥۶ƄRμȞ
ӲΤ˩ƄࡸܴԼһޥәÏŲࢀߕɬәÏ]կ۸Զɴ̅؊šߔ֦ؑºݤӔиƄࡥ٣әÏܷࡥदԴ
ҷʀβȯӢ҄ߗȡɸҧ҄ؤ£ųΤ˩ݿƟܰәÏ˄ȞܴȊ՛Ƅܴ͋ߑͶƄȃߊשҋՑɂƄ̉Ӧژ
ɷࡱܷÖų˩ܴܕ۸ٻ؝Ӯ٧ɸĜΕϼ˃ݱΤێƄɺߣܰәÏWӚƄْܰٻәÏ֔֘ܮʃηܽɸ֦
ºʩ࠳ƄɠɠšߢܮųO
ܰәÏ۸Τկ֦ؑߔݱºݤĔϼ߱ݱ٩Ǉ¶̃֞ǮƄΤ˩ӒӲܰәÏÏӒŲѣߕѣࡎ͋ܕųΤ
Ӓ^ކ۸Τկʗ͋ŎջܕՉƄ۴͋ĝ࣯ޡկųΤӒߍϛࡸӪߣq٣ڤԖܵ͋؟٩^ΤࣹɸӜࣅǈ
֏ɠ̒ƄɴҧࢋࡸÀڳη̒̒Ӥų϶ܴՓ׆ņ 
Ѫɴٟ҄Ƅ٩^ʗȃΉʪرʀژɴ˸әÏӲܰәÏࠑɠɸ̑رनƄϼšկǢŲäկŲäψ
ĝƄ֘ʃߕڲɸѧ֔iկųࡥ։ַөΌΉҁψĝμࣲࣲܾܾƄӦ¯¥ѣ]ࡥݱȮƄӦ¯ȃē
֘ܮʃɸࣹࣾރݘʄࢥڼҩƄšܴࡥq٣äߢäկŲߕڲɸ̀әަƄرĔܷܴäәަՊǫɑړ
äɸЧäɸʄࢥڼҩų
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ݱ٩ΤЫ×ɸΌΉҁψĝ

ΌΉҁψĝɸ֫ނʀϼݱ٩˩ӒΤߔɸЫ×Ɓʪ٩ϵթܴࡥĭɸÂڹӲ]ࡥݱ
ψĝɸࢰyӲοѣƁ
Ӝ۸ʠԘڰŎӾاҮɸմࠃų٣࣓  &=EE9AQ?H8ƄӜĢĮ½Ţ՛ɸǈ֏ڤ
٫Ƅ˩قࢰܕѫΌΉҁψĝų˩ܕš۫݊ؕލUɵәࣹʪҟƄӒࠤࠞܕԕߡߢմЁȑƄ
ʪ٩uࠞࠤߢմɸՍų
Ɂѫ˩ܕÞՁؑݱşɸяĝܵΤدƄ܃Η٩^ɸܕƄࡸܴÓ٣˩ܕԁթ߂ࢲށ
ߦR۫ލɸۼڱҸųܴؑێڜܢӡɸݽя֫ڋ۸Τ։ɥկƄܴ։̔۸ΤկƄܴǵϔͶ
߂ƄܴࢋWȯš٩ǵϔ˕ɸࡿʐؒڼƄܴҦɓʗÐߣַWĹoࠃࣰ٧ɸԼࠃ˩֫ڋƄࡸ
ܴҦߢմʗ֛ȃѫɸWWՠՠɸΌΉҋЫų
ǃѶөɥؑşɸۼҸȤƄɠΤʗwWҧȃϸƄʗݱ²ओࢿʠƄՁعҝҝƄɁѫ
۸ԶϳǊƄɠΤܕտ۸ΤկƄʍǊؤ۴ǫɑˊڙμऌɸĔЪųݱ٩ΤɸЫ×Ƅ۸]֦
ҁɸЁΖࢰ׀ѫƄœœʀƄɠΤȃēʀǆԖܵܕկÐWƄψĝࢰ׀ȯࢭƄʤկێࡥݱ
֦݅۬ųܠɷƬĔ˩ܕɸĜŮ֘˃ߣ۸ЇݘƈŶ$:KBG@99F@9QA8:BD;9F@9KBG?BE9
ABF<=A; =:KBG@99F%9EGEQA8:BD;9F<=@KBG?BE99H9DKF<=A; Oࡥϼܕ˩Ƅܴ۸ʭट
ѤƄѻկڃäӲϋϝƄʪƬӨӲϋϝĔƄӨĝƲƣӨ͗ׯ۴ϋϝ֦۸नѫųϼࡥ
ĭƄ٩ΤɸЫ×ࢰࣱ׀ɷąĊųψĝǌΤѫų
ʪ٩ճӵࡱܫòӪӜݱ٩ΤЫ×ɸΌΉҁψĝųӜʠࠑѾ࣊࣬ԓхࣥɸۼڱҸө
ɥƄӜ]ݱЫ×ɸψĝݽμʤկŎӾɸՠ؊Ƅ֫ҽێɸŦӲɉ࢝ųʪ٩ƄƬթ
ࠑҫ˝ɸƄš٩ϵթܴݱ߱ڹԳߔƁ
տϛƄψĝé߳։ַࡧөƄ࣫ࡥ]ψĝࡱܫʤկŎӾɸΤƄ ֡ɸŦƄ
Ðηʤկԉْɸʀˀų
69.

ߢʩ́ɠƜϹ۸۸ׅίֿ٩Ľߢڛ
OࠗަƈѳެȯO

ׅίȆ՚Ɯؤלǈ࣌ډɸŠ࣋
]ࡥݱȻőȣŀɸݵȪƄΉ֘ݵԲनǐƄ٩Þʀࢪ֘ډةWƄ܂μɴࣇࠃڴɠī˫ϝѫƄࣆթϛؤǪԧȞݵɴƄ
թʪƄ٩Ń߃ϋɴ٩ࣇࠃڴīɸ࡞̐ƄšݱǃनࢨӲЫöܴΉƄų܃٩ݵژनɴƄɺĝތγ̐࡞ࡨݰכų
źӨ^ࣇࠃڴɠīߣͿѫܴկކǨࣴı߷֘ѫŻźӨڧىࢰݱƄ٩ȃڳړųŻ٩ؓؓΙĔذ٩ࡥ]ٺܜƄ٩
ࠈɀTȁӧύɸĝߩƄź̀ǂƄ٩ڋӺǟЖ˅ƄݰɀՠЛЛݻदʹׅųŻ٩ȃڳړĝƲ֫ࡥʭׅų٩ʞߣЖ˅Ƅࠈ
ɀTȁӧύɸɠīųࡥĔƄ٩Лɴʀ֘̀ʤēݞľǮƄЮߔʗªƵƄţ࣏ŝқųźɴɿƲ֫֨दׅѫŻ٩ߔڲÐ
ߣ۾ƄззɈÇύƄࡥĔ֘ݵϹनѶԲˊƄԽԽ٩ɴׄɠī߂ՁƄ͘թcWЯȇɸޫؤЃࣛƄѻկ֦ڶ
І̺Ƅࡥֿɷ٩ȃࠄܖʀࣴзʥࡨ۸Τ̂ݱѳٔߒύɸࠄߤȑʇų٩ȃϜ̷͖ߣߢƄźߢ۲ʰƳɴɿݻदѫɴɿƲ
֫֨दׅѫŻɑĔēݞľǮࠃښÚ۸ĭ֠ډWƄտ̩ࡥűŅٌٯҶࢨƲ֫Ƅ٩܂μࠈɴࠄܱύɸׄɠīƄӜ٩ϼ
ࡱܫÀȃɀࡥԜ٧ޙѫ
ڕءߣءƄްِژӡڛҙ̫ࣥӡʞࠈՠƄɭɠīμіÖǾކ۰ϣΘ֍חȧ࣊ƄϼࡥݱĔ ٩ЛɴܴկÞࣇࠃڴɠ
īډةWɸЯȇϱښƄ٩̰߃ɡ߱ѫƄޗѫ۸ĝoƄ̰߃ȃɵ۰ݻद࡞ƄЛɴϰȚڴࠃࣇݱޗɠīډҳƄձ͇կʗ
ŢʶࡨՠƄ٩ߊِ̀ĞӡࠈƄՠɝǣ֘ɸʀࢪƄ۸߃ِĞࠈɴ՛ŭύƄ֘ة،ʀࢪƄıÖǾކƄǩࡊȃ˪حŭʣ
ύ!G?FBA.FD99F ƄÄ߃ϋɴޱˡޗųȊÖǾيƄࡊϼحѫƄŃկɵܷƲ֫֨दׅѫƄࣆթկկӄ֘ÀőτèƄɭ
ճѤ¢ǝȷࢤʑųҚҚʀƄ٩҂ɴЮŀߔܴţ١ƄȆˊȱЫࢰ׀гԺƄ֨ߍΪϊų٩ɵࡥݱʭƫȞՓŅƄǝȷࢤ࣑
Ȋ֫߂ɵƄ٩ࢰ׀Л¦ΎƄĔࢲ̀߉࣑ښѫƄţ࣏ݦWݦŚƄɭŃ҆ɴıÖǾձ͇ٺܜųࡊpŎʜҚҚ֭֘Ƅ
ɠΤȃƻɸՓϥݦW˸ݦƄг҄ݦWݦɠƄ٩^ճȃɵɴɿƲ֫֨दׅų
ࡊޛłʑɱࡊʹ՛ŭύųߊ۰۸ȌvࡊƄȱЫϼِՁɱƄ۸ɓŲqɓNƄα࣓ࡊࠃؼɴ՛ŭύ˫ϝѫƄȱЫ۸]]
ࠈɴࠑࢋ۸̋ࡊÕƄِݰʀࢪɀб֘ՠųÇߣŚţƄȱЫखࠣÞʀࢪࠈޗɀWƄۡՁ۸ԝؤʀƽƄÓ֣͗ȃ۬
߈ٯƄ̉Лȃɴύܴ֘ձ͇ڷկʪˊࢨՁƄࡸՒЮ՜јƄҙ̫ࣥϱࡸڜʤȍʤ߿ųƬ٩ࠈɀʀࢪޗƄʀ֘܂
ܴÓ͓ɸªغƄࣃΉЧЛɴēݞľǮ؊ࣴҒƄÓ͗Ţʶ͖ٸųźࡥ֨दׄϖࡥϼʀƞŻࡥ]ऎɸϱڜ
۸߃֥Ъݱ٩ҿ̳ƄݻदʗŢʶӉʋų
ׅίʬȆ՚Ɯʜ֯ɸ̗ܯ
ࠈɴύχƄ٩ࠈڛ۸ĢƽɸɠīƄܴկǆࢮɟࢰƄڛ٩^ĀƄ٩α࣓һǈࡥ۸§ɠŠ࣋Ƅʪ٩ް֤؊Գߔų
Ţޏտ͇Ƅɠī߆ǋ˂ڝկ܂գȆ~ࠗ߈ĀƄկ^͢ړÑҟƄӚɀΎϙɨբףƄÑߤӜޞڲ֤کɧ͖ٸх
࣋ަųύ֘uϻߪࡊŲϰࡊWʹɈƄ͖ʪƄϰ¦ԹҽʀޫؤjࣛųӚɴΎϙ̈ףƄ٩ژɺɴЮŀՑڱƄؤ
ЮՒыƄࠈݰɀՠųɑĔ۸£Ś࣏Ł࣌ڀøʪWƄޮ]ׄϖ߮ɷ̉͊ƽƄѻկߓٺƉǭِࣟʀࠈډƄȊӦ͖ٸų
Ιֿ٩^ݱʂ։ËɸʀډƄЮŀࡸѻկߓٺƄ٩ǭࣟӚśɸΎϙݱӄ֘ȊӦ͖ٸųɴߔٰनǐƄ٩܂Ţʶ
прɦډՠƄӚ۸ԨɨբףƄӄ֘ߣśΎϙࠈɀɠīųݱύ֘ƄªƵŲΎØճ͊ݱƽɸؤЮߔࣴٱƄ٩̓ƠʀȌݱ
̀Ó͓ɸͲŪߔƄِĞӡࠈɴӡύ̳˷Ƅα࣓ЧЛɴ۸کկƄ۴ЛɴؤЮࣱɀ۸नѩ̣Ƅ٩ǪࡑŃӜदϣØѫųِ
ٶЛƄׄɠī֘Юţ࣏ŝқƄޮ]ţ࣏Ϳ̳Ƅ̇ǩЛȃɴɠīѫų٩ׄژɠīÞǨ߷ɸӜ۸Ë߂֘ɠ˯ʗĿѫƄ
ɭډҳɸȆˊðݙӦ܆ѣȃĂǂOOࠈɴؗկύĔƄ͋ʤ֗Τݱկڷɵ֘ĎߣɨբףΗࣸՀɺƄÑߤ٩^ࡥגکऎɸҋ
կƄࠈϻׄࡋɸɠīĔƄ٩ߣؾԚђɸȅʴࠈࡨՠ֚ࠖٺڿƄ̓ѫनףųƬÞīێɸ࣍ۯƪҳ֘ƄЛɴׄɠīץ
ࢲيգɱɸऎƪҳĔƄࡥ]ޫֿ̺٩ȃϜۡņ±кʪɀųɠīɸܴ۸ՉʗĿѫƄ۸ՉʗࣴͲţŏѫ
ׅί։Ȇ՚Ɯ̐Šࢋߗο
٩ÙԪࠄΛпрِǣࠈƄȅҍݦWݦȫߗƄؓࢻߟœِۼٶƄ٩ȃӗɸʀݱӛێųࠈࡨ࣍خݘƄɟ۸ʹݘ࣍ذΤƄ
ŃկϋƄ٩Ҟӗʀпрِǣࠈų͘թƄЛɴܴǄڷݱ׃अƄ٩֘ة۸ࡕِǣɸǄ׃Ƅթࢋࠈɴ࠲ߚࡊޗƄɝ֘Ϳࡊų
ɴΤĔƄٌ֘܂Բनų٩ɸؓؓ̈oࠃ܂ݵτΘʀݱɺ٩Ƅ٩^։կΒ~ʀݱ۶֏ߔϣϣǞݱ۸ԶƄϸϸȃ˃Ƅ܃
Ձ]ࡥݱΤƄ٩^Þȃɵձ͇۸]կÇǫɑտɑߗ۰ƄҦؤ٩^ݵȪɀΤࢮƄÞ٠ژɴٌܴ֘ЧӦ۬ȃɴѺ۸
]կNų
˴ ֦Ƅ٩α࣓ʹΤѫųԚЉʀ࠘ݱƲ֘ƄЛߣ࣍ۯƄȶߣчֻٳƄŠ࣋ɸϱښȃحʀߗ֘ۯ࣍ݱǾƄ٩ȃ
ݰژՠׄݱژɠīɸ̐ƄӜࡦێ۸ØΎʗŃѼډWѫƄʪܴɸbˌĳƿ۴ʗ̐࡞ݱųЛߣ࣍ۯƄ٩ҿߔ۸ԝ
ЮǈƄ٩ߊ࣊؛ژƣ½ׄϖųݘ࣍ضƄ٩ɵ̐Ҧ]կʗƻգƄȃ̐۰Þ͇؊׀ࢰݰƄ۴ݙγ̐כ
ɸĔ͔ѫ
̣ࢸׯήƄq]ʍǊՆՆՠѫƄ۸کЫöࢰ׀ɟ࣍ݘWƄçܬ٩ͳß^ɸĳƿ࠰ѭƄڹʪՠӲ̘ĞŲׅرΗ
ЫöɸࢶYѧ̀Ƅ٩^Þ͋ʤ࣍ҿΗ̡ɵǆЧӦɸĳƿ࠰ѭ֊ΖԶWƄޠɴɠȆˊɸϠ࠰ޗѭΗֿܮɸࡍएƄμŢ
Ēմ۶Ƅ٩^ǆɠȆˊЫöɸϠޗʗߗοѫƄࣆթȃǗيҧƄɭ۴ߊӦϋ½ׅגų֘½ׅƄࡥ܂μ͋ѻկެ²ѫų
٩ɸׅĤʂʬɍݰʜþʷƄ˴֦܃ΗܴÑߤ٩ɸׅĤݱŠࢋӦߗοɸׅرܴŲЫöΗԖܵ^
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Children’s Ministry
oسȆ

˒ׅ£ࢼoسȆ ֫ڱɥ
˒ׅӗɸԏ݈ ݮԏ֦ʜɸډ۸ɥ
ߢ۰Çڜʂʬɥ՛܉oۼ سҸ߂oࠃسӽֿҽpպࢶضòŲ˙ׅŲψÈ ࣦܔo
o
ߦށس۲ʰԏ݈^ąܴͽŔɸ֫ҽ οѣҁμɸ̇΄ ֦ݱɸɠΤߔدȯࢭψÈ
^ȿȅɸ˒ׅΜӦ ԏࣹ^ǫɑ˙ׅɸࢶ ߥ۬ͽ֫ڙˊ^̕ߌڲòŲRšۉψ
׃ɥʎ RӲؑŲ՛ރȆүՉԑ͈ ۸ԶࢶòoسɸΤدų

CHILDREN/NEW GENERATION TEAM
PURPOSE: To nurture the children to become members of God’s kingdom 
TARGET: New generation Asian and other ethnic American children or the offspring of Asian and other
ethnic immigrants
MISSION: Through ministering and teaching to guide children to meet Jesus; to nurture them to a vibrant 
and godly lifestyle; to help them build Biblical foundation and to grow in the house of God; teach them 
basic ministry skills; help develop in them wills to serve others; encourage them to share testimonies, to 
be aware, to care, and to pray for missionaries; and to collaborate with the Taiwanese and the Mandarin 
congregations to minister to the children’s families.
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Children’s Ministry oسȆ
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“Let the children come to me, and do not hinder them, for to such belongs the kingdom of God.” (Luke
18:16b) We started Children’s Sunday School to answer God’s call to introduce Christian faith and promote spiritual
growth to our younger generation in a formal school-classroom like environment. The Children Sunday School started
around the same time as our church did. In spite of limited resources in teaching materials, classrooms, teachers etc.,
our beloved brothers and sisters dedicated their time into the ministry without any reservation. They promoted and
educated the need for children to participate in the worship, singspiration, and Bible study in a capacity that they can
comprehend, and in an atmosphere they can fully enjoy. Many times, they have come to openly plead with the
congregation to join them in this ministry. When God is calling, His people respond. Many brothers and sisters joined
them in the following years with undivided dedication that is second to none; willing to make sacrifices on behalf of
the children. These brothers and sisters give up their worship, or Bible study with brothers and sisters to
unconditionally spend time with the children—leading them in worship, singspiration and Bible study all year round.
Today, our Sunday School consists of children mainly from age 4 to 11. We have a combined group lesson and
three classroom classes according to their age ranges. We also have been following Group Publishing for both Sunday
School as well as Vacation Bible School (VBS). When a member of Children Sunday School is graduating from 6th
grade, he/she will be moving forward to English Ministry to continue his/her spiritual journey in Christ. The teachers
in Children Sunday School are no longer limited to the parents of children who are attending the school, many
members of English Ministry also participating in teaching whom themselves were members of Children Sunday
School before. 
In addition, we have organized VBC for 4 summers in last 5 years, with the number of children attending
ranging from 25 to 50+. Teachers and helpers come from members of CM, EM and neighboring churches. The
program consists of singspiration, Bible Adventure, Untamed Games, Critter Cafe and Imagination Station.
Everybody joined to prepare and decorate the sanctuary to give all participants an unique and different kind of
experience. Anyone who was once part of VBS, no matter he/she is the teacher or student, knows that the experience
and memory will last a life time.
We pray and hope that our Children Sunday School will continue to provide a solid education in Bible and
more importantly, introduce an opportunity for all, teachers and children are included, to experience God’s grace and
mercy personally.
“Don't let anyone look down on you because you are young, but set an example for the believers in speech, in
conduct, in love, in faith and in purity.” 1 Tim 4:12
This article is written in dedication to many brothers and sisters who responded God’s calling and spent countless
hours behind the scenes serving His children’s needs.
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oߢسմº


ź߯ࠃ̲ڤɴ٩ࡥێWƄȃ۰Ϝ߉^Ƅš֦ݱɸްࡥĭɸկųŻ
ҋΥ 
šѫʹð֦͖ޣƄ٩^Ä۩ڳcη٩^өࡔɸډ۸ɥƄ٩^Ó͗ݱψĝȯѣɸ
رĔϼࢰܴ׀٩^ɸoߢسմºųࣆթ٩^ɸψȉƄψ͆яÏʗܴ͋ڒƄɭܴÓ٣
ʄڼϔҩճӵŃܴձ͇ǝѼʀƄׅ̍]ࡥݱĎ֘ѫ͋ʤɸĔࢲӲڲѤų^ӼѤR̕
̲ࠃ^WΥȼǊƄ̲߯ࠃ^Ӧ¯^ݱЧ܃іϓ͆Ȼˊגڙɸƥϲ̌pƄºѢ
ҁμɸߗ۰ںƄ͋ʤĔ͔Ƅލ۫ࢰ̐^ĝǛWΥց^ɸׅ̍ųƬ֘ʃ͖ޣƄɩɸ
ࠃҸϼࠗɀʹðų͋ʤڼʄϔҩƄݱƄ߂ࢋɸÓөp۴Υցѫ^ɸڷѮƄ۸ڲ۸܊
ɸ˒ׅƄ˱ڲĩ܊ʀ˃ġࠄΛȼǊɸĔࢲ͆ӲڼʄϔҩºѢҁμɸıĝƄ̾ŢĠίʀ
ͣĔࢲӲ̲ࠃ^ݱ۸ԶƄμөђݨɸÐࣦ^ȼǊƄȡ͆ݕºѢҁμų
ӗՁƄ٩^oߢسմºɸ̲ࠃ^Ƅߢ۰ÞĹɴĹ߂ࢲų٩^ܴ۸ࢰ]ܴ׀
͈ǋɸމȲƄ߂ࢋ̇ݰĉ̲ࠃ^ɸөबƄ࣓ȃرɸψˊێȯǋų٩^ɸߢմº͆י
ԯҁμŨƂ1ƃɸމȲʗ"ߣ̈DBGCɀǎ֡ƲڷɸψȉųƬoߢسմºߔɸ̲
ࠃÞҀөΏƩĤࢋƄ Äࡨ֭ɴރܣȆпр ΄ݱʘێÌ࣐ȯࢭɸҋȲųoس
ߢմºɸяÏ^܂ȃݰЀ࣓ڒo^سɸΤࢭƄʤރܣȆێɸөࡔկƄ۴ΥѫψÈ
oسɸׅ̍ƄܴÓ٣өࡔɸяÏƄ۴ʗݽμoߢسմºɸȯų
ɑهƄݱՠɸөߔ٩^ࡸӴ࡞ѫɓɸיԯҁμŨųWΥɸӲ̲ࠃ^Þ
ɴÓ٣ųψÏ͆ߤψWࠄǩψĝ՛ރȆŲܣ٧Ȇ͆ࢁϝψĝɸȯųpպǖцȡ
ݕŲҁμҡࣂŲöࡪهõŲ՟١न͆ڲЦºͬ ޗژɺųʤկ۸ԶӲbŲU
ߏŲϞߪƻգ ɺƄšѫηܴӲɸ̲ࠃܴ۸]Ơ؞ʪӲǛȃرɸएऌųձ͇ݽμ
Ӳ1ɸկƄŢ ޏяÏࡸº֫Ƅʗĝܠࡱܫɷࡥ]؞tɸμऌų
٩^ԵRԉْ٩^ɸoߢسմºƄÄпр½ݾ̏ءɸҁμψ݈Ƅ̉ߗ۰ɸƄӦ¯
ܴ̏ءɸӲަƄȃ̡яÏࡸoسƄܴ̉ʤμļ֦ɸʩʆ͆ëìɸıĝų
źȃЧϊկڤЛӨөࡔƄБ۰ރ۟ݱŲڷšŲäڲŲڲڳŲՑŕ֘ƄʗࠖظڳɸǓ
ĭųŻءӈؓՁĜ
ࡥԜ٧ޙƢηӜʤšѫʹð֦ɸ͖ޣƄʪݱӓࢋͣ֘ѫŢĒ]ڤĔW˙ׅɩ
̲ࠃ^ۄɸڼʄϔҩ^ų
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Children’s Sunday School oسȆ
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Vacation Bible School oיسԯҁμڊѻŨ
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Vacation Bible School oיسԯҁμڊѻŨ
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In the early years of QTEC, the English ministry started off simply as a
fellowship, where youth and college students, led by several counselors, gathered to
worship and grow in the Word of God. In 1999, the ministry began to take on more
structure under the guidance of Pastor Abraham Koo with formal services, discipleship
groups, and outreach activities taking place. In 2008, Pastor Sunny Shih took over the
work of leading the English ministry and sharing the Gospel with them.
Through
these years, many of the students responded to the love of Christ and continued to serve
the people in their communities. Many of the students responded to the love of Christ
and continued to serve in different communities.
Today, our ministry continues to grow in faith and in numbers. We meet regularly
to worship, learn, and fellowship throughout the week. We serve the different ministries
of QTEC through visitations, cleanups, and special BBQ events celebrating Mother’s and
Father’s day. We reach out and evangelize to our communities both near and far in
sharing the gospel with sides of hot cocoas, cookies, and reverse trick-or-treat bags. 
We confess our brokenness to one another and learn to live in the power of Christ,
and we are a growing church family that is committed to sharing God’s love with one
another and beyond.
We are reminded by what it says in 1 Corinthians 12:12, “For just as the body is one and
has many members, and all the members of the body, though many, are one body, so it is
with Christ.”
Although at times we experience difficulties in relating, or even communicating,
with some members due to cultural or language differences, we all learn to grow and
serve one another with Jesus as our cornerstone; we are called in one body, and for that
we are thankful.

,/ ރܣȆݵԯÞ£Ըڶȯࢰ׀ƄÓ٣ࡓÈÐࣦߣʤՏө͆ɠº֫W
ЁΖϳǊ͆ºѢҁμɸψÈųөĔƄރܣȆ̖ݱȁһәÏɸ߈Èڶ׀ࢰډȯʤ
ݝɸγħƄܴްۭɸϳǊƄࢮܞظϫƄ͆˝ׅ̍ޕقܐųݱөƄָװөәÏϋ
ރܣȆׅ̍ƄÐࣦʤՏ֛өWؕܝҁμƄࠗѫˊܐ˝ڙɸۍbųࡥکөWƄ
ʤՏ֛ө۴ʹðߣ΄ʘɸäƄ]̅ݱȃرɸ֫ͽ§ºѢ˙֦ׅų

տϛƄރܣȆ۩ڳݱΗկĒ֘ʗпрߣȯࢭų٩^Ҧࡧ̛ܴʑɸȼǊƄșμƄ
܃Η͢~ų٩^ܴĔؕ݊ࢭަƄݱψĝɟùՑіƄ۴࡞ѫ̅ĭ͈҃Рռͽ~Wé߳
Ӓ̋ܕ˩͆ܕų٩^ࢁݱϝ֡ ࡹ۸ࡹˊܐ˝ߣڙƄ۸ࡹƲŤЧЧ͆ࣸՀų٩^͢
ړȵށǫɑ֫ҽߔɸԩƄRºѢտ͇Сߣ΄ʘɸӦѤʪͽų

˾ѳʤՁĜߣڸء̋ޙ٩^ƄŶްտ֤ए۸]Ƅܴʤ߀एƄʪՊ
एࣆթ͋ʤƄ֤एճ۸]΄ʘ۴ࡥĭųŷ

ψĝߔࣆׅ̍ܣթܴĔĝ݅ɴ۸ک٧ͥ֘ɸțƫ͆۟ރō֘ذɸх࣋Ƅթʪ
٩^ɚߣ˴ɸڲƄݱԳߔȯࢭƄºѢǫɑ˙ׅƄ߯ߢ۲ʰȯšψĝɸ΄ָƄ
š٩^ɵ٩^ʗҫޣĽ࣓۸एɸų
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Thanksgiving and Prayer
Alanna Bethon

I thank my God in all my
remembrance of you, always in every
prayer of mine for you all making
my prayer with joy, because of your
partnership in the gospel from the
first day until now…

…And I am sure of this, that he who
began a good work in you will bring
it to completion at the day of Jesus
Christ. Philippians 1 : 3-6
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Prayer
y Meetingg – Crazyy Lovee
Amanda Wu
This drawing
g was inspired
p
by
y our Wednesday
y night
g pprayer
y meetings
g and chapter
p one of our
book studyy on Crazyy Love byy Francis Chan. It illustrates our position
p
on earth and God's
position in heaven. Every
y time we ppray,
y, we take the needs of His ppeople
p and bring it before
God in His throne room in heaven, with Christ as our intercessor. 
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______Reaping What You Sow____ 
Sunroot Liu



I’ve been coming to QTEC since I was in second or third grade. I remember being on the third floor, trying to
correct the spelling and grammar on the transparencies from the back of the class. Outside, we would hit every single
ball we could find over the low roof at the end of the backyard. It didn’t matter if they were the tiny bouncy balls like
the kind you find in a gumball machine, or kick-balls the size of large watermelons—if we could find the baseball bat,
wall.
they were going over the wall.
I remember being in the youth group when it was still called the youth
group. They told me to keep an eye on this skinny, taller kid who came from
Taiwan and was the new pastor’s son. He didn’t always talk a lot, but he liked
playing FIFA 2002 and understood the code of honor when it came to edgeguarding in Smash Brothers, so obviously we became best friends. We went
on trips to Mineola to learn how to build models, how Tamiya is better than
Trumpeter but not how to unstick your fingers after you glue them together.
There was a stopwatch Pastor Abe used for when we would set-up and
take-down the worship team equipment. We were still meeting in the cafeteria
at the time. He drove us hard, but there was purpose in it. I bet you didn’t
know our Youth Group had the highest concentration of Seekers presidents in
the whole city. At any given time, if you were sitting with us, eating KFC, the
person on your left or your right was probably leading a Christian fellowship
somewhere in a New York City public school. It was a good time to be a
QTEC’er.
Almost ten years later, after going away to college, traipsing across the globe, and living in the city of angels,
I am back in my childhood home on 165th St.. Let me tell you, I have never been this excited to be a part of this
family. God is indeed faithful. In all my years here, I’ve never seen QTEC this vibrant, energetic, and empowered by
the spirit to do great work.
I came back last year, and in a year, I’ve watched as this group rose up from a place of deep tragedy and
sadness. I’ve seen warm love and gooey affection across generations and age groups. I’ve seen people confess sin,
only to be loved loudly and unconditionally. I’m inspired when I see people make heart-wrenching sacrifices in
obedience to God and I watch as the youth commit their lives to God, not just their words, but their hands. Don’t
underestimate the young ones, they have set an example of love for Flushing neighbors. They do it with free hot
chocolate or warm smiles and they are bold about their faith. I’ve seen baptisms (in a pool!)and new Christians. I’ve
welcomed new friends and old friends too. 
There is so much going on at QTEC during the week
that I’m discovering new things all the time. That’s a great
problem for a church to have. When the girls meet up on their
own to have sleepovers and brunches (the men are jealous), or
when the youngest of us meet online to study the bible
together, you can’t help but praise God for what He’s doing. 
Every week, I’m beaming with pride for the growth of
our group, not just in number but in quality. Every week, I
learn more about the leaders who have always carried this
church on their backs, from the time they led me in Children’s
Ministry, to now, when I’m called to be a role model for their
children too (the phrase  comes to mind).
 to all of these faithful people and the faithful
The celebration of QTEC’s 30 Year anniversary is a testament
God they serve. We aren’t perfect, and like any family, we have our fights, but at the end of the day we come together,
at the dining table and the communion table. We break the bread and laugh together or sometimes we cry. Today, we
raise a toast, we raise our voices to the God who has brought us this far, and who will bring us further still.
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Poems about QTEC
QTEC English Ministry

۲ʰտ٩˩
˩ؤǝɪ٩^
۲ʰݱ٩。ڲ
-Jefferson Pan

QTEC is our home,
our family is right here,
God is our life-line
-Josh Chien

Counting the blessings
faithful love carrying us
be the light that shines
-Daniel Chen

Church family life,
Saved through grace, gift from the Lord
Life only in Christ
-Chris Chan

We are family
we are the QTEC EM
we are loving God
-Abby, Ashley, Caleb & Josh

Always trust the Lord
The church is my family—
family under Christ
-Mei Chen

Jesus died for us,
while we were living in sin,
love conquers all things
-Jeff Yu

Macarons are sweet
but not as sweet as QTEC—
the home of sweetness
-Grace Yeh

Jesus, son of God
bondservant—I am always,
there is none like You
-Amanda Wu

QTEC family
love and support each other
we are really cool
-Caleb Chien

QTEC family
we are the children of God
English Ministry
-Ashley Choi

our ‘lil church in Queens
all people trying to be 
Evangelical
-Sunroot Liu

God so loved the world
our Lord washed our sins away
I give Him my life
-Pastor Josh Birchfield
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Translations
Three Visits to Queens Taiwanese Evangelical Church
Pastor Pai
Pastor Kao is my long-time friend, who I first met in seminary in Taiwan. At that time, 4 of us pastors
joined together to serve God, through our mutual love for music. I still feel the excitement when I recall the
times we practiced and served the surrounding churches together.
I remember in 1983, Pastor Kao said he was immigrating to New York and came to bid farewell. I asked
him “what do you plan to do? He said “I want to start a church!” and left with a heart full of passion for
missions. 
I went to visit Pastor Kao in the summer of 1985. During that time, he had already started the church,
with the name “Queens Taiwanese Evangelical Church”. Who knew that he really would accomplish what he set
out to do! When I visited him in the summer of 1991, I again witnessed the growth that took place. I was really
thankful for them.
In April of 1996, QTEC had just purchase its own building and was holding a thanksgiving service. I
remember I was invited to represent the Federation of Evangelical Holiness Church of Taiwan to preside in the
service. I remember I use the topic “Golden Menorah” to encourage the congregation. I see that there is much
thrive and progress in the church. After the thanksgiving service Pastor Kao and some co-workers came speak
to me. Pastor Kao told me he will be retired in a few years. So, they are starting to conceder hiring a new pastor.
I remember, at the time, Pastor Kao listed three requirements for the new pastor: 1. Evangelical Holiness
Church background. 2. Attended College in Taiwan and 3. Attended Seminary in US.
The past 3 visits to QTEC, I have deep feeling that Pastor Kao have a really strong love for Evangelical
Holiness Church. He insisted in keep a connection with Taiwanese Evangelical Holiness Church by keeping a
similar church name, and by the requirement he set for search of the new pastor.
Today QTEC is celebrating its thirty year anniversary. I thought of what Paul said in Philippians 1:5-6,
“Because of your partnershipin the gospel from the first dayuntil now,being confident of this, that he who
began a good work in you will carry it on to completionuntil the day of Christ Jesus.”
May God bless QTEC, that through Pastor Yu, the co-workers and the entire congregation’s service in
unity; the ministry will become increasingly prosperous, that the Name of the Lord will be greatly glorified. And
may the Lord bless and keep Pastor Kao with health and joy with his family.

Thankfulness
Beili Zheng
I thank God for bringing my husband and I to QTEC eleven years ago. Since I started to come. I have
always felt God's presence in this loving family. When there is someone who is in pain or going through
difficult times, the Holy Spirit is especially strong at work among the brothers and sisters. They provide
unselfish gifts, unselfish help and unselfish outpour of love. We are as close to one another as our own
families. I thank God that I have found my home. God has given me a warm family, abundant gifts, and
unlimited grace. Thanks be to God forever! Amen.
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Planting the Seeds of the Gospel
In remembrance of my mother-in-law Zhou Xiuqin
James & Jenny Chung
Christians have a common hope that one day we will meet in heaven with the Lord Jesus. This is the
King's banquet; it will be such a joyous time for people! However, I fear that Jesus will ask me this question,
“My child, you’ve come to the U.S. for decades, and during these times, who cared for you the most?” “My
mother-in-law” I would reply. Then he would ask, “Where is she then?" I thought to myself “Oh no, I actually
forgot about her!”

My mother-in-law’s name, Zhou Xiuqin was in our New Jersey church prayer list for more than a
decade. Although our family of four believed in the Lord, it seemed like an impossible thing for my mother-inlaw to believe. She always had many reasons to reject. It seemed even more impossible since the majority of her
friends weren’t Christians. 
In the summer of 2011, during a prayer meeting for a gospel camp, my wife Zhou Qingfen, asked the coworkers to pray to God to have mercy and save her mother’s soul. Once again, Qingfen took up the courage to
invite her mother to attend the gospel camp. I remember that day; Qingfen brought a DVD of different
testimonies to watch with her mother. She said to her mother, “The story of Mama Po in this DVD really
reminds me of you”. Then we sat down to watch the story of Mama Po, an ordinary Christian accomplishing
extraordinary things. Mama Po said, “When I see Jesus, I have nothing to offer Him except homemade food
recipes.” 
My mother-in-law was extremely touched by this story and to Qinfen’s surprise, gladly accepted her
daughter’s invitation to the gospel camp. In order to make her feel more comfortable, we asked her to invite
four of her good friends to go with her. We assured her that we would cover the registration cost. That year,
aside from serving at the gospel camp, my biggest responsibility was to drive them to and from the camp. While
in the car listening to their conversation, I knew that God was already at work in their hearts. Mom’s heart
softened and became more receptive of the gospel. 
For the gospel camp, each Christian is supposed to bring a non-believer. After arriving at the camp, the
five of them were placed in the same small group. Her small group leader later told me that she was the only
unbeliever in the group which I first felt embarrassed about, but in retrospect, it was all part of God’s plan to let
her be surrounded by Christian friends and be touched through the message by the Holy Spirit.
After the gospel camp, we wanted to find a Taiwanese church in Flushing, so our Pastor Lee from New
Jersey recommended QTEC. Since then Qinfen and I, drove from New Jersey to Flushing every Sunday to go to
church with my mother-in-law. On Thanksgiving of 2011, Qinfen’s wish for her mother to accept Christ as her
Lord and Savior came true. Our God is truly a faithful God! “The prayer of a righteous person has great power
as it is working.” (James 5:16)
My mother-in-law always loved to help others; she continued to do so even more joyfully after she got
baptized. In the next two years, she brought sixteen of her friends to the gospel camp and eight also became
believers. Two years ago, my mother-in-law and Qinfen shared their testimonies at the Taiwan Center wanting
the spread the good news to the people of Flushing. For someone who just became a believer, it was a
tremendous encouragement to see her share the gospel like that. “Preach the word; be ready in season and out
of season.” (2Timothy 4:2) 
My mother-in-law loved to spend her time as a volunteer. She knew many people and had a certain
impact on the community of Flushing. She even won a presidential volunteer service award. She continued to
use the gift of service to spread the seeds of the gospel. “Already the one who reaps is receiving wages and
gathering fruit for eternal life, so that sower and reaper may rejoice together. For here the saying holds true,
‘One sows and another reaps.’” (John 4:36-37) 
Pastor Lee of New Jersey and Pastor Yu of QTEC are the two people that my mother-in-law respects and was
influenced by the most. I want to especially thank Pastor Yu, Mrs. Yu, and Pastor Lee for their love and care
during the time when my mother fell ill.
We’ve only been to QTEC for three years, but it feels like it’s been thirty. I’m thankful for the loving
family we have here, welcoming us into their midst. Hallelujah, praise the Lord!
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As For Me and My House, We Will Serve The Lord
Hsiu-Hwa Wang
Ever since I came to QTEC in 1997, it has always felt like home to me. In the past thirty years, my
parents, brother, and husband Chih-Wei all came to experience the power of God in changing their lives and
became believers. I was also blessed through opening my house up for a small group, getting to know and work
with old and new members alike.
When Kimberly shared with us her vision and experience of serving the immigrant Chinese students in
East Germany, my husband and I felt touched to answer God’s calling. Even though we weren’t sure what we
could do, in 2008 we still went in faith, but when we witnessed the thirst and love these students had for the
Gospel, our hearts were filled with joy, and we continued to come and serve this passionate, growing group of
young student Christians the following year.
The change in my husband’s life after he became a believer also drastically affected my family. All of my
sons witnessed the miraculous change that took place, then one by one God met them in different ways, and
they gave their lives to live for Christ, including my daughter-in-law, who was committed to getting baptized
before entering my family. 
This year my husband was discovered with a tumor and needed surgery to remove it. During this difficult
time, brothers and sisters were extremely helpful in providing meals and visiting. Through the blessing and
abundance of God’s presence, and the love and support of our spiritual family, God is constantly reminding us
to forget what lies behind and strain forward to what lies ahead, press on toward the goal for the prize in Christ!

My Spiritual Harbor
Kimberly Kao
QTEC is my spiritual home. It has accompanied me for over 27 years. As I reflect on the past years, I can
clearly see God’s guidance along the way. Although there are ups and downs, God’s hand never leaves me, and
His blessings never end.
In the first 10 years of QTEC, with the love and care loving counselors constantly surrounding me, I
went from being a seeker, to getting baptized, then broken by the Lord, and finally rebuilt in Him. In the second
10 years, I witnessed the church purchase its own building, transform, be led by God through various crises, and
experience His abundant grace and miracles beyond our imaginations, greatly strengthening our faith along the
way. In the last 10 years, God reminded me that after being in this church full of love, I couldn’t just be on the
receiving end. He called me to share whatever I gained, and moved me to join the missions field of the
“European campus ministry”, which also became the turning point of my spiritual life.
Often you can only appreciate what a loving and supportive spiritual home you have until you have left
it. The love and support I received from the pastors and brothers and sisters in QTEC have given me comfort
when I felt lonely in the mission field of Germany. The first time I stepped into the mission field, brothers and
sisters started a prayer and fasting chain for me for a month and a half in support of me. Now, after eight years,
there are still many brothers and sisters who continue to have fast and pray for me each time I step back into the
mission field. These prayers truly give me strength in times of weakness; though I stand in the face of seemingly
insurmountable difficulties or obstacles, I have no fear, knowing that there is a army of warriors praying behind
me.
In the past years, God used this spiritual harbor to be my shelter during those times when I was
completely exhausted, finally returning to my home in New York but totally drained, surrounded me with an
abundance of love from my brothers and sisters and filled me with the love of God, and gave me the momentum
once again, to step out and fight for our Lord. Whether in financial support, prayer, or action, what QTEC gave
to the European Campus Ministry is beyond my expectation and imagination. I know that I was not worthy, yet
I still received such great love. It was not for me, but for our Lord. May the Lord bless us and use QTEC more
and more for His kingdom.
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؎ɀ٩ۉψɸʂ۸ȅ
.Q@QAF<Q4G

Ƭ٩^é߳։ַөWƄ֦տֿ͇ܮ٩^ҁψĝ ֡]ࡥݱc˝ܐƄ٩ʹژՠҁψĝ
տ͇ψÈ٩ƄčØ٩ࠄΛƄȢ]ݦկӲ֦ɸࢶYƄʤөW٩ܴΥʤɸۉψ؞ĝƄ
ܴک٩^ψĝߢ࡞ɸƄ۸کӲψĝڼϔՠΥtɸ؞ĝƄࣆթࡥکıĝƄ߯٩ºѢ
ɴ̉ʤۉψׅ̍ųթʪީްֿ٩גɴ˴~͆̕ƄW߯٩؎ɀڲڳɸʂ۸ȅɸƄЛɴ
ψĝߔɸʄڼϔҩƄտ֑Ųߌ_Ųۂ՛ŲЃһNɺƄ˨ްީ^ɀɸ~ڷų֦۰٩^
۸]ڲڳɸ֫ͽƄƬ٩^ɴѫ۸]Ӑ֫ɸʀˀՠۉc΄ʘɸ˝ܐĔƄڲڳɸبôϼĝݦ
ɠųƬ٩҆ɴ۸؎܂کɀۉψɸկɸ۬ߥĔƄءِِ^ɴܴڲڳʤदߗ۰ųݱՠ
ɸǃөƬߔƄҦƬտ֑ÞɶĞʹWƄׅ̍ ڦކݍɸȯࢭƄ٩ϼ۸ɓܷ۸ɓɸגɴ̕ų
֘ʃ˴~ӜکÆɩɸկɸڲʤदԴҷƳƁܷЛɴԳψĝɸĝܵ^НԶࡥߗکĈƄ
ݰɓڸء٩Ƅ֦Çۉψɸ͖ޣȃggҒ̅ݱt֡ ψĝɸέࣧ֘ʪ܂ų٩ǻϓɴƄš
֦ɸϧ̙Wcࡰɩɸ˝˴ܴܴ͋ܐիѤɸƄ٩̉ǻϓɴӲ֦ۉݱڷرψ֘ɸ܊ѡų
Ƭ٩֘ɠº߂ࢋƄ٩Лɴ٩ɸرºӲDGׅ̍ ڦƄܴکկłʑϋޣ͖גɸبôƄ
ӲDGɸۉψׅ̍ƄɁѫ^ӜˌШӕÄ˝ܐcɴʀĥɸڲƄη٩̉ɠ̕ɸƄuҁ
ψĝʄڼϔҩɸäӲȷƄ˱ڲĩ܊ɸ˨ɀŲ˒ƢӲʎ˽ųÇ٩WކƄࡥգψĝšѫ
˝ܐɸϧ̙ʪ߀ए͈۸ħȯɸ۸ˤҧतɸ¢ƪų
őĹ߂ࢋƄ٩ݰ۴Ţʶޠɴ̉̀ɸіܱՠ؛ǯտɑɸ͖ޣƄš٩ЛɴرĔ۴˴ג
ɴʤҁψĝĝܵɸŤڲųϛөיΧƄݱŃܴձ͇ԯ߂ډƄضDGׅ̍ ڦɸƻԄƄ
ɴTĞʀ Υѫ٩ʂ۸]ۉψ߂ҌƄҁψĝÇ٩ɸȷ͆ܫѾȃēɸäƄ߯٩֥֥ɸ
˴~ųšܴɸȷӲ˒ƢࡱࡱȢ٩ࣟ۰ɸƄ֨ߍӦÑ֘٩ࢼܵࣟ۰ɸų
יԯɸۉψ̍ࠗ͋ЧӦ٩ࠑࠖх࣋ɸׅƄɭ۴߯٩ȯࢭࠑʤɸųƬ٩ࢰ׀ȅ
ɀ߂ڲڳҌƄɴʀɸѺ۸ʞՠۉψɸ֫ͽƄ٩ȊǻϓɴƄšֺद܃ՁWˊۉڙψׅ
̍ɸʄڼϔҩɸ̙ׅƄĝࡥदɸ̕ߣ٩ƄšێࡥݱƄ٩֤ܕएऌɴyߢݷɸ͆½ڳ
_ɠųݰʤɸۉψ؞ĝ۴Ń࡞ʶ՞ɥ٩ީް؎ɀۉψɸμļƄթʪҁψĝʄڼϔҩɸ
ŤՓ͆̕Ñߤ٩˵ܭɸ؎ɀࡥʂ۸ȅų

ݱϳǊ£ࢼߔμļ֦
D=8;99A4QC

٩WɴΌΉҁψĝ܂μ։өѫƄ٩͋˴֦ࡥݱ։өpƄֿ٩ܐݱĩϳǊܴ֘͋ɠɸ
ȯࢭųҦƬʹژԶƄwWɴҁψĝĔƄ٩܂μĝÚࠉ۸کĩԹƄɭÇ^Ńܴ͋ɠɸ
ӳ՟ųЧࠄÞΥցѫϳǊ£ࢼ߂ࢋƄ٩ࢰ׀Çɟ͆̕ÚΓƧ֫ѫ͋ɠɸŤՓųӗՁƄ
ÚΓ܂μȯš٩Ӳ֦ōذɸ۸]ˀׁѫƄࡥδÇ٩ՠÞWŃܴښژɷɴɸų
٩ܠɷƄʂ۸ɓߢݱմȼǊߔɟ̕Ƅ٩˄ȞɸϣØųࣆթ٩ߔ˸ݱĔϼݽμºɟ
̕Ƅɭ٩ÞWŃܴɟޮβɸ̕ų٩ɵ҄̕˄ȞࣛѩƄ܃տ̩٩՜۸ɟ࢞ѫƄɠΤ
۸ʑʗ҆ɸ͋Ցɂųࣆթ٩μȞɟ࢞ƄɭɠΤÇ٩ɸֿ̕٩ȃĝӜदࠄࠤųœœɸƄ
ϕߣʤկɸÑߤƄ٩ݦWࣞݦųࣆթ٩ճթݱºѢɸࢿʠƄɭ٩օŃܴݱϳǊ£ࢼ
ߔܴ˙ׅɸıĝƄ٩ȃށš٩ĝܴࡥĭɠɸࡨȅų
Ӧ¯ӲϳǊ£ࢼƄWÐࣦĝǛȠࢰ^ɸࢮڲƄ֦߯ɸ࣐ࡨɴީߔڲ^۸]߳
˝ųɭ࣫ݱ٠WɸөմߔƄ٩Ӧпрࡥݱˀҳܴȯࢭų˴ҁψĝη٩^ɠΤܴࡥĭ
ɸƥϲWºѢŲȯࢭŲRʾ࢞ų
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The Path of the Lord Full of Blessing
Mary Tsao
QTEC is my spiritual home, it’s where I learned how to share the Word with my brothers and sisters, and
in turn have been blessed by their encouragements, affirmed by them to continue to serve. As I looked through
my two drawers, filled with thank you notes, I can hardly believe that I’ve done so much to serve my church.
QTEC also taught me another lesson in caring for people. Some people came to Christ through follow-ups,
some people were touched through an unworthy vessel like me. After hearing many people’s stories, I came to
realize that I lived a very blessed life in comparison.
QTEC is my home, where many people care for me. Their love makes my son’s pending jail sentence
ever so bearable. But how could I bear to see my son, whom I cared for even while he was in my womb, to take
on such things! I’ve always visited someone else’s son when I was involved in prison ministry, and now it is my
own son whom I have to visit. Yet the care and love of QTEC has helped me to wipe away my tears, and they
stand by me during those hardest nights. For that, brothers and sisters, I thank you!
QTEC is special in the way that it cares, how it’s honest and pure, and accepting of its people. Here you
cannot find any ruthlessness, any conflict, or any holding on to of another’s sin; it is always met with acceptance
and patience. When I look back, as far as I know, people have never left the church because they couldn’t feel
the love. Therefore I want to say that, though QTEC is not a big church, it does have a big heart.
As I look back at the last 10 years, I see the path of the Lord has been filled with blessings. Though I am
another year older now, but my desire to serve is still strong. Just as Paul said: “Forgetting what lies behind and
straining forward to what lies ahead, I press on toward the goal for the prize of the upward call of God in Christ
Jesus.” Press on, brothers and sisters of QTEC! Let us continue to strive forward. Hallelujah! Glory be to God!

My Cup Overflows 
Si-Ding Rong
“The Lord is my shepherd … I shall not want...Even though I walk through the valley of the shadow of
death, I will fear no evil, for you are with me…” Since I came to know Christ 10 years ago, this Psalm has been
the portrait of my life.
With God’s blessings, each step I took in the past 10 years was filled with His grace, and I am thankful
that God has made me His child. I went from a world without God to a world with God, and I am no longer the
same person as before. The changes in my life and my faith have given me a new identify in the kingdom of
God. In these 10 years since I came to know Him, though it’s only a small portion of my life, I have felt the
most hope, fulfillment, and peace, and I will continue to carry my cross down this path forever. Even though the
skies may turn gray and life have its troubles, God’s grace is sufficient for me. 
There was a point in time when I experienced the grave difficulty of walking through that “valley of
death”, and just when I thought all was lost, God revealed the power of His cross to me, embraced me with His
love, and rescued me from the hands of death.
I thank God that those who love Him no longer live in shame. I also thank God for placing me in this
church family that is full of love, and for placing the loving brothers and sisters by my side as I journey through
the struggles of life. Together we experience God’s sovereignty at work, and through their actions I see
wonderful imprints of God’s love in my life.
“He makes me lie down in green pastures, he leads me beside still waters.” I will give thanks, always.
These 10 years have been filled with joy, hardships, and many lessons, but with my eyes on Christ and His
Kingdom, I continue to see his grace fill my cup, so much so that it overflows. 
“The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge.”
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Remembering the Journey of Grace
Nancy Yu
Since QTEC was founded in 1984, God has blessed this church with an abundance of amazing stories
that continues to motivate us. Whether people come through our doors by a friend’s invitation or through a web
search, our church family has shared in both laughter and sorrow as we grow.
It says in Deuteronomy 11: 11-12: “The land that you are going over to possess is a land of hills and
valleys, which drinks water by the rain from heaven, a land that the Lord your God cares for. The eyes of the
Lord your God are always upon it, from the beginning of the year to the end of the year.” Though the Promised
Land had many treacherous mountains and valleys, God also promised that he would care and watch over them.
Through the faithful obedience of Pastor Kao and others before us, the message of the gospel has continued to
spread from one generation to another, to challenge and encourage us as we press on. No matter the participant
or the audience, we have learned to serve faithfully in every situation, just as it said: “Then he will answer them,
saying, ‘Truly, I say to you, as you did not do it to one of the least of these, you did not do it to me.’” (Matthew
24:45) Our world is a field ready for harvest; whether we serve the people here in New York, the immigrant
students overseas, or even in the homes of unbelievers, when we faithfully serve together, we become
extensions of Christ’s love.
I recall seeing the testimony about a woman who was blind, half deaf, and half paralyzed, confined to
live in a small, dark room for more than half a century. When asked if God was too cruel to her, she fervently
answered “No! I dared not ask why God wants me to endure such pain, I only dared to ask him ‘What do you
want me to do?’” Such faith touched and reminded me that no matter the obstacles, we still live every day in the
fullness of God’s grace. As we move forward, let us not forget the promises and goodness of God, and that we
need to continue to share and live out this journey in the grace of God!

My Walk With Our Choir
Samantha Liu





In the 1980s, QTEC had a group of brothers and sisters who love God and music and wanted to use
music to share the message of God’s love and grace. When I became the conductor of the choir, Pastor Kao told
me that the choir is the furnace of the church. This furnace can’t be dimmed and it warms the people who come
to church. These words still continue to affect me to this day, 20 years later. They remind me that no matter the
hardship, you must persevere and keep the burner going and growing brighter.
About four years ago, after being away from this church for 13 years, I came back to my mother church
QTEC. God has once again called me to serve Him as choir conductor. During this process, my brothers and
sisters and I have experienced much of God’s blessings. We thank God for blessing us with choir members who
love to worship. Every time we practice, it seems like the room is full of laughter, sometimes to the point of
crying. We remind each other of the love God has for us and God has used our worship to renew the faith of
those who love him, helping us grow.
This year, our choir had two opportunities to worship with the church. Pastor Yu led us to spread the
blessings we received to the church. We were able to use our music to tell others of the miracles God has done.
Thank God for using us to do his work. It was God himself who made it possible for us to keep the fire burning.
Now that it’s the 30 year anniversary, God has reminded us to rely on Him with all of our heart, soul, mind and
strength, to serve him forever with the blessings he has given us.
Praise the Lord! Praise God in his sanctuary; praise him in his mighty heavens! Praise him for his mighty
deeds; praise him according to his excellent greatness! Praise him with trumpet sound; praise him with lute and
harp! Praise him with tambourine and dance; praise him with strings and pipe! Praise him with sounding
cymbals; praise him with loud clashing cymbals! Let everything that has breath praise the Lord! Praise the
Lord! - Psalm 150
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The Artistry of God
Jason Chang
I was born in a small village of Taiwan, and since we were not well-off, I had to take a break for 2 years
before I could move from elementary school to middle school. My future, I thought, seemed bleak and I didn’t
have the motivation to take school seriously. I was only interested in reading some non-school-related books
and doing impromptu paintings, but I couldn’t quite afford to buy art supplies. I didn’t know God at the time,
yet He was already watching over me. I am thankful that through His blessings, I was gifted with an eye and a
talent for art. Though I had no teacher, I taught myself how to draw and got accepted into the National Taiwan
University of Arts. I moved to America in 1982 and had the opportunity to further pursue my studies, was
eventually invited to teach classes in several universities, and finally became a professional painter.

Before knowing God, each time when I heard students comment on my work and say “Wow, this is the
artwork of God!.” I used to always be filled with pride and thought highly of myself. After coming to Christ,
however, I finally understood that it was God who holds the paintbrush. If it wasn’t for Him who gave me the
gift to understand art, the capacity for creativity, and capable hands, I would have never been able to become a
painter. God is, in fact, the greatest artist; he created light, colors, nature and the night sky. Even painters are
God’s creations, and ever since I received God’s blessings I have been able to see and appreciate the beauty of
this world. 
“The Artistry of God” implies that God is the true artist. Painters are blessed by God to reach out to the
people of the world who are going through hardships and suffering, and use their carefully crafted arts to bring
comfort, rest, relieve stress, and bring love and beauty to life. I thank God for His wonderful plan, that He gave
everyone different gifts. For example, when surgeons conduct difficult operations, even separate Siamese twins,
show that aside from being great doctors, it is through God’s blessings that each incision of the scalpel is being
carefully guided by God’s hand, thus it can also be said that it is “the workmanship of God.” NBA player
Jeremy Lin also speaks of his unbelievable run at the height of “Linsanity”, that it happened through God’s
strength, not his own, in what he describes as “the sportsmanship of God”. Whether small or big, God blesses
us, not for us to take pride in ourselves, or even withhold those gifts, but rather to glorify God and His will.
“But grace was given to each one of us according to the measure of Christ's gift” (Ephesians 4:7) How careful
and thoughtful is our God, that He blesses us with different gifts that all speak of His marvelous grace.
In October of 2014, I was honored with an award of outstanding alumni from National Taiwan
University of Arts, I had also received over 40 awards in US during the past 30 years. All these honors are
blessings from God. When Mrs. Yu found out that I was invited to receive the award and also to other cities in
Taiwan and China for speeches and art exhibits, she lovingly asked me: “Did you ever think that you would be
at where you are today when you first started art ?” I answered honestly: “No, I never even dared to consider it,
all of this was God’s doing and all the glory goes to Him.” 
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Jesus: The Way, the Truth, and the Life
Zhou Tang Shun
I come from a deep rooted Buddhist/Taoist background. When I was young, my parents taught me to
worship different idols and participate in many ceremonies and rituals. I went through the motions without
really believing but I was curious about the different teachings.
The first time I heard about the God of the bible, I thought of Jesus and Buddha as the same person. They
just had different names and different ways of interacting with people and helping them. I thought following
Jesus wasn’t as complicated as following Buddha. So that’s how I began following Christ.
I started to study the bible along with other believers, though I didn’t fully believe in what I was reading.
Since I had a hard time understanding it, I didn’t always enjoy reading the bible. In QTEC, I had a chance to
hear Pastor Yu’s teaching of the Bible. His teaching was both deep and broad, interesting and practical that it
attracted me to the Word and slowly changed perspectives. I finally realized that Jesus is very different from the
other gods I worshipped. He is the Truth that leads to eternal life. 
I learned that it’s important to know the truth. I even began to talk other to people about faith issues! I
am thankful for Pastor Yu’s excellent teaching and thankful that God has helped me to grow.

Encounter the Lord, Embrace the Lord, Follow the Lord
Phil Sun
The memory is still very clear in my mind. It was Labor Day of 2005 and the skies were clear. The air
was refreshing in front of my eyes was a green pasture. It was the Warwick campsite.
When we entered into God’s garden that evening, smiling faces welcomed us. We were like weary
travelers warmly welcomed home. Someone told us later that even though we decided to come to the retreat at
the last minute, the brothers and sisters prepared the best rooms for us.
When my wife and I decided to attend, we wanted to enjoy the fresh air and the retreat activities were
just a necessary evil. Nevertheless, God’s hand was at work, In the beginning, we participated half-heartedly,
but the three days of activities changed my life. You could say that it saved me. 
Just like many people who go to Warwick, I was searching for the meaning in my life, I always read and
searched different ways but could find a good answer that I could accept. The retreat speaker said “Do not be
like a boat in the middle of the ocean, tossed by the waves, following other people. In Christ, you are a new
creation.” These words moved my heart and when the pastor asked if anyone would accept Christ to become a
new creation, I raised my hand and made my decision without hesitation. I knew God’s light was in me and I
had found my spiritual home
When you are immature, you secretly think about how much God will bless us, but God has changed my
thoughts from worldly thinking about what benefits we can get, to loving the lord and other people. Now, I only
boast in the lord. With a thankful heart, I try very hard to serve him. In the small groups, I have new brothers
and sisters to study God’s word with (we even got baptized at the same time). Together, we sing out our
thankfulness and joy. 
Psalm 1 - “but his delight is in the law of the Lord, and on his law he meditates day and night. He is like
a tree planted by streams of water that yields its fruit in its season, and its leaf does not wither. In all that he
does, he prospers.” I pray that God helps us to understand the Word and take off the old selves and take on the
new ones. I’m getting too old to be a caterpillar, but with God’s grace, I will become a young butterfly to glorify
God. My prayer is that God will watch over our church so that we can glorify God and benefit people and
become a tower that will bring salvation.
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ǛկɑϼށɀӨ^٩ɸࢮظѫ ࢹढȯ
ݱ٩^ΙÄé߳٩^ψĝyѣࡧөƄ٩ʹ࣯ՠɸ։ַө֦ݱ٩^Ƭߔőőɸ߳˝ӲÐ
ࣦų٩ɸߔڲȻőѫ߰ҧ͆˴ʩųOҁψĝܴտ۸]ɠΤدƄ]ࡥݱΤێدƄ֘ʃ࠳ܽѫ٩^̅
ĭȃرɸڼʄϔҩƄ߯٩^ݱƬߔǫɑړäų٩^ˊڙ٩^̅կɸŬݾƄǫɑȷƄ͢ړοѣƄ
Rر̑֘۩ڳݱȯࢭų
ȃϼښձ͇۸]ΤدƄ٩^ψĝࡥ]ɠΤد۴R˄۸߃ʗيҧ͆ɸųࡥदʤөW٩^
۴ҳÇѫʤɸх࣋͆بôųࣆթҁψĝݱөɥߔԯܱÓ]ÞؑşWɸΤدȯѣɸƄӗ
Ձ۴ܴʤȯވWࠄTߛȃرʀ ƄܴߣȃرɸǤϱƄȃرɸڶߦ܊å͆ܘߒޱनųψĝߔ
۴ܴ͋ʤݱҧࢭɠɸөࡔկƄɁѫɥō͆۟ރɸțЅƄݱ^٧ͥ֘Ƅ۴͆^Ѣæ࣓Tߛ
cθ͆Ѣ״ɸ˩ӒɠȃرړųɑƄψĝߔƧ֫ȃ֛ɸطڢųݱՠ٩ࠖψĝ̍رɸÓөێƄ
٩ЛɴѫψĝߔʤȃرËҳɸطڢųܴәަ߂ࢲɸطڢƄࢲ߂̍رɸطڢƄܴĝܵ߂ࢲɸڢ
طƄ֨ߍψĝߔȃرɸؖĝ߂ࢲɸطڢųܴĔ٩ȃϜژƄ۰ښݱ٩^ࡥĭ۸]ʤͥݝɸψĝߔ
۰ɴيҧɸ͈۸ީ˔ɸЧӦӤ
l̡۰ݱ۸]ࡥदʤͥݝɸψĝߔɴيҧɸ͈۸ƄЛԶẀ˄ښȞɸх࣋Ƅթʪҁμ
˄ȞһɃɸ˽ݍ٩^Ƅ֦ɸ܊ڲ۰ɸoӽ^͈ʪš۸ǫɑړäų͈۸ƄǝѠÀηݵԯ
ψĝɸĜߔڳ۸]ȃ߮ɸߢ࣪ƈ
ɭ࣫࠳հӠƻ٥ɸ֦ϊӨ^ǫɑڲرƄڨʶ΄ʘ۲ʰųƂѠƈƃų
٩^ࡥʤկƄ΄ݱʘێȯš۸֤Ƅ҃͢ړζࠗ߀एƄ۴տɑųƂѠƈƃų
ʄ^ڼƄ٩ϕ٩^ߢ۲ʰ΄ʘɸҼӨ^ʗކ۸ĭɸݘƄӨ^ߔࢲ۴ȃЧˊऩƄߊ۰۸
ڲ۸܊Ƅǫɑ͈ړųƂ˾ѳʤՁĜƈ ƃų
ࡸܴӊѫɸݘƈ࣫ʄ^ڼʗڃĩų۰ࠗيգկƉ۰גƻ٥Ɖ۰܊͈ڲرƉ۰ǫɑ͆Әų
տɑƄծä͆ԧɸ֦ǭȞӲӨ^ݱرųƂѳࢋƃų
͆ܮԧǫɑ҃ζƄϒѤǝאҁ࣐͈࠳ʪš۸ɸڲųƂ˞ƈƃų
Ө^ϼ۰܊ӪرړƄäرړڲƄܴ۸ĭɸשڲƄܴ۸ĭɸ܊ӪƄֿ٩ɸڃĩЧ܃őࠋų
ʻׅȃЧγऩƄȃЧࠢ¢؋˜ɸĦ۱Ɖߊ۰ɚڲǢƄ̅կЛtկǪࠄΛÙųƂ࣎ƈ
 ƃų
࣋ɴࡥߊݘک۸کȃՉ½ࣀɸ°ژƌߊ۸کÑߤψĝ̉ڷΥѾĘɸοߩƌࡸҁμտɑ
Ù͈ދ۸ɸߗ۰ںƄܴ۸]֥̉̉̇ǩɸݠƌ
ࢋࠑݱɸٌȑߔƄ۲ʰ۰ࢮظ۰ǫɑړäϼտä^ųކࢋࠑƈŶӨ^օܴǫɑړ
äɸڲƄǛկɑϼށɀӨ^٩ɸࢮظѫųŷΉ̹˝ܐƃųƬ۲ʰšɸࢮظʎ˽ɸ
Ĕ͔ƄކƈŶֿ^ʗ͈ʪš۸ųްտӨ˩ݱ٩ێҳƄ٩ݱӨێҳƄֿ^۴ݱ٩^ێҳƄ
ϊׄկЧڳ܃Өțѫ٩WųŷƂΉ̹˝ܐƃųǝѠ۴˽ݍ٩^ƄƬ٩^͈۸ɸĔ͔Ƅψĝ
ÄŶֿĦ۱ĽӲ֦ųŷƂѠƈƃࡨ۸ȅ̕΄ʘظɸðƬ͈۸Ŷ ϊهǑկɸëì
Ħ۱֦ ɑƄ٩۰هݱǑߔʮ߰ӨƄ˿࣠ӨɸҼųŷƂѠƃų
ҁμ˽ݍ٩^Ƅ͈۸Πȃ۸]ȃՉ½ࣀɸ°ژƄ۴ȃߊ۸]ψĝ̡іɸοߩų͈۸ϼ
΄ʘͽ֫ظɸ̈́~͆ڲѤƄ؞tݱ٩^΄ʘظɸ۬ߥ֘ųϞߪψĝ͈۸ɸࠑɠɸіܱÇ٩
^΄ʘߥ۬ظɸࣛܧѤųߣ٩^ɸ͈۸Ƅ٩^Ӧ߯ׄկЛɴ˝ܐɸɠӦƄȯϼѫկСࠄΛɸ
ѤѨŃܴ࡞ʶȯɸųψĝɸ͈۸֦ɸɠӦ͆ʩʆտ͇ݱࠗڷ٩^ߔࢲƄࠑܴѤɸߥĉų
͈۸ֿĦ۱Ľη֦ų۴ֿ٩^c˝ܴ̉ߥ۬ࠗ͆ܐѤѨų
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ݱөөɿƄ٩^ɸψĝμļѫ۸]˄Ȟȃڹɸˊѯųܱ࣓ӑک٠ϓłɸطڢƄ͆ђʱ
ϸɸ͌ݣƄ۸ɠը٩^ɸރܣȆɸȯࣁߣ٩^ܣ٧ȆәÏ࣊ࢰ٩^ѫ٩^ࡥ]ψĝɸɠΤدų
Ç٩^٩^ࡥࡵکĆѼډWɸʄࢥڼҩWކƄࡥ۸]ĥߗɠՊѻկڲɸɟćųްƬ٩^Ā
teشƄRӼѤɸߗݱο٩^ɸރܣȆƄ٩^ʑ܊۰գڲɸڳСߢųÄ٩^ɸӗĬݱտ͇ض
͈҃ͽ~͆ǫɑړäWΥÙ٩^ψĝɸ͈۸ƄRÄ٩^ɸτन˃ݱտ͇ػÖ͆ˊܐ˝ڙη٩
^ࢁϝɸ֡ ų
ݱՠɸ۸өێƄ٩^ݱψĝ˫ϝɸͿࡊޗӴڷѫʤɓ˝ۉܐcͽ~ų٩^܂μΥցѫ
ߔ٧Ȇ=&ݱEE9AQ̐ ɸßͽ̋Ȏɮͽ~Ƅ٩^ݱ٩^ࠄΛɸࢋݤӴ࡞գψĝںŧРͽ~Ƅ٩^
Υѫψĝɸ͈҃¬Ǫ࠽̂ݱ؈ ̐؞Ƅ٩^ΥցѫԳψĝ£ԸӴ࡞ɸüࣙޒє؎Տͽ
~ų٩^Ч܃ՑɂʀЛɴ֦ɸ߳˝Ƅտ͇ϕߣࡥ~ͽکÐࣦ٩^̉ܕϝɩƄ۴̉ܕϝǫɑų
Ƭ٩^ºѢіϓ͆ࠓߗȃر٧ͥɸկƄʪȃÐߣnޏ͆˴ݦēɸڲƄ٩^ϼЧ܃οѣ۸]ǖ
պ͆ϋɸİĪų٩^ѫϓɴƄӜֿک٩^͈۸ɸіܱƄࡱࡱɠӜֿک٩^ˊѯɸų܃Ƅ
Ƭ٩^۸ҳé߳R۸ҳשПտ͇ݱ٠WɸĹێݨпрݱč֦ޕɸʜ֘ڛՁࡷࡨƄ߯٩^̑ر
ذ٩^ǫɑړäӲ͈۸ׄڛϖ۬ߥ֦ɸäƄѤѨܴʤदɸ́ɠųࠑࢋƄ߯٩^прډܮҳ
ɸμ٧ǫɑ̕ƈ
Ŷ܃ƄӨ^Π֦ɸࡵҸƄҁŕҫäɸկƄϼ۰ɚëìŲʩɐŲ؋ŲŎջŲհӠɸ
ڲųؘօࡥկӲӜկܴچڍƄБ۰ǫɑǖպƄǫɑࣿןƉߢݻĭࣿןѫӨ^ƄӨ^۴۰ݻĭࣿ
ןկųࡥݱ۸Չ߂هƄ۰ɚߣäڲƄäڲϼ҃ζգɶɸųܷ۰ϊ΄ʘɸԧƻݱӨ^ߢࠗێڲƉ
Ө^۴šɑҫޣƄĽš۸एƉ ˿ѠٶĜƈ 

Amazing Grace
Susan Pan
In 1998, God led my family to QTEC. I first stepped in, with my two year old Lily, to a Wednesday night
prayer meeting, and ‘til this day I am a prayer warrior alongside my church family. That same year, I opened up
my house for hosting church small group. Pastor Kao’s lead us by example on how to pray and give thanks for
all things, and I learned to always pray before I act. Over time, my husband James also witnessed the passion,
patience, and persistency of various brothers and sisters, that he eventually gave his life to Christ as well! Since
then we have learned to serve our church community together, God also blessed the growth and maturity of our
small group, and in turn we have also come to trust Him more. Just as it says in Psalm 23: “the Lord is my
shepherd; I shall not want. He makes me lie down in green pastures. He leads me beside still waters.”
My family small group continued for the next 12 years, but during this time, I also felt God pressing us
on to reach out to the community of Downtown Flushing. Again, Psalm 23 says: “He leads me in paths of
righteousness for his name’s sake.” No longer could I stay in a comfortable place and be content; it was time to
bring the boat to the deep end of the sea and spread the net in faith. For the next eight years we began serving in
the Gospel Center, we experienced many highs and lows, but I did not count it as loss, for it was for the purpose
of preaching the gospel to his people. Regarding the seeds that were planted, just as the Word says in 1
Corinthians 3:6: “I planted, Apollos watered, but God gave the growth”, even if I do not reap anything, I still
praise my God for the promise of growth he gives. I have also been tremendously blessed by the people of the
Gospel Center, one of who has decided to return to her homeland to preach the gospel.
I am also thankful that my daughter was brought up with a solid foundation of the Word, and continues
to serve and share the love of Christ in her college fellowship. She spent this past summer serving a short-term
mission project in Southern Taiwan, sharing the gospel with many children. Being able to see one generation
continuing to influence another is such a blessing and encouragement! I hope that the next 30 years to come, we
will have an even deeper love for our Lord, proclaim the love of the cross, work together to build up the church,
and shine brightly in this world of darkness. May all praise and glory be to God!
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This is a Miracle
Easter Kao
November 1st , 2009, as we were getting ready to go to service, Pastor Kao’s head suddenly

twisted to the right and he began to mutter things I did not understand. I noticed something was wrong
and immediately called 911. Five minutes later, the ambulance came and Pastor Kao was sent to the
emergency room. It was cerebral and PTA was applied right away, but after 24 hours it was still
ineffective.
On November 3rd, Pastor Kao had a cerebral vascular rupture, and was immediately rushed to
North Shore Hospital for intubation. A Jewish physician told me "Your husband has a very high
intracranial pressure, we would need to insert a tube into his head to guide the brain's blood out. If this
step fails, we would have to perform the second step.” I wasn’t able to understand what he meant by
that. He told me “If that was still not enough, we would need to move onto the third step, which is
open brain surgery." That night, I went home and I felt a huge weight inside my heart. I had no peace
and I couldn’t sleep, so I got up and prayed. I cried "Father God, how could this be? I'm afraid, what
should I do?” I don’t remember how long I cried that night, but at some point God reminded me of his
love for Pastor Kao. At that moment, I couldn’t see nor hear anything. God was speaking directly to my
heart. I can’t describe what I felt at that moment but it became clear to me that God loves him and I
immediately said, "God, you love him and that is enough. You are the almighty God; I will hand him
over to You. You don’t make mistakes. I will no longer be afraid, even if you want to take him back to
the heavenly home, I will not fear.” As soon as those words came out of my mouth, I said to myself
“Oh, no! Father, not now. Don’t take him back to the heavenly home, not now. I don’t want that; I don’t
want you to take him back yet. I owe him so much. Please let me have a chance to make it up to him." I
kept praying as if I was talking to my earthly father. I said "Father God, thank you for loving him and
for loving me. I know I sing praises to you from my lips but oftentimes my heart is far from you. I
know I can be hypercritical. Please forgive me. I know I am undeserving and though I am unworthy of
offering my thanksgiving, I want to thank you. I’m not even worthy of standing in front of you right
now. Oh Lord, what should I do?" I kept praying and crying out to God. I finally surrendered it all to
him and felt relieved. That was when I realized I was hungry. My distress distracted me from the
feelings of hunger and thirst. It was 3:30 A.M. and I hadn’t eaten since the afternoon. Around 6:30
A.M., I rushed to hospital. The intensive care unit nurse sat outside and stopped me from going in. I
said to her, “He is my husband." She said ". He is my sweet heart, he is so gentle.“ She told me
“Usually patients like him, with their hands stiff, body full of tubes and a mouth intubation, struggle a
lot and aren’t very quiet.” When I went in, I held onto his hand really tight and I said "Daddy, I am
here.” Since the children were born, I copied them and called him “daddy.” He held my hand tightly
and I knew he was conscious. That made me feel relieved. The tubes in his mouth were pulled out on
Saturday, November 7th. There was no second step or third step of torture but he couldn’t speak and
swallow anymore. He also had a constant fever that kept him hospitalized for another month. On
December 1st, he was transferred to a Nursing home that was 25 minutes from home. He lived in the
rehabilitation centers for 100 days and on March 9th, 2010, he was finally discharged and returned
home. 
I remember during the month that he was hospitalized, I would come home to food prepared by
the brothers and sisters at church every night. My heart was so full of gratitude that my eyes would well
up with tears as I ate the food. I don’t know how I could ever return the favor; I can only ask our Lord
to repay the love of my dear brothers and sisters. There was an incident where I received a large pot of
chicken soup, fit for 10 people, anonymously. Who am I to receive such love. 
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November 1st , 2009, as we were getting ready to go to service, Pastor Kao’s head suddenly twisted to
the right and he began to mutter things I did not understand. I noticed something was wrong and immediately
called 911. Five minutes later, the ambulance came and Pastor Kao was sent to the emergency room. It was
cerebral and PTA was applied right away, but after 24 hours it was still ineffective.
On November 3rd, Pastor Kao had a cerebral vascular rupture, and was immediately rushed to North
Shore Hospital for intubation. A Jewish physician told me "Your husband has a very high intracranial pressure,
we would need to insert a tube into his head to guide the brain's blood out. If this step fails, we would have to
perform the second step.” I wasn’t able to understand what he meant by that. He told me “If that was still not
enough, we would need to move onto the third step, which is open brain surgery." That night, I went home and I
felt a huge weight inside my heart. I had no peace and I couldn’t sleep, so I got up and prayed. I cried "Father
God, how could this be? I'm afraid, what should I do?” I don’t remember how long I cried that night, but at
some point God reminded me of his love for Pastor Kao. At that moment, I couldn’t see nor hear anything. God
was speaking directly to my heart. I can’t describe what I felt at that moment but it became clear to me that God
loves him and I immediately said, "God, you love him and that is enough. You are the almighty God; I will
hand him over to You. You don’t make mistakes. I will no longer be afraid, even if you want to take him back to
the heavenly home, I will not fear.” As soon as those words came out of my mouth, I said to myself “Oh, no!
Father, not now. Don’t take him back to the heavenly home, not now. I don’t want that; I don’t want you to take
him back yet. I owe him so much. Please let me have a chance to make it up to him." I kept praying as if I was
talking to my earthly father. I said "Father God, thank you for loving him and for loving me. I know I sing
praises to you from my lips but oftentimes my heart is far from you. I know I can be hypercritical. Please
forgive me. I know I am undeserving and though I am unworthy of offering my thanksgiving, I want to thank
you. I’m not even worthy of standing in front of you right now. Oh Lord, what should I do?" I kept praying and
crying out to God. I finally surrendered it all to him and felt relieved. That was when I realized I was hungry.
My distress distracted me from the feelings of hunger and thirst. It was 3:30 A.M. and I hadn’t eaten since the
afternoon. Around 6:30 A.M., I rushed to hospital. The intensive care unit nurse sat outside and stopped me
from going in. I said to her, “He is my husband." She said ". He is my sweet heart, he is so gentle.“ She told me
“Usually patients like him, with their hands stiff, body full of tubes and a mouth intubation, struggle a lot and
aren’t very quiet.” When I went in, I held onto his hand really tight and I said "Daddy, I am here.” Since the
children were born, I copied them and called him “daddy.” He held my hand tightly and I knew he was
conscious. That made me feel relieved. The tubes in his mouth were pulled out on Saturday, November 7th.
There was no second step or third step of torture but he couldn’t speak and swallow anymore. He also had a
constant fever that kept him hospitalized for another month. On December 1st, he was transferred to a Nursing
home that was 25 minutes from home. He lived in the rehabilitation centers for 100 days and on March 9th,
2010, he was finally discharged and returned home. 
I remember during the month that he was hospitalized, I would come home to food prepared by the
brothers and sisters at church every night. My heart was so full of gratitude that my eyes would well up with
tears as I ate the food. I don’t know how I could ever return the favor; I can only ask our Lord to repay the love
of my dear brothers and sisters. There was an incident where I received a large pot of chicken soup, fit for 10
people, anonymously. Who am I to receive such love. 
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“Quit Dreaming”
Easter Kao
“Oh Lord, QTEC is a church under your name. Please watch over us. Give us a place to worship you that is more
than we could ask for or imagine. Render us speechless by the power of the living God. Thank you for listening to our
prayers and working wonderful things.”- This was my prayer for every day for more than a year from 1993 to 1995. I
repeated this during every quiet time I had with God.
In the beginning of 1993, we didn’t have a building of our own. We were renting a local Presbyterian church. At
one point, we were deciding if we should combine with them but before we could take a vote, the pastor that church left
and any plans to merge were put on hold. Then, we were told that according to the lease, we had to move to a new place
within half a year and allow them to use the space for other purposes. The news came very suddenly and we didn’t know
what to do. It was difficult to find a suitable place for us and we scrambled to find a place that would fit our needs. 
We were interested in a warehouse, but it was over budget. Even after renovations, it would just barely fit with our
needs. Nevertheless, because of the lease, we had to move. When we were about to sign, disputes arose among brothers
and sisters and we could not come to a consensus. We put our search on hold. Fortunately, the Presbyterian church gave us
an extension on our lease. For the time being, we still had a place to worship. 
By the end of February in 1995, we were tired of searching and since our lease was renewed, the search for the
building lost momentum. When a realtor contacted us with a location that he thought was suitable, we weren’t in any rush
to look at it. In fact, we didn’t even want to go examine the property. After two weeks, the same broker called Pastor Kao
again and insisted that he look at the building. 
Finally, on March 13th, of 1995, we agreed to take a look at the building. We were going to be polite, so on our
way there, Pastor Kao and I practiced some excuses we would use to turn the broker down. We couldn’t imagine what
would happen next. After we parked, we took one look at the place and Pastor Kao turned to me and said “I want this
building.”
I quickly said “quit dreaming. It’s impossible.” The building was nice on the outside and when we saw the inside,
we were blown away. There was no way we could afford the building. Pastor Kao said that if God wants to give it to us,
then it’s possible, but the price was listed was $690,000. Our savings for a building was only $70,000 at the time.
In my heart, I thought it was impossible. I didn’t even bother talking to brothers and sisters about the visit. Even
after we talked the price down, it was still going to be over $600,000. When Pastor Kao started to encourage the
congregation to put their faith in God for this building, I began to feel uneasy. Our members were mostly new immigrants
with some older members and some very young. Our financial ability was not very strong. However, when I saw that the
youth group had about 30 people squeezed into a small classroom, I knew that sooner or later, we needed to address the
problem. We prayed for the building and believed that God would prepare a way for us.
My devotions during 1995 was to read the bible chapter by chapter. In April, I was in 2 Corinthians and one day I
was up to chapter eight. As I read, I wasn't paying attention and my heart was full of worry, but all of a sudden, verse 10
jumped out at me. “...this benefits you, who a year ago started not only to do this work but also to desire to do it. So now
finish doing it as well…” I was in shock! We wanted to buy this building since 1994. 
Our loving God is in control. He moved the hearts of many brothers and sisters to sign as guarantors. Three of
them even used their own homes as collateral and we finally got the financing necessary to move forward with the
purchase. On May 1st of 1995, we held a fast and prayer meeting. Everybody repented before God and prayed for his
provision of a house of worship. We fasted again committed to the building. Our finance department drew out the goals for
our offering. From our own church, we wanted to raise $250,000. From outside, we wanted to raise $150,000. From the
bank, we would finance $200,000. Even still, I doubted. I wondered if we would really be able to afford everything. I
wondered if we would only need to borrow $200,000 from the bank.
On September 15th of 1995, we finally closed on the building and indeed, we only borrowed $200,000 from the
bank. The Lord really performed a miracle, In 1993, I could only imagine this beautiful sanctuary in my mind. On
thanksgiving in 1995, we moved into QTEC sanctuary. Every time I come to worship, I am so touched that the tears well
up in my eyes. I can only thank the Lord and praise Him for being a provider.
P.S. In addition to bank financing, there were generous brothers and sisters who also lent our church up to $100,000.
Thanks be to God, these loans, as well as the bank loans were paid back very quickly.
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One Plus One Equals Four
Scott Chu
I have the unique privilege and perspective to exam God’s abundant grace in my life for the 3rd time as
QTEC is celebrating its 30th anniversary. It’s a privilege because God permits me to be in this church and work
together with so many brothers and sisters who have dedicated their lives to Christ without reservation and
questions. It’s a special unique perspective because of the changes within me and my surroundings in last 20+
years.
The 10th anniversary coincided when I was a new graduate and just started to work in full time. I had
not yet accepted the Christian faith to be saved by the grace. My life at the time was career driven. The 20th
anniversary coincided when I was in my early 30s, still single but saved. Life was overrun with conviction in
Christ on top of overzealous energy to answer any of God’s calling. Now it’s the 30th anniversary, I’m married
(Finally!) but still saved (I need God’s grace and mercy more than ever). Life is now becoming a big battle of
balancing all aspects of daily life.
Megan and I met while we both were attending this church, we didn’t first have much opportunity to
interact as we both served in different areas of church ministry, but God is ultimately the best matchmaker. Nine
months after we were seriously trying to get to know each other, we decided to tie the knot on September 17th,
2005. The wedding was held on an outdoor lawn at Chateau Briand located in Long Island. We said our
wedding vows in front of over two hundred and fifty guests under the pouring rain. Despite the thunder and
guests scattering for cover, we managed to complete one of most important chapters of our life. I think we also
left an invaluable lessons to any young couples who would even dare to contemplate an outdoor wedding. The
banquet, however, was a success as guests enjoyed the feast of lobsters and crabs, and danced to the song of
Y.M.C.A. while resting their feet and drying their hair. Even today, brothers and sisters still reminisce and
recount the food they ate, not to mention the rain. God must have a good sense of humor, because all of the
commotion in and during the wedding foretold the fruitful, yet busy life to come. Our first child, Aaron, was
born 11 months later, and two years after that, our second son, Adam.
Praise God for His grace and faithfulness that Megan and I get to be a husband and wife. We also get to
experience parenthood with two wonderful and energetic boys. Through parenting our boys, we have learned
how our Heavenly father also patiently guides, loves, cares, educates, disciplines, rebukes us in our spiritual
growth. We have experienced “the lord giveth and the lord taketh away” firsthand as we also practice rewarding
for good behavior, and denying for inappropriate behavior. We have a personal understanding of the prodigal
son’s father when we too experience tearful joy when our kids finally turn around and come back to us. We see
God’s forgiveness as we are eager to forgive our sons and ready to embrace them even with the slightest hint of
repentance. God has used the daily life of this family to demonstrate His unconditional love to us. For that, we
are extremely grateful to Him.
Megan and I first started as single person who were then united in Christ, and with God’s blessing, we
are now a family of four.
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My Journey At QTEC
James Tzou
In QTEC's 30 year journey, I have not only seen God’s grace in the church, but also in my own life. In
QTEC, there were many “first steps” for me. To this day, those memories influence the way I serve.
  I think back to the beginning of 1987. At the time, I came to US to study and live in a dormitory in the
Bronx. I had no idea that there was a church named QTEC meeting in Taiwan Center. All I knew was that the
pastor of the church I grow up in, Pastor Chen told me to visit someone. That someone was Pastor Kao, who
was a co-worker with Pastor Chen. I was to go to his church in Queens and bring a greeting.
  So, one Sunday, I came to QTEC. That first day, there was construction on the subway, so I arrived two hours
late. I thought to myself "it's okay, I'm only coming once so I can report back to Pastor Chen". On that day, after
the service, Pastor Kao invited me to join their co-worker meeting. I figured that ifI joined their coworker
meeting, I could get a better understanding of the church and have a better report for Pastor Chen in the
meeting, we found out that they really needed someone to take care of Children's Sunday School. To my
surprise, they strongly urged me to consider helping out. I reluctantly agreed to help out for three months, but
those three months quickly turned into thirteen years.
  Later on, I found out that QTEC was not only lacking teachers for Sunday School, so other leaders and I
stepped up to lead the young people. Not much later, we started the youth group. This first group of young
people was from a youth orchestra in Taiwan Center. The first meeting was held at the pastor's house and most
of them were nonbelievers. When they came to fellowship, it was like coming to a social club. We learned to
show them the difference between a club and a fellowship by counseling them in their personal lives too. Later
on, I found out that they called me pastor of pastors behind my back. Currently, I'm proud to say that these
young people have grown up are devoted to service in many churches. Among them, there are even some who
are more pastoral than me, including Michael Chen, who is now a pastor himself.
  In 1990, Pastor Kao and Mrs. Kao set me up on a blind date. This girl I met would eventually become my
wife Rebecca. When Rebecca started to come to our fellowship, people began to ask who she was. When we
became engaged, they made fun of me even more. We were scheduled to be married in October, but the students
put together a petition with 70 signatures to have us move the date to June! On the wedding day, more than 50
young people came to wish us well-Praise God that they chose the date for us.
  In 1991, our church moved from the Taiwan Center to Flushing Presbyterian Church. Originally, we decided
to combine churches, but new leadership at FPC decided not to proceed and we had to find a new location. We
were deciding if we should purchase a building or rent one. After some time, with our time at FPC coming to an
end, some members grew frustrated and disunity grew. During a congregational meeting at the time, we decided
to buy our own building and as a result of that decision, many members left.
  As for myself, I was thinking about returning back to my church in New Jersey, but I was given the
responsibility of the new building coordinator. I had one condition for accepting the role - if in three months
there was no progress, I would resign my position. I remember very quickly someone found a piece of land.
Another person found a building with a large yard. Someone also found a beautiful photographer's studio. When
the members saw the photo studio, we all agreed it would be ideal as long as the price was right. when we gave
our offer, the buyer accepted.
  Now we had to give a down payment, but all of our savings were in a CD. To withdraw early would result in
penalty, so we decided to wait on it and trust God. To be honest, at the time, some members and I were
frustrated because we didn't want to wait and lose the building to another offer.When the young people started
to fast and pray every week, I just held my tongue. I didn't even go to the first meeting. I went to the second
meeting, where we all began to repent and pray to God. We didn't even talk about the building. During another
meeting, a brother came to a with the intention of yelling at everyone but when he arrived, his heart was touched
by what was happening too!
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After a few meetings, I could tell there was more unity among us and when the CD came to term, we were able
to pay the down payment.It turns out that during that time, there were other offers, but they didn't work out.
God held onto the building for us.We fasted for three more months until we were able to close on the building.
  It has been 15 years since I left QTEC. When I heard that the church was holding it’s 30 year anniversary
celebration, I began to reflect on my years there. It is because of our start at QTEC that my wife and I started as
missionaries in Taiwan. Now we are both in seminary school and I'm sure that the experience from QTEC will
help us in our ministry after we graduate.
My prayer is that QTEC would continue with a burning heart of prayer, united in Christ to continue to
win souls to God in the Flushing area. May God bless Pastor. Kao, Mrs. Kao, Pastor Yu, Mrs. Yu, and all of the
coworkers and members there.
Your brother and sister,
James Tzou, Rebecca Tzou

Our Journey Towards God
Yan & Ann Zhu
Yan:
I grew up in an environment that focused on science and atheism but I started to encounter
Christianity when I came to the US. I am very thankful that God allowed me to know a Christian coworker at
the time and he brought me to QTEC. The brothers and sisters here really touched my heart and the Holy
Spirit allowed me to know Jesus Christ.
Before I believed in Christ, my life was actually pretty smooth, but the joy that comes from
accomplishments, academics or your career go away very fast. You end up feeling empty and aimless. There
is a voice inside that told me I needed to find a God that will watch over me. I wanted to listen to His
guidance. That’s when I started to search for the true God. 
I had been working for many years and accumulated many life experiences. I have seen many
different forms of lifestyles but I strongly feel that Christians have very different values from the rest. When
difficult things happen, Christians have their own way of handling it. When making important life decisions,
Christians have a very clear direction and they know what to do. They can peacefully make their choices and
accept their decisions.
My wife and I are both very logical thinkers. Before we were baptized, we spoke to people of other
religions. Through our obedience, we finally found the true and only savior.
We got baptized last year during thanksgiving. It wasn’t very long ago, but our strength has
strengthened more and more everyday. Hopefully in the future, we will draw closer to the Lord and glorify
him.
Ann:
I grew up in Taiwan and after I graduated college, I came the U.S. My family believes in Buddhism
but my I went to Catholic Schools for high school and college. The schools never forced me to participate in
Catholic mass or other religious event, but I had a curiosity for God. I learned how to pray and talk to the
Lord. When I came to the US, I did not believe in God, but I always felt like He was in my heart.
In the past few years, when I faced some hardship, I came to God to pray. Thanks to my husband, I
started to come to QTEC and came to know other brothers and sisters. I am very happy and my life is
completely changed. Before, I believed in God and my prayer was for him to give me whatever I needed, but
after I believed in Him, my prayer was that of thanksgiving. I give him thanks for giving me this wonderful
family, my current job, and allowing me to do things that I enjoy doing. I thank God for bringing me to
QTEC under the Holy Spirit. I have accepted Christ and received baptism. I just hope to be a Christian that
glorifies God and blesses people.
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QTEC 30 Years Reflections 
Julia Hu
Hello my beloved brothers and sisters. My name is Julia Hu. I came to America in 1988, and in 2003 a
friend brought me to QTEC. In September of 2003 I got baptized and I am really thankful God for the past 10
years. 
When I first came to church, I was unfamiliar with the Bible. Back then, It took me a little more than an
hour to get to work, so I bought a gospel track to listen to in the car. I hoped that listening to God’s word would
help me better understand the bible. When I heard the four gospels, I wondered why it kept repeating itself. I
thought the tape was broken!
I didn’t understand it at all but after all these years of prayer and studying the bible, God’s word has
become the source of my strength. Prior to God, my life was centered around people and now it is centered
around God because He is the center of everything. The life I lived within the church and the small groups
deeply attracted me. 
Now that we are celebrating QTEC’s 30th anniversary, I want to thank God for His guidance and
teachings during these past 30 years. I am thankful towards Pastor Kao and Pastor Yu for their wholehearted
service, sacrifice and hard work on behalf of the people of QTEC. I am thankful for the brothers and sisters who
have cared for and prayed for me for more than 10 years. I thank God for guiding me to the path I’m supposed
to walk. I pray that God will help me carry my cross, glorify Him and love people as I walk the walk towards
heaven.

The Love of Christ Carried Me
Yuan-Long Yeh
As I look back on the past 60 years, I can appreciate the brevity of life and wish I had made some
different choices. Yet in spite of the various ups-and-downs, Christ has always walked beside me and guided my
path. In moments when I most needed help, he carried me. He also blessed me with a wonderful spouse. 
• Jesus said to him, “I am the way, and the truth, and the life. No one comes to the Father except
through me. John 14:6
• It is the Spirit who gives life; the flesh is no help at all. The words that I have spoken to you are spirit
and life. John 6:63
• The true light, which gives light to everyone, was coming into the world. John 1:9
Only through following Christ will one be truly satisfied. This past Easter I finally was baptized; it was a
huge turning point in my life, and it affects me until this day.
This road of faith is not an easy path to go down, yet through the power of prayer, the Lord continually
gives me strength and guidance to go through life; His limitless and unconditional love deepens my level of
hope and faith. I pray that through the way God changes me, I can become a living example of His love. I know
that things in life do not simply go your way because you are a Christian, but instead it sometimes gets more
difficult and testing, yet through all of it, we are shaped into more refined vessels of God; I can only choose to
trust and obey.
I am able to live out and share God’s love, only because He and my brothers and sisters in Christ first
loved me. I wish QTEC a happy 30th anniversary!
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A Series of Encounters
David Kao
Hole-In-One - One day in small group sharing, I told everyone my favorite thing in the world was the hole-inone. Someone shouted amen, and I thought it was great that someone shared my love for golf. When I talked
about golfing, they seemed puzzled. They thought I said, the Holy One. I remember being ashamed for not
being more passionate about praying to God. 
YA Fellowship - In 1986, I was the youngest one in the Youth Group, but in the summer of 1988 a big change
took place. As one of the senior members, I became a de facto counselor. I didn’t know what I was doing, but I
tried to imitate the people before me. Luckily there were other counselors to help me out, so I didn’t lead the
kids astray.
The Prodigal - Eventually, I took a job at an insurance company in Taiwan. My career was doing well and I
was promoted. Even though I was successful, I knew my heart was becoming corrupted without God in my life.
After 11 years, I left my career to start my own business. When it didn’t work out, I did everything to try to
make it work. I travelled around the world, but at some point, I didn’t even have enough money for ticket back
to America.
Psalm 1 - Tree By Running Water - In 2009, I came back to US as a defeated man with physical ailments. I
had no job, and I wondered how I would provide for my children. Every day, I went to the church to pray. I read
that God takes care of the sparrows, am I not more loved than them? 
Later, my wife and I started a Taiwanese snack business from home. For 5 years, we depended on God to
provide for us. We never had much saved, but every month we had enough. Before, I tried to go my own way
and ended up with nothing, but I’ve learned that Manna comes from heaven. and in the end, everything is God’s
hands. 
Growing up in the church, I sometimes resented the fact that I didn’t have a choice. I had to be there to
help others. When other kids could go play, I had responsibilities. Now I can appreciate what God has given me.
Romans teaches us that all things work for those who love God. I just hope to be the man in Psalm 1, a tree
planted by streams of water.

Singing Thankful Praise Towards God
Anita Liu
Recently, in preparation for this letter, I had the privilege of interviewing friends of Pastor Kao and
Pastor Yu. My family had many great stories to tell about these great ministers and I wanted to pay honor to
them for QTEC’s 30th Year Anniversary.
When my sister and I were growing up, we knew Pastor Kao as the “Calendar Pastor “ because his full
Chinese name sounds like “calendar” in Japanese. When Pastor Kao moved to New York, my Dad went to
Chicago and despite the distance, they stayed good friends. They often spoke at each other’s churches and when
we visited New York, we received great hospitality from the QTEC family. When my father passed away, Pastor
Kao immediately wrote our family a touching letter in Japanese.
As for Pastor Yu, my sister and I have so much to say about him because Brother Yu (as we knew him)
was our counselor. We remember one time, he led us in a prayer for our meal. When we opened our eyes, we
saw Brother Yu holding onto the noodles like he was afraid they would disappear. We made fun of him for his
lack of trust in God, but now when we think about it, he just didn’t trust in us.
When we were young, we all thought Brother Yu was going to graduate and become a rocket scientist,
building all sorts of machines. We couldn’t imagine that he would go on to build a great tower for the gospel in
the city.
At the end of the interviews, we realized that Pastor Yu and Pastor Kao have many similar qualities.
They are loyal servants that love God and love their churches. This 30 Year Anniversary is a testament to these
two shepherds. From the bottom of our hearts, we thank God for the 30 years God has led QTEC and we pray
that God continues to watch over this church.
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The QTEC at My Parents’ Living Room
Lily Kao
The little white house located at 45-01 Kissena Blvd. was my parents' old house and where QTEC
was born. Thus, I had the privilege of being involved in the beginning of Queens Taiwanese Evangelical
Church.
That period of time was mixed with hardship, warmth, and sweetness. My father planted QTEC in
this little house. He was always busy visiting, inviting, and ministering to people. My mother was in charge
of the Sunday love feast by preparing the food, and I was the pianist for all the gatherings. From what I
remember, the attendees for Sunday service included some old church members from my father's church in
Taiwan, some of our relatives, and some out-of-town visitors. 
Taiwanese immigration was at its height in the 1980’s, so almost every member of the church was a
new immigrant, still searching for new opportunities, and facing uncertainties. All were in difficult
situations. During Sunday gatherings, not only did we worship like a big family, we also shared new
experiences and/or opportunities with one another. Right there at my parents' house, a holy gathering started.
As more and more people came, the church grew, and many people met the Lord as a result. I still remember
there was a plaque hanging on the wall in front of my father's desk that said "If you meet me and forget me
you lose nothing, if you meet Jesus and forget him you lose everything." Somehow my father had a sort of
charisma that draws people to him and feel that one is closer to God. Slowly, my parents' house became too
crowded. Eventually the church moved to another location. 
I will always miss the QTEC at my parents' house. It was the most difficult time of life for me and for
many others. The church was a light house, an anchor, and a place that we all found warmth and hope. I felt I
was particularly blessed because that was the place where I lived.

Vast Grace of The Lord – 9/11 Leads Me To Christ
Richard Lin
Part I - Catastrophe On A Sunny Day
On an early Tuesday morning, I arrived at World Trade Center around 7:30 AM, earlier than my
usual time, but I did not go into my office on the 46th floor right away, since I had an eight o’clock
meeting a block away. As I was walking back to WTC after the meeting with a cup of coffee in my
hand, I saw some strange debris on the ground and clouds of dust in the air. “What is going on?” I
wondered, as I sped up to get back to my office. Shortly before I arrived at WTC around 9:07 AM,
there was an enormous shock and a horrific sound, forcing me to run and hide in a deli store on
Greenwich Street. ‘‘Jesus, what’s going on? What was that?’’ Debris were raining down like bullets.
Should things have happened five seconds later, I would have arrived at Liberty Street, and I would not
be writing this article to you all.
I quickly left to go to the street at the south end. That was when I witnessed the horrific scene of
people jumping out of One WTC. I stood there, speechless, and realized that there was nothing I could
do. Police guarded the front of the building, and there was no way to get into WTC. So I headed east to
take a northbound subway and hopped onto the 4 train at Wall Street Station. The conductor announced
that the train would go to City Hall without stopping at Fulton Street. Immediately after the
announcement, the subway stopped, and no one knew what was going on. Although you could see the
anxiety on everyone’s faces, most passengers showed reasonable composure. Gradually I started to
smell smoke in the air, and some passengers began to cry and shout. I knew, however, the only way to
survive in this extreme situation was to keep calm, so I started to read the newspaper to ease my mind.
As if time stopped, the thick smoke, warming car, and growing cries, only added to the confusion.
Finally, the conductor made the decision to go back to Wall Street Station. With each emergency brake,
all the passengers were tossed to and fro like waves. Finally, the subway stopped near Wall Street
Station, and one by one we walked through the cars to the back end and got out of the subway system. 104.

When I got above ground, the world was pitch black, the streets covered with a layer of dust, flying
debris everywhere, and breathing was very difficult. ‘‘What is this place? Is this hell?’’ The awful sight was
burned deeply in my memory and could not be wiped out.
Part II - Surviving the Disaster
When I ran around the corner and into a dimly lit building, and saw someone open the door and wave to
us, I finally realized that I was in the center of a serious disaster. WTC fire marshals were everywhere and
everyone started helping each other to hand out towels, tissues, water, assisting the handicapped or people who
had a hard time breathing. Ambulances and police cars were running everywhere outside with blaring sirens.
After getting some napkins and water, I waited for the air to clear out, but a cloud of smoke soon rushed over
and darkened the whole place again, and it was getting harder to breathe even with wet napkins covering my
face, even though I was in a basement three levels below ground.
Around 12:30 PM, I couldn’t wait anymore. With a bottle of water and some wet napkins covering my
face I left the building. Paper and dust filled the dark sky as I trekked across the dusty roads to South Street Sea
Port, but when I saw more people around and some colors in the sky I began feeling less anxious. Looking west,
I could still see the WTC building under clouds smoke and fire, though building couldn't be seen. I thought that
the buildings probably collapsed from where they were hit, and the rest below the point of impact were still
standing. When I walked to Chinatown, I saw storeowners giving water and cookies to help the passersby.
When I finally stopped at the Salvation Army building and saw the WTC collapse on television screens, I was
utterly shocked with tears, and knew that everything was gone.
Part III - Disaster Recovery
As I moved ahead, I felt each step grow more heavy. Sun slowly moved west, but I didn’t seem to have a
destination, I just kept pressing on with each step. When I suddenly noticed buses running nearby, I hopped one
to arrive at Penn Station. When I finally reached home around seven o’clock, Jenny, Charles, and I hugged each
other in the dark for what seemed like eternity; we never felt the importance of each other more. Every day we
walk out of our house, never thinking that we might not see each other at night. Thank God, I was finally home!
As I rested on the sofa, eating junk food and staring at the TV, I watched the disaster unfold on the TV
screen again and again. I didn’t want to think about work – not a single piece of paper, or even backup file, left.
I just wanted to mindlessly watch TV and try to escape from the reality of what had happened. I found out that
everyone in the company was still safe through the phone, but I did not know where to start again. Maybe it was
the time to close the business.
Two weeks flew by, and some clients started to call to ask to recover their investments. Thanks to the
good relationships amongst my business partners, colleagues and clients, we eventually recovered most of our
client sites, but not our own site. It was much less than perfect, but I could only accept it as reality. After some
time, one of my best friends provided me a temporary site for servers, and my business started growing again.
Thanks be to God and thanks to all who helped my business have a second chance to recover from this
catastrophic disaster!
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٩Þ։өΏϼࢰ׀Wҁψĝų٩ܠɷݱ։ī֘ߢմºɸĔࢋƄ٩Бࢋݱ࠘ԄƄް·ߣݔяÏ^ɸԡ
ࠅ٧ʶųهݱҳƄ٩^БÄ٩^Ӧޠɴɸձ͇۸ࣩɟɴ٩^ψĝࢋݤԌࡹɸƸŮ֘Ƅȃ̡۸ࣩ
࠶ࠡݱıЧޠ܃ɴɸӂڤަ̜ٶښ۸ĭɠɸࠋƄߊ۰٩^Ӧޠɴ۸̇ǔࠃƄ^ϼĝǨ٩^
ɟɴŮ֘ՠų٩ܠɷ٩ݱՏ֛ө£ԸɸĔ͔ӜĔܣ٧ȆࡸϊࠖŶՏ֛ө£Ըŷ Ƅ^ϊ٩۰Лߣ۸٣
˸˸דדɸࠃڤƄwÞؑşWƄ٩^ڱWɸәÏɸoࠃųɸݘȃʤƄȃڃĸىձࡪؖؤĩԹƄ
؞t!$!ų͋ࠄթɸ٩^ȯѫࠑ̀ɸԖܵƄ٩^۸Զɴ(=A9B?QՠºѢտ͇ݷۏӅڵƄºѢš
֨द/Q@=?KQऀӂǪ/DG@C9F9Dऀӂ̀ƄɭŃܴºɴƄƬӨǆӨɸݱऀ߈۸ԶĔ۰տ͇ǆࢰˊ^ų
ܠɷƬĔ̖әÏȞܮ۸]ँǵƄWܛ٩^͆ߏȜګϳǊɸࣛܐbųƬĔ٩^ࡸݱȑ×ЁĝƄ˄
Ȟ̂ɸܞϫ٩^Ƅɭ٩ࡥڳړ۸Չ۸ʑܴɸ܊ܮųӨЧӦȃɵƄƬĔ٩^ɸՏ֛ө£ԸێƄܴǪ
&!Ƅϼ
ݱΌΉձ͇ψĝʗ̉ʤɸ ڦ£Ըߢݱڀ٩^ƬߔųӜĔƄ۰Ө͆٩^۸Զ࠘ډWȶЬɶࣉ&
ĝƲƣ࠘ݱӨࠕܶɸƄ͋ЧӦϼӑ]ΌΉ̐ѣºڦɸ΄ʘψ£ԸߢڀƄƬĔݱҁψĝީ۸ʠҧ̀ɸ
Ẹ̆ų
ÄϝַөࢋƄ٩ɴtߚՠɠºƄܷɴғ֒Ʉՠࢱ̤ѫ۸ࢷࠃƄࢋW٩ܷʹɴѫسөɸ̙ࡼύų߯
٩˽ݍӨƄ٩ÞWϼŃܴտɑӳ²ƄӦȯšࡥ]Τدɸ۸ˌࠃų֦ީɸ½ڳɸƄ٩ࡥێࡥݱदʤөƄ
٩ÞWŃܴЛҁψĝƄĝտɑȻőͽѤƄϮѤȻԓƄՊőܴҁ࣐ɸӦѤWȯϼ_ɠɸׅų٩ө
ʹWɸƄࡥݱ۸өpƄ٩Лɴ۸ըկÞ֥֥ɸǡƶ͆eޗߔشԶWƉ٩ЛɴжݦȃرөबË߂ࢲƄŎӾ
ɸäӲջ͆ɸܕՓƉ٩ЛɴƬ۸]կȵࠄށΛɸࠒƄɷɴɸӜŢĠίɸɠäӲąǞƉѻ٩֥֥˴
~ɸƄƬ٩Лɴܴکկšѫࣞ˙֦ƄࠖѫѻկߔڲεشɸŰ֬ƉࡸܴƬ٩ЛɴөՏɸ۸ࡗÄ^ɸ֫
ҽƢηߢܮƄȃg֘ރ۟ݱƄ̉֘~ڷݱųȃ۰ڤЛࡥکөࡔկƄݱ^äʶшֲɸࢁ֞֘š٩^
ѫ۸]͋̀ɸǓĭų^ÐߣŤՇЩѤ͆^ŎӾɸ٘ڧƄ˵ܭɸš^ɸࠈ۩ڳɀՠų٩Лɴڄʍ
ݱȸࠃ ێƄڱɸ΄ʘ֫ނظų٩ĸڱܦԖܵΥցƄ۴ЛɴӵԖܵʹWųψĝߔܴؓʤɸׅՓްݱȃ
ēɸƲ֫ƄҦ]ڴԯʗܴڱɸׅՓݱƲ֫Ƅࡥݱψĝߔίׅ̀ųƬӨ҆ɴ۸کϔҩ^ƄࠄΛЁΖʪܴ
^ࠄΛɸݵȑĝ͆E?99CBH9DƄ٩^Ƭߔࠑөࡔɸ۸ըƄࢰض׀Ϡҋ۸ԶșμƄӨϼȃϜ۰߰ҧ
֦Ƅš֦ࡥ۸ՉɸࠗšƢ֘˴ʩų
Ҧ]ڴԯƄ٩ʗš٩^ψĝɸȯࢭ˴ɴऋǁƄȃggݱĒѨ֘ɸࢭݼƄʪՊ࠸ݱѨ֘ųҦ]ڴԯƄ
٩ʗ̉ߦށӜکÞ٩ࡸݱoߢسմºĔƄϼ۸߃Äψĝ۸ՉׅʗН^ݱέ֘ɸࣦÈަųտϛƄ٩Ǩ
ޣ۰ȯšࠃ̲^ɸǓĭƄطթژɴŶͽݙŷࡥq]ࠅۡ ųé߳։ַࡧө۰۬ߥࡥکÇ֦ߕڲɸ
կ͆˒ׅ^ɸӜ٣½ڳɸ֦ų٩^RȃيգƄϼտձ͇ΤدƄ٩^۴ĝܴŬȥųɭࠑࢋƄƬ٩^۸
رWɴҁȑՁƄ٩^۸رxࣸƄܴĔ٩^ĝ۸ԶڧƄܴĔ٩^ĝ۸ԶгųϛؤƄ٩^۸ԶӴǟƄڛӜ
٣Ðࣦ٩^۸ҋࠈɴϛؤɸ֦ĸ͖Ƅ֥ڳɩÄпрÐࣦ٩^Ձҳɸҋų
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΄ʘψΌΉҁψĝ
QUEENS TAIWANESE EVANGELICAL CHURCH

"Be completely humble and gentle; Be patient, bearing with
one another in love. Make every effort to keep the unity of
the spirit through the bond of peace.”
Ephesians 4:2-3

